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Lengua ... 
¡Simiente nueva! ¡Simiente eterna! 
Balbuceos infantiles, leyenda de ancianos; ternura de madres; 
cación de amor, desengaño, gozo, lamento, esperanza; sueños, 
realidades; vigor de jóven, placidez del viejo; poesía, prosa, 
sentimiento, amor ... 
Lengua ... 
Sabiduría de generaciones que forma el intelecto, cuerdas 
íntimas de sentimientos que hacen el alma. 
¡Lengua Nativa! 
La mas cara herencia, el mejor recurso, la mas ávida y vivida 
expresión. 
Permitid al niño usar su lengua nativa y abrir su mente a 
nuevos horizontes, a las estrellas, átomos y al latido de la 
vida. 
Guiadlos a triunfar sobre la incógnita de ecuaciones y 
problemas. 
Permitid que al abrir un libro, la imaginación de un niño 
vuele a la emoción de un poema, viva los pasajes de una 
novela y haga suyas las enseñanzas de los textos. 
I ... así se maravillará ante el milagro del pensamiento 
abstracto cuando pueda organizar su mundo al clasificar, 
categorizar, y generalizar conceptos; o cuando al sintetizar, 
expandir, inducir, deducir, inferir y concluir, llegue a 
sistematizar su forma de absorver conocimiento. 
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Asi también cibrira su mente y su alma para comprender y amarse 
a si mismo, a su pueblo, a su pais, a su historia, a sus 
gentes. Desde esta latitud pondrá comprender a la humanidad. 
Entonces, entenderá y aprenderá de otros pueblos y podrá 
aprender y usar su segunda lengua con motivación y amará su 
segunda cultura. 
Dejad que los niños bilingües contribuyan con el tesoro de su 
lengua a la riqueza del país. Dadles tiempo para que nutriendo 
sus raíces lingüísticas sean la expresión del presente y la 
proyección del future i en dos idiomas! 
v 
Language . . . 
The new and eternal seed of babies' whispers and old men's 
tales. The vessel of the innocence of children and answering 
mother's tenderness. The shaping of love songs of joy and 
disappointment, hope and despondent laments. The breath of 
dreams and reality. 
Youthful vigor fires it, while older wisdom is comforted in 
its well-traveled paths. Guided by sentiment and love, it 
builds poetry and prose, while intellect molds it into the 
knowledge of generations, reaching into the deepest wells of 
the soul. 
Language . . . 
Native tongue. The most treasured inheritance. The best 
recourse for our most vivid expression. 
Let the child be swept to new horizons, reaching the stars 
and atoms while listening to the shades and colors describing 
the heartbeat of life. Old guide to the sweep and flow of 
equations and solutions to unknown puzzles, it also guides 
the opening mind of a child through the motions of a poem, 
lights and passages of novels, and immerses it in the teach¬ 
ings of an opened text. 
The world of abstract thought whirls and pulses at its com¬ 
mand, allowing a wondering mind to expand, consolidate, 
deduct, induct, classify, categorize, generalize, and organize. 
vi 
It washes over minds and hearts, bringing understanding and 
love for one's self, people, country, history, an endless 
list that leads to humanity as a whole, acting as a founda- 
tion and progenitor of the ability and desire to use a 
second tongue. 
Free the bilingual children to use the buried treasure of a 
tongue filled with the richness of another culture, heighten¬ 
ing their contribution to the present and future of their 
country. 
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ABSTRACT 
EFFECTS OF AN URBAN SCHOOL VOCABULARY ENRICHMENT PROGRAM 
UPON THE TRANSFER OF VOCABULARY SKILLS FROM SPANISH INTO 
ENGLISH 
MAY 1985 
YOLANDA MICHELLE ULLOA 
B.A. - University of Quito, Ecuador 
M.A. - University of Massachusetts 
Ed.D. - University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Professor Luis Fuentes 
The major purpose of the study is to compare the ef¬ 
fectiveness of a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) added 
to the regular reading program alone. The aim is to in¬ 
crease the transfer of vocabulary skills from the native 
language into English in Limited English Proficiency (LEP) 
students from first, second, third and fourth grades who 
are enrolled in a Transitional Bilingual Program (TBE) and 
VEP. Will these students at the end of three months, score 
higher on measures of vocabulary compared to first, second, 
third and fourth grade students enrolled in a TBE program? 
To test the hypothesis, the following tasks were 
accomplished: 
1) Correlation of the home vocabulary, with the voca¬ 
bulary of the Spanish reading series and the English series. 
x 
2) Assessment in English using a Vocabulary Pretest— 
Posttest set of pictorial vocabulary tasks. 
3) A Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) consisting 
of teacher training, VEP units in Spanish and English, and 
demonstration lessons. 
Three schools were chosen to participate in the VEP and 
three other schools were chosen as a control group. A total 
of seventy-two (72) children participated in the VEP at three 
levels and one hundred and twenty-one (121) children partici¬ 
pated as control at three levels. 
A Pretest-Posttest Non-equivalent Control Group design 
was employed. The experimental group who received the VEP 
experiences and units showed uniformally greater gain between 
the pretest and posttest at all levels than did the control 
group. The difference between the control group and the 
experimental group was greatest at the lowest level and be¬ 
came increasingly smaller with each successive level. 
xi 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The success of students in our schools is predicated 
on their ability to read. The school curriculum is based 
on reading skills, and only those students who have 
developed these skills will be able to compete and advance 
in the school system. 
All teachers must know that the most important objec¬ 
tive for their students is to teach them to read if they 
want their students to succeed in this ever changing world. 
The need to develop basic reading skills becomes more 
acute for bilingual teachers and bilingual students. 
There are scores of questions asked concerning reading 
and the limited English speaking children. One hopes that 
at this stage of bilingual education, bilingua1 educators do 
not have to justify and explain that children must first 
learn to read in their dominant language. Current research 
strongly supports this position. (Garcia de Lorenzo, 1975, 
Larson and Davis, 1981, Wise, 1969, Modiano, 1973, Oster- 
berg, 1961, Downing, 1980). 
John Downing reported the results of his research done 
in Papua, New Guinea. He revealed the negative effects of 
teaching children to read in an unfamiliar language. He 
says : 
1 
2 
In both age groups the children taught in their 
mother tongue were significantly superior to the 
children in the English classes on the phoneme 
segmentation test. Thus the data from this test 
supported hypothesis (a): As the cognitive 
clarity theory predicts, children whose school 
instruction related to familiar examples of their 
own mother tongue develop the concept of the 
phoneme more rapidly than children whose school 
instruction relies on unfamiliar examples from a 
second language. Mother tongue instruction taps 
the child's existent linguistic awareness, where¬ 
as second language instruction not only fails to 
exploit the available linguistic awareness but. 
also causes cognitive confusion by introducing 
exemplars that do not fit the child's developing 
concepts of speech elements. (1984: 369) 
The limited English Proficient (LEP) children have 
unique and specific needs that must be met to provide them 
with the tools of adaptation in this new cultural and edu¬ 
cational milieu. 
Bilingual teachers should be thoroughly trained to 
teach their students to master reading skills. Adminis¬ 
trators should include in their training sessions oppor¬ 
tunities to answer questions such as: 
1. How are LEP readers different from native English 
readers? 
2. When should LEP children start reading in their native 
language? 
3. What specific reading skills should be emphasized 
to students in their native language? in English? 
4. What is the importance of vocabulary development 
in the native language? in English? 
3 
5. What are the best reading approaches for native lan¬ 
guage learners? for English language learners? 
6. What professional competencies should bilingual teachers 
possess in order to successfully teach reading to LEP 
students in their native language? in English? 
It is assumed that students are taught to read on the 
basis of their ability to express themselves. Their oral 
self expression is based on the vocabulary they have 
developed through their experiences/or generalizations. 
For children, school is a new environment to which 
they must adapt. For LEP students in the United States, 
school is an alien and somewhat threatening environment 
where the language they have used all their lives cannot 
help them to communicate or understand the most basic needs 
or instructions. Now they must cope with an environment 
that communicates in a strange set of sounds called English, 
that represents the system to be used in instruction and 
the one that is spoken by important people such as: 
principal, teachers, peers. 
Even if, from the onset the LEP students are fortunate 
to receive bilingual instruction, their educational future 
will still depend on the kind, the quality and the philosophy 
of the program they have entered. 
Bilingual education is defined as the use of two 
languages as the medium of instruction. Joshua Fishman 
identifies four main types of bilingual education. 
monoliterate, partial, transitional and full, (1979) (for 
definitions see page 12). 
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In transitional bilingual programs, the native language 
of the students is used in the early stages of the develop¬ 
ment of bilingualism to use the native linguistic resources 
of the students in the teaching of the academic areas, until 
their skills in English are developed to the point that 
English alone can be used as the medium of instruction. 
In the State of Massachusetts, Chapter 71A of the state 
law provides Transitional Bilingual Programs for the LEP 
students in the Commonwealth. (Appendix A the Transitional 
Bilingual Law) 
All transitional bilingual programs in the city of 
Springfield, Massachusetts are developed following the 
regulation of Chapter 71A the Transitional Bilingual Law of 
the Commonwealth. 
In transitional bilingual programs time restrictions 
created by laws or regulations are the structure for 
curricula consideration and the needs of LEP students are 
often artificially adjusted to this time structure. 
One of the most difficult obstacles to overcome is 
the lack of understanding of the relationship of language 
proficiency to academic achievement by administrators, 
regular classroom teachers, English as a second language 
teachers and even bilingual teachers. The central question 
in the educational debate concerns exit criteria ior 
5 
transitional bilingual programs, when does a bilingual 
student have sufficient English proficiency to compete 
effectively in an all-English classroom. 
Some studies have been done in this area by Jim Cummins, 
who states: 
Lack of English proficiency is commonly regarded by 
policy makers and educators as the major cause of 
language minority students' academic failure in 
English-only programs. Thus, it is assumed that 
students require bilingual instruction only until 
they have become proficient in English. Logically, 
after students have become "proficient in English," 
any difficulties they might encounter in an English- 
only program cannot be attributed to lack of English 
proficiency, 
If we combine this apparent logic with the fact 
that the immigrant students generally appear to 
acquire a reasonably high livel of L2 fluency 
within about 1^-2 years of arrival in the host 
country (Cummins, 1989c; Snow and Hoefnagel- 
Hohle, 1978), then one might assume that two years 
of bilingual education should be sufficient for 
students to make the transition to an English-only 
program. This line of reasoning is frequently, 
invoked to justify exiting students out of bilin¬ 
gual programs after a relatively short period. It 
is assumed that because students can cope adequately 
with the communicative demands of face-to-face, 
situations and may appear quite fluent in English, 
their English proficiency is sufficiently well- 
developed to cope with the communicative demands 
of the regular English-only curriculum on an equal 
basis with native English speaking students. 
There is considerable evidence to suggest that this 
logic is false. Bilingual programs which have been 
successful in developing a high level of English 
academic skills in language minority students have 
usually maintained instruction in LI throughout 
elementary school. Usually it is only in te 
latter grades of elementary school that students 
approach grade norms in English reading sis 
(see Cummins, 1981 for a review). In a similar 
way, it has been shown (Cummins, in press) that 
6 
it took immigrant students who arrived in Canada 
after the age of six, five to seven years on the 
average to approach grade norms in academically 
related aspects of English proficiency. Thus, 
it clearly takes considerable longer for language 
minority students to develop age-appropriate 
academic skills in English than it does to develop 
certain aspects of age-appropriate English face-to- 
face communicative skills. (1982: 59-60) 
Jim Cummins identifies a variety of communicative 
proficiencies that situated in his theoretical framework 
of language proficiency successfully describe the very 
different communicative proficiencies required of children 
in a school environment as compared to the one-to-one social 
interaction. The communicative proficiency in context 
embedded situations (participants are face-to-face and can 
actively negotiate meaning with the use of questions and 
answers, gestures, body movements, intonation, etc.). 
Cummins calls Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills - 
BICS. The communicative proficiency in context reduced 
situations, namely school environment, he calls Cognitive/ 
Academic language Proficiency - CALP. 
Exit criteria from Transitional Bilingual Programs 
should center their criteria in this Cognitive/Academic 
Language Proficiency CALP. 
Bilingual programs should center their objectives on 
a realistic approach to the academic, cultural, social and 
physical development of the bilingual students providing 
at the same time a continuous comprehensive developmental 
7 
program of Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency in both 
languages . 
Bilingual administrators, teachers and students are 
under constant pressure to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of their programs, their teaching skills, or their intelli¬ 
gence. In most cases their success is paired to the time 
that bilingual students remain in a Transitional Bilingual 
Program. Therefore in many instances professionals under¬ 
line unrealistic time limitations forgetting that laws are 
the product of political compromise rather than scientific 
inquiry as to the need of LEP students. The same law that 
opens the door to provide the benefits of bilingual educa¬ 
tion to LEP students, is also used to transfer them into 
English-only classes when they are not yet ready to succeed 
in that environment. An ideal transitional bilingual 
program should provide ample time (6 to 7 years) for the 
full bilingual development of each individual student. How¬ 
ever the political and attitudinal reality of many 
educational systems show indifference. Nevertheless as 
responsible educators, we must work to change these per 
ceptions and negative attitudes by sharing information and 
research findings to confirm the theoretical principles on 
which we base our practices. The challenge is working 
within the time limitations that the educational system 
prefers and striving to provide in the most efficient 
8 
manner, pragmatic opportunities for LEP students to develop 
Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency. 
One way to attempt to accomplish this is the develop¬ 
ment of comprehensive content oriented English as a Second 
Language (ESL) curriculum. This consists of the analysis 
of each academic area by grade level to identify objectives 
dealing with vocabulary and language patterns in English. 
If we follow the continuum established by the Transitional 
Bilingual Law in Massachusetts that allows "three magic 
years" for the transition represented in graphic 1.1 
the first academic area for treatment would be mathematics, 
the second would be science followed by the social sciences. 
In the first level, the ESL mathematics curriculum 
would address objectives regarding the development of 
vocabulary and language patterns most frequently used in 
English to learn Mathematics. The teachers would teach 
these objectives identified by grade level along with re¬ 
lated activities, experiences, materials and assessment 
procedures . 
The second level ESL Science curriculum would help 
to develop and transfer basic language skills and vocabu¬ 
lary related to science from the native language into 
English. 
At the third level, ESL Social Science would be the 
focus of the academic oriented language and vocabulary 
skills to accomplish transfer of skills. 
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Need for the study 
The development of cognitive reading language proficiency 
would result in much more complex and evasive tasks than the 
academic areas. Reading for the LEP children is not merely 
the ability to obtain meaning, to analyze, to relate a 
selection to personal experiences, to make inferences, to 
draw conclusions, to generalize and to integrate the infor¬ 
mation within cognitive storage areas in one language. 
The native speakers of any language entering school for 
the first time already possess a highly sophisticated 
language system compressed by intonation; stress patterns 
related to comprehension; discrimination between phonemes, 
a large vocabulary developed on the basis of personal 
experiences, with a variety of meanings; a grammar system; 
a discrimination system to differenciate varieties of the 
language and a cultural orientation that matches their 
language. Reading, therefore, is the most important aspect 
of bilingual instruction. 
Development of a reading program in a bilingual class¬ 
room must be in accordance with the level of linguistic 
ability and individual experiences of the learners both in 
the native language and in English. 
Vocabulary is developed in the native language on the 
basis of experiences that provide conceptual principles. 
According to Stauffer (1970: 5-6) by the time children are 
of school age the size of their functional speaking 
11 
vocabulary is estimated to range from about 2,500 words to 
12,000 words. He puts the estimated number of words by a 
six-year-old at about 7,500. Stauffer (1970) records. 
"Linguists tell us that, by the time children have 
acquired functional speaking vocabularies of the 
sizes just referred to, they will also have ac¬ 
quired expert phonological skill. When the sound 
vibrations of speech hit the air and then the inner 
ear and its connection with the cerebral center, the 
circuit has been completed and the raw material of 
language - sound is serving its purpose. Phonemes 
are the distinctive basic sound elements of lan¬ 
guage and have no referential function, but they make 
up the component parts of the signs of language (mor¬ 
phemes), which do have referential meaning and 
grammatical functions. The infant learning to use 
the language of his community needs to differentiate 
the varieties of sound function as signs only as 
they represent differences of communicative value. 
Because these phoneme-morpheme sign systems represent 
a high degree of sound complexity, the talking six- 
year-old has accomplished a most impressive feat. 
At the same time, his knowledge includes appropriate 
reaction to the gestures, facial expressions, 
stresses, intonations, and junctures that ordinarily 
accompany speech behavior. (1970: 5“6) 
Students who come to school with extensive vocabulary 
based upon right background experiences in their first 
language will be able to transfer those skills once the 
English vocabulary is mastered. 
The LEP students possess all the skills described by 
Stauffer in their own language which is not the language 
used in interaction by the majority of the school members. 
The LEP students, in the best of circumstances, are 
expected not only to carry the work of all the school 
curricula but also to master in a short period of time 
(six months to a year) oral skills in English and then to 
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start the process of reading in their second language 
that they must master in a year or two. 
Taking into consideration that the materials into which 
ths LEP students have to transfer are designed for middle 
class children from a different culture, this task becomes 
an obstacle course almost impossible to master without 
specific help and enough time to make the task possible. 
Vocabulary development for a native speaker according 
to Richards means: 
1. The native speaker of a language continues to 
expand his vocabulary in adulthood, whereas there 
is comparatively little development of syntax in 
adult life. 
2. Knowing a word means knowing the degree of probabi¬ 
lity of encountering that word in speech or print. 
For many words we also know the others most likely 
to be found associated with it. 
3. Knowing a word implies knowing the limitations 
imposed on the use of the word according to varia¬ 
tions of function and situation. 
4. Knowing a word means knowing the syntactic behavior 
associated with it. 
5. Knowing a word entails knowledge of the underlying 
form of a word and the derivations that can be made 
from it. 
6. Knowing a word entails knowledge of the network of 
associations between that word and other words in 
the language. 
7. Knowing a word means knowing the semantic value of 
it. 
8. Knowing a word means knowing many of the different 
meanings associated with it. (Richards, 1976. 83) 
13 
There seems to be limited theoretical information about 
the effect, of a vocabulary enrichment program based on 
experiences and generalizations in LEP students. Specific 
areas of concern include the correlation of native based 
and English vocabularies to identify methods of transfer of 
skills and the effect that this development would have in 
the transfer of reading skills from Spanish into English. 
A comparison of the home vocabulary versus reading 
series vocabulary in Spanish is needed to identify goals 
for a vocabulary enrichment program in the native language. 
This will fill gaps of a socio-economic nature. A compari¬ 
son of the vocabulary used in the Spanish reading series 
and the English reading series into which the LEP student 
will transfer is necessary. This comparison will serve to 
identify goals to develop concepts which are non-existent 
or weak due to linguistic, cultural and socio-economic 
differences. 
Statement of purpose 
Vocabulary development and transfer is one of the most 
important and difficult tasks for LEP students to accomplish 
in their quest to become bilingual. The LEP students have 
to expand and grow in experiences that are expressed in the 
new words (tags) they use in their native language, and in 
English concurrently. 
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The proposed study is set to demonstrate the complexity 
of the development of cognitive reading language proficiency 
by selecting vocabulary development as one of the most 
important aspects of the many reading skills that a LEP 
student must master to successfully make the transition in¬ 
to English reading. 
Statement of hypothesis 
The main purpose of this study is to compare the 
effectiveness of a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) 
added to the regular reading program and the regular reading 
program alone. The aim is to increase the transfer of 
vocabulary skills from the native language into English in 
LEP students from first, second, third and fourth grades 
who are enrolled in a TBE program and a Vocabulary Enrich¬ 
ment Program (VEP). Will these students at the end of 
three (3) months score higher on measures of vocabulary 
compared to first, second, third and fourth grade students 
enrolled in a TBE program? 
Sub-questions to be answered 
This study attempted to answer the following questions 
within the limitations described below: 
Spanish home vocabulary and the Spanish reading series. 
How does the home vocabulary compare to the reading 
1. 
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series in Spanish? Is there a need to enrich the 
vocabulary in Spanish? 
2. The Spanish and English vocabularies of the reading 
series used by the LEP students. How does the vocabu¬ 
lary of the reading series in Spanish and English, 
correlate? What kind of differences are found? Are 
there conceptual voids? 
3. Transfer of vocabulary skills from Spanish into English 
due to vocabulary enrichment based on concept acquisi¬ 
tion. How does a vocabulary enrichment program in 
Spanish and English affect the development of vocabu¬ 
lary skills in English? What kinds of classroom 
activities would foster the transfer of vocabulary 
ski1Is? 
Delimitations of the study 
This study was limited to include the following? 
1. vocabulary of LEP students in Spanish; 
2. vocabulary of LEP students in English; 
3. selective comparative analysis of the above; 
4. selective first, second, third and fourth grades in 
six schools in the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, 
enrolled in the TBE program. 
5. three months in the latter part of the 1984 academic 
year. 
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Importance of the study 
Johnson and Pearson in their book Teaching Reading 
Vocabulary indicate: 
Practically everyone connected with the field of 
reading values a diverse combination of linguistic 
relationships and instructional practices which 
reside under an umbrella alternately labeled word 
attack, word recognition, decoding, phonics, 
phonetics, and word analysis. Thus, their goal 
is: to provide children with a tool that will 
allow them to become independent readers, to 
pronounce and understand new words they encounter 
as they read. Reading teachers, educators, and 
researchers agree that fluent reading and vocabu¬ 
lary size are positively correlated; put simply, 
children who do not know many words or who have 
not acquired the means of learning new words 
cannot read very well. (1978: 2) 
If vocabulary development is important for students 
who speak English as their sole vernacular, it becomes a 
matter of survival for LEP students in the same ambiance. 
Vocabulary skills are transferred from the native 
language into English when the words (tags) that represent 
the concepts are based on experiences and/or generalizations 
made by the students. 
This study, while comparing the home and school vocabu¬ 
laries of the LEP students in Spanish will identify specific 
objectives to develop a Spanish vocabulary enrichment 
program. This in turn will provide the LEP students with 
basic resources in dealing with the development of specific 
skills such as: word recognition, decoding, phonics, 
phonetics, word analysis, comprehension, etc. This study 
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will also develop a vocabulary enrichment program in English 
to facilitate the transfer of skills from the native 
language into English. 
To develop pragmatic goals for vocabulary development 
for LEP students, careful consideration will be given to 
the following aspects: 
1. Age of the LEP students. 
2. Degree of language development in the native language. 
3. Degree of language development in English. 
4. Conceptual development based on experiences. 
5. Socio-economic level of LEP student. 
6. Cultural background. 
The study will also demonstrate the effects of a 
vocabulary enrichment program in Spanish on transition to 
English reading. 
Definition of terms 
Bilingual Education is the use of two languages of 
instruction in connection with teaching of academic areas. 
Transitional Bilingual Program is the use of the native 
language of the students in the early stages of bilingualism 
to use the linguistic resources of the students in the 
teaching of the academic areas until their skills in English 
are developed to the point that it alone can be used as the 
medium of instruction. 
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Monoliterate Bi1ingua1 Program is the use of aural_oral 
skills of two languages and the development of literacy 
skills in English only. 
Partial Bilingual Program is the one that seeks fluency 
and literacy in both languages; but literacy in the native 
language is restricted to certain subject matter such as 
social studies and culture. 
Full Bilingual Program develops all skills in both 
languages and domains. Both languages are used as media of 
instruction for all subjects (except in teaching the 
languages themselves). 
LEP Student is the student who is proficient in his 
native language but is limited English proficient. 
ESL refers to the field of English as a Second Language 
ESL is a component of a bilingual program. 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages 
TBE - Transitional bilingual program. Its goal is to 
assist the student in adapting to school and to progress on 
par with his peers in all subject areas while learning 
English within a time limit. 
L2 - second language related to the chronological 
aspect of language acquisition. 
LI - Native language, or mother language: the one the 
student developed at home from infancy. 
Home Language - Same as LI 
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VEP - Vocabulary enrichment program created to facili¬ 
tate the development of reading skills in the native 
language and transfer these skills into English reading. 
MCS - Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills. Com¬ 
municative proficiency in context embedded situations. 
CALP - Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency. 
Communicative proficiency in context reduced situations, 
eg. school environment. 
Summary 
For Limited English Proficient (LEP) students the 
mastery of reading skills in their second language becomes 
a matter of academic survival. The statement of the 
problem in Chapter I highlights the importance of the 
development of reading skills in the students' native 
language as well as the negative effects of teaching 
children to read in an unfamiliar language. The importance 
of using the linguistic resources of the LEP students are 
contrasted with the time limitations allowed by Transi¬ 
tional Bilingual Programs that do not provide enough time 
to develop second language skills to succeed in an English 
only academic program. 
The inclusion of basic issues such as the development 
of different language proficiencies required to succeed 
socially or academically serves as a strong introduction 
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to the importance of vocabulary development as the logical 
foundation of the mastery of a second language. 
Reading is not merely the ability to decode written 
symbols, but rather it involves the ability to obtain 
meaning, to analyze, to relate concepts to personal ex¬ 
periences, to make generalizations, to draw conclusions and 
to integrate the information within cognitive storage areas. 
All these facts serve as a preamble to the principle that 
without a strong base of vocabulary skills, the development 
of reading skills becomes very difficult. 
The need for the study is substantiated by the citation 
of researchers who with their work underline the importance 
of vocabulary development. 
The limited information about the effect of vocabulary 
enrichment in LEP students supports the need for this 
research. This study proposes to compare the home and 
school vocabularies in the native language and the English 
vocabularies. From the statement of purpose and the stated 
hypothesis which is to compare the effectiveness of a 
Vocabulary Enrichment Program added to the regular reading 
program and the regular reading program alone, the aim is 
to increase the transfer of vocabulary skills from the 
native language into English in LEP students from first, 
second, third and fourth grades who are enrolled in a 
TBE program and in a Vocabulary Enrichment Program. It 
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predicted that these students at the end of three (3) 
months will score higher on measures of vocabulary compared 
to first, second, third and fourth grade students in a TBE 
program. 
Chapter II represents a review of the literature of 
pertinent issues to support the importance of vocabulary 
development and successful readers in general and specifi¬ 
cally the vital considerations of this issue with LEP 
students language development, reading and the transfer of 
skills from the native language into English. 
CHAPTER II 
Review of Literature 
INTRODUCTION 
This study was designed to compare the effectiveness 
of a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) added to the regular 
reading program and the regular reading program alone. The 
aim is to increase the transfer of vocabulary from first, 
second, third and fourth graders who are enrolled in a TBE 
program and a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP). 
Chapter II reviews the pertinent literature related to 
the study. 
This review is organized in three sections: 1) general 
concepts related to the development of reading skills for 
native English speaking students. A contrast is established 
regarding approaches and attitudes concerning the develop¬ 
ment of reading skills for LEP students. 2) A review of the 
literature pertaining to language proficiency and conceptua¬ 
lization; and 3) a review of the literature related to the 
importance of vocabulary development and cognition, and 
successful readers in general. Specifically the vital 
considerations of this issue with LEP students, is reading 
and transfer of skills from the native language into English. 
Even though Bilingual Education has been around for 
many years, it is only in the late sixties and seventies that 
its resurgence began to have an impact on public education. 
Prior to this time, Bilingual programs were conducted by 
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parochial schools or isolated ethnic groups and had a great 
variety of structures and time schedules. Reflecting these 
facts, literature related to Bilingual Education is not 
abundant prior to the sixties and seventies. Following a 
natural course, during the mentioned time, publications 
related to this field began to proliferate, initially around 
general issues. It is only in recent years that the litera¬ 
ture has focused on more specific and complex issues, 
reflecting more in-depth current studies. 
In order to show the importance of vocabulary in the 
development of reading in LEP students, the following 
resources were used: Three computer searches were done under 
the following titles: 
1. Reading and the bilingual child. 
2. The transfer of skills from Spanish Reading to English 
Reading. 
3. Vocabulary Development in the bilingual classroom. 
Research in the following libraries was done: 
The five college area in Amherst, Springfield Regional 
Center, Springfield Central Office of Education, the Univer¬ 
sity of Texas in Austin, National Clearinghouse for Bilingual 
Education and the Bilingual Resource Center in Rhode Island. 
Interviews were conducted with well known professionals 
in the field of Linguistics and Reading such as: Dr. Theodore 
Anderson, Dr. Thomas Horn, Dr. Frank Cuczak from the Univer 
sity of Texas in Austin, Dr. Robert Lado and Dr. Irma Hanson. 
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General integrative reviews related to reading 
The literature in discussing principles and definitions 
of what reading is, not only highlights the complexity of 
this thinking process, but it bases the reading development 
on experiences that children have, and generalizations they 
make. Experiences and concepts are the building stones of 
the basic language that children bring to school. 
Miles V. Zintz in his book Corrective Reading indi¬ 
cates: 
Basically, reading is a thinking process. It 
requires some kind of response on the part of the 
reader. If people utilize the reading they do, 
they can make different generalizations, draw new 
inferences, and plan new steps on the basis of it. 
Reading can provide excellent vicarious experiences. 
Most teaching requires that teachers utilize vica¬ 
rious experiences to open new vistas to children 
who cannot experience them firsthand. Contrari¬ 
wise, reading depends on experience. Words are 
meaningful only as one comes to know them through 
experience. If a word is new or unknown, one 
must find synonyms, or associative words, to 
clarify meanings. Gray identifies four different 
steps in the reading act: word perception, com¬ 
prehension, reaction, and integration. The first 
is word recognition, including both the ability, 
to pronounce the word and to attach meaning to it 
as a concept. The second step is the ability to 
make individual words construct useful ideas as 
they are read in context. The third step requires 
judgmental action - a feeling about what the author 
has said. The final step is the crucial one: the 
ability to assimilate this idea, concept, new 
reading, into the background of experience so that 
it becomes a part of the total experience of the 
individual. These steps are completely interde¬ 
pendent in the meaningful use of reading as a tool 
in the solution of problems. (1972: 3-4) 
Diane Lapp and James Flood advise teachers to make 
their own definition of reading based on three principles: 
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1. letter and word perception/recognition. 
2. comprehension of the concepts conveyed by the 
printed word(s) 
3. reaction and assimilation of the new knowledge 
with the reader's past experience. 
The authors of this publication believe "that reading 
is basically a process of perceiving, interpreting and 
evaluating printed material." (Lapp and Flood, 1978) 
Other reading specialists such as Goodman (1976), 
LaBerge and Samuels (1976), Gough (1972), Mathewson (1976), 
Mackworth (1971), Ruddell (1976) and Ruemlhart (1977) em¬ 
brace similar principles and advocate concept formation 
and attainment, the generalizing process and hypothetizing 
and predicting as fundamentals of the reading process. 
All of these complex processes can be accomplished by 
English speaking children using the English language and 
the cultural patterns corresponding to their native lan¬ 
guage, therefore using the linguistic resources the English 
speaking children bring with them when entering school. 
Review of Language Proficiency and Reading 
Where LEP children are concerned the use of the native 
language as the primary resource in the development of 
reading somehow loses validity. The question of whether 
reading should be taught in the native language with LEP 
students then transferring skills to the second language 
or whether LEP students should learn to read in English 
only becomes a controversial issue. 
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Concerns centered on this issue have motivated many 
professionals and researchers to study and publish very 
interesting study results. 
Proponents of the attainment of. reading skills in the 
native language have found that the transition from the 
native language into the second language appeared to be a 
natural process (Modiano, 1968). Students learned to read 
in their Indian language with a very positive transfer of 
skills into Spanish. 
Several other studies such as the ones conducted in 
Peru and Mexico with Indians (Wise, 1969), (Burns, 1970), 
Modiano, 1974) confirmed previous findings. 
John Downing in research done in Papua, New Guinea 
(1978 “ 1980) had similar positive results on the benefits 
of teaching beginning reading to LEP children in their 
native language. 
Maria Lombardo in her unpublished doctoral disserta¬ 
tion "The Construction and Validation of the Listening and 
Reading Components of the English as a Second Language Assess¬ 
ment Battery," made a study of proponents and opponents of 
this important issue. (1979) 
The relationship of language proficiency to academic 
achievement is the basis of Bilingual Education because this 
mode of instruction in the best conditions fosters the de¬ 
velopment not only of two languages but the formation of two 
ways of perceiving, interpreting and evaluating the world. 
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As previously mentioned, Jim Cummins has done extensive 
studies in this area where he identifies a variety of com¬ 
municative proficiencies required of children in the school 
environment. These language proficiencies will directly 
affect cognitive development and academic success. 
Although a great deal of research has been done in the 
nature of "language proficiency," there is little consensus 
of a general framework that could simplify the issue. While 
Canale presents a model based in four levels: grammatical, 
sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic competencies (1981), 
the model offered by Hernandez Chavez et al (1978) proposes 
64 different proficiencies. 
Jim Cummins presents a rather convincing theoretical 
framework of the nature of language proficiency and points 
out why language minority students have often failed to 
develop high levels of academic skills. 
"...However, another contributing factor to 
minority students' academic failure, and one 
which is still operating even in the context of 
bilingual programs, is that many educators have 
a very confused notion of what it means to be 
proficient in English. If language minority 
students manifest proficiencies m some context 
embedded aspects of English (cuadrant A), they 
are often regarded as having sufficient English 
proficiency both to follow a regular English 
curriculum and to take psychological and educa 
tional tests in English. What is not realized 
bv many educators is that because of language 
minority students' ESL background, the regu ar 
English Curriculum and psychological assessment 
Drocedures are considerable more context 
reduced and cognitively demanding than they are 
for English-background students, /^points out 
earlier, research findings suggest that it ta 
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much longer for language minority students to 
approach commonly accepted age/grade norms in 
context reduced aspects of English proficiency 
(five to seven years on the average) than it 
does in context—embedded aspects (approximately 
two years on the average)." (1982: 15-16) 
Vocabulary development and cognition 
Dale D. Johnson writes the following regarding the 
importance of vocabulary development in the cognitive growth 
of children in "Three Sound Strategies for Vocabulary Develop¬ 
ment ." 
All words, like all real-world objects and events, 
can be placed in categories. In fact, the ability 
of the human mind to categorize, to examine the 
similarities and differences between two or more 
concepts, to draw relationships, is what enables 
humans to learn. Nothing can be learned in isola¬ 
tion. Try to think of anything you have ever 
learned and how you learned it and you quickly 
recollect that you learned it in relation to some¬ 
thing you already knew. You categorized it. You 
might have learned the meaning of lavender in rela¬ 
tion to your knowledge of blue or red or purple or 
pink. Spindle might have been learned in relation 
to bend, fold, and mutilate and your experience with 
computer-card mentality. A child may not know the 
meaning of mammoth but can be helped to relate it 
to big, large, huge, and gigantic. The meaning of 
Albasa will remain a mystery unless you are able to 
relate it to things already known - that is, to 
categorize it. (1980: 2) 
Obviously the learner must understand the words that 
tag his "real-world objects and events" to be able to make 
categorizations, comparisons, and to draw relationships 
between concepts. For LEP children this learning process 
must be done in the native language. 
Muriel Saville-Troike in reference to Language and 
Concept development indicates: 
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When a second language i.s learned as an adult 
the process is one of learning new labels for 
concepts thatare already developed. In early 
childhood bilingual contexts, a child is learning 
to express many brand new concepts in one language 
or the other, and language and concept development 
cannot_be separated. This suggests that careful 
attention ^ should be paid to their developmental 
sequence in the child's particular culture - for 
the sake of the child's emotional well-being as 
well as efficiency. (1979: 112-113) 
In addition to the linguistic factors affecting 
bilingualism, there are also the social and psychological 
factors: which vary in degree from place to place (Arsenian, 
1937), Labov (1972), Shuy (1974), and Fishman (1977) have 
conformed with their search the importance of the social 
setting in the study of language. 
Sally Kaminsky in her article "Bilingualism and Learn¬ 
ing to Read" indicates: 
Instruction in reading assumes that the learner 
has control of his or her spoken language. Read¬ 
ing is a second-order language skill in which the 
reader must be able to make use of his knowledge 
of language in order to make decisions about 
visual symbols. He must then be able to trans¬ 
form these representations into meaning. Carroll 
(1964, p. 62) describes reading as a reasonable 
spoken message from a printed text, and making 
meaningful responses to the reconstructed message 
that would be made to the spoken message." In 
order to learn to read, the young child must 
possess a basic competence of the grammar of his 
language; that is, he or she must have an ability 
to use the phonology, syntax, and semantics of 
the language in order to relate sound to meaning. 
(1976: 155) 
The author identifies different levels of communica¬ 
tion in relation to the situations in which every indivi¬ 
dual must function. She considers that cognitive strategies 
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may be based on the selection of the dominant language. 
The language that best describes the thought may be 
selected because the individual has made a cognitive 
relationship to certain vocabulary words in that language. 
This study is gearing its objectives to deal parti¬ 
ally with Sally Kaminsky's recommendations. (1976) 
Although there are many studies on language and 
thought, little research is available on bilingual language 
development and cognition. Martin Albert and Loraine Obler 
based in case studies made on the functioning of the brain 
of bilingual subjects, report: 
The main conclusion we have drawn from the 
evidence presented in this book is the follow¬ 
ing: Language is organized in the brain of a 
bilingual in a manner different from that which 
might have been predicted by studies of cerebral 
organization for language in monolinguals. Studies 
of monolinguals have indicated that the left hemis¬ 
phere is dominant for language in most individuals. 
Studies of bilinguals demonstrate not only the 
left hemispheric role in language but also a major 
right hemispheric contribution. 
The evidence suggests a need for revision of the 
traditional concept of cerebral dominance for 
language. The facts of bilingualism indicate 
that the right hemisphere plays a major role in 
the learning of a second language, even in adult¬ 
hood. Further, the brain is seen to be a plastic, 
dynamically changing organ which may be modified 
by processes of learning. The brain does not have 
a rigid, predetermined neuropsychological destiny. 
The learning of a second language may alter pat¬ 
terns of cerebral organization even for the first- 
learned language. (For example, in certain 
individuals, cerebral dominance for the first- 
learned language may shift from left to right 
hemisphere as the second language is learned.) 
The pattern of cerebral dominance for a given 
bilingual depends on a number of different factors, 
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including age of acquisition of , manner of 
learning L~ , usage patterns, affective relation¬ 
ship to both languages, order of language learning 
(i. e. , the final dominance pattern may vary de¬ 
pending on which language was learned first), and 
language-specific factors (e.g., the different 
structural characteristics of Hebrew, Hopi, English, 
and French may have qualitatively different impacts 
on the brain). (1978: 215) 
The differences observed in task performance documented 
in tests done with bilinguals and monolinguals permitted 
Albert and Obler to indicate the following: 
...bilinguals may differ from monolinguals by 
maturing early (both in terms of cerebral 
lateralization, and in acquiring linguistic 
abstraction skills). In adulthood, bilinguals 
may continue to be more verbally skillful than 
monolinguals. The greater verbal skills seen in 
bilinguals may be attributed to their cerebral 
organization for language, which seems to be more 
bilateral than that of the monolingual. (1978: 206) 
Further research is needed to explain the acquisition pro¬ 
cess in which the bilingual child is engaged when he or she 
is learning to read. 
Jim Cummins in his paper "Language Proficiency in 
Bilingual Education" deals with the relationship of 
conceptualization and language proficiency. 
There has been relatively little inquiry into 
what forms of language proficiency are related 
to the development of literacy skills in school 
contexts and how the development of academic 
proficiency in LI relates to the development of 
academic proficiency inL2. The.invalidity of 
the assumptions underlying transitional bilingua 
programs can be illustrated by a consideration of 
these two issues. 
Cognitive/academic language proficiency. 
Oiler 1978, 1979; Oiler and Perkins 1978) 
on the basis of k large number of studies 
Oiler (See 
has argued 
that 'there 
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exists a global language proficiency factor which 
accounts for the bulk of the reliable variance in 
a wide variety of language proficiency measures' 
(1978:413). This factor is strongly related to IQ 
and to other aspects of academic achievement. Most 
of the data reported by Oiler and Perkins involved 
performance on discrete-point measures of literacy- 
related skills (for example, vocabulary and reading 
comprehension tests) or on integrative tests such as 
oral and written cloze and dictation. Farhady (1979) 
has shown that there is no difference between dis¬ 
crete-point and integrative tests in terms of their 
loadings on a global proficiency factor. 
Oiler's general position is supported by a large 
body of research showing high correlations between 
literacy skills and general intellectual skills. 
Verbal intellectual skills are more strongly re¬ 
lated to reading than are non-verbal skills. For 
example, Strang (1945) reported correlations of 
.41-,46 between non-verbal abilities and reading, 
and of .80-.84 between verbal abilities_and read¬ 
ing. Consistent with these empirical findings, 
several theorists have emphasized the importance 
of reasoning in the reading process (Downing 1979, 
Singer, 1977, Vernon 1971), while others (for 
example, Goodman, Goodman, and Florea 1979; Smith 
1971) have pointed out that fluent reading skills 
require that readers make use of their total 
knowledge of language and of the world to make 
predictions about information in the text." (1970:81) 
Muriel Saville-Troike in her article "First and 
Second Language Acquisition" deals with the issue of 
language and conceptualization as follows: 
Yet language and concept development are 
inexorably related. There are absolute _ . 
correspondence between the level of cognitive 
development and the type of relationships that 
can be verbalized, and mental age correlates 
more closely than chronological age with many 
of the kinds of sentences children understand. 
Those who work with linguistically diverse . 
children should view with suspicion all claims 
that the developmental sequence of concepts is 
universally the same. There is good reason to 
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believe that this sequence is influenced by the 
child's culture to some extent. 
It may be influenced by his language, since 
language facilitates (and to some extent may 
determine) the categorization of experiences 
(Segil 1964). Navajo children appear to cate¬ 
gorize objects much more frequently along the 
dimensions of shape and use than do English 
speakers of the same age, for instance, and 
relatively less frequently by color and size. 
This might be explained by their language, 
which requires categorization by shape as a 
basic grammatical process and the concept of 
use in nominalization, or naming. (1979: 112) 
Burt and Dulay (1978) and Hernandez-Chavez, Burt and 
Dulay (1978) have contributed to demonstrate the differences 
between the language proficiencies needed to communicate or 
to cognitively function in an academic environment using the 
second language as the medium of learning. 
Nancy Modiano in her article, "Juanito's Reading 
Problems" summarizes the problems of learning to read a 
second language which has not been completely developed as 
follows 
How does the use of a foreign language interfere 
with the acquisition of reading skills? In every 
way. First of all, the learner can understand 
only the most rudimentary type of instruction when 
his teacher speaks in a foreign language. His ac 
quisition of the decoding skills is greatly hampered 
because he cannot hear many of the sounds and words 
of the foreign language; he cannot perceive the 
letters and visual configurations bywhich the words 
are represented; and he seldom can link the sounds 
and the symbols meaningfully. What he learns he 
learns by rote. The lack of vocabulary and non 
mastery of grammatical structures greatly impede his 
comprehension of what he does read. All of th 
gives rise to strong feelings of frustration and 
often of failure, feelings which only 
further impede the acquisition of reading skills 
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and which tend to alienate the child from school. 
(1981: 35) 
Development of meaning and the Limited English Proficiency 
Student 
... Language which incorporates the experience of 
generations or, more broadly speaking, of human¬ 
kind, is included in the process of the child's 
development from the first months of life. By 
naming objects, and so defining their connections 
and relations, the adult creates new forms of 
reflections of reality in the child incomparably 
deeper and more complex than those which he could 
have formed through individual experience. This 
whole process of the transmission of knowledge and 
the formation of concepts, which is the basic way 
the adult influences the child, constitutes the 
central process of the child's intellectual develop¬ 
ment. (Luria and Yudovich, 1971: 22) 
When referring to vocabulary acquisition, it becomes 
more than a pairing relation or a dictionary's lexical 
description of word and referent. It represents an instinc¬ 
tive reaction of an individual to an internalized concept 
related to an experience. Osgood (1954) sees meaning as 
a reaction of the human organism. Meaning has been 
equated with understanding (Horman 1981). Over simplifying, 
some theorists indicate that meaning preceeds language 
production when referring to language acquisition. Donal- 
son (1978) questions this notion and indicates that under¬ 
standing is a complex and deep process that relates to the 
flow of meaning that children possess "in their vocabulary. 
Concept formation is the process of learning and 
development. Young children's lexicon system may not 
coincide with the semantic systems of adults: 
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Essentially, the semantic aspect of a child's 
speech develops by stages, in which he penetrates, 
step.by step, the essence of things' and gradually 
acquires the ability to reflect in his communication 
not only the subjective and situational attributes 
ol objects _but also their objective attributes 
socially fixed in signs, and at. the same time, to 
use signs in non communicative activity ("Leontiev 
1964: 39) v 
Gearhart and Hall (1979) state that by school age 
children are aware of commonalities and differences among 
word meanings and there are domains of meaning which 
correspond to interrelated sets of words. 
The importance of vocabulary development is highlighted 
by several professionals such as Bonney (1962) who writes: 
In addition to being a more or less efficient 
instrument of semantic transfer, language is 
the individual's personal equipment by means of 
which he organizes the world around him into 
principles and concepts; it is his means of 
coping with external reality. He must be able 
to use this equipment with confidence, to use 
it freely so he can live and act freely. If you 
hedge in his language, you hedge in his develop¬ 
ment, because, as the psychologists point out, 
language behavior is not everything outside us - it 
comes to us in a confusion of limitless numbers 
of impressions provoking endless associations. 
One of the ways man tries to achieve order out 
of the chaos is through his language. It is 
with words that the infant labels his environ¬ 
ment. They serve him as handle with which he 
begins quickly to manipulate his environment. 
This gives him a hold ... This verbalizing be¬ 
comes internal and silent .. but continues to be 
the process whereby the individual reduces 
reality to chunks he can manage. (1962: 58-60) 
Another author who writes about this topic is 
Stauffer (1970). Richards (1976) indicates that vocabu¬ 
lary development for LEP students mean more than just 
wordlis ts . 
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Goodman (1977) indicates that most oral language 
development is expected to take place outside of school, 
and that attempts to teach oral language in school are noted 
for being less successful. 
The LEP learners seem to follow the same process in the 
development of meaning in their second language as they use 
with the native language. Krashen (1980) indicates that 
LEP children base their own resources of knowledge of the 
world in understanding and creating meaning. 
Strick (1980) believes that LEP learners give meaning 
to the new experiences in their second language in terms of 
a categorized system existent in their native language. 
This process may not always serve the purpose according 
to Gearhart and Hall (1970). Due to cultural linguistic 
differences LEP children may interpret lexical meaning dif¬ 
ferently than do monolingual English speakers. These 
differences, when children are very young, will increase as 
children develop and will become in many instances unsur 
mountable deficits that translate into total academic 
failure. 
According to recent census, for example, Spanish 
surnamed children enter Headstart with varying 
degrees of language development in English than in 
Spanish. Some of these children speak only Spanish 
(48 percent of Mexican-American and 73 percent or 
Puerto Rican familites speak Spanish). Many 
children of these homes experience a high degree 
of academic failure as they move through school 
for example 16 percent of MexicanTAmencan first 
graders in the Southwest repeat first grade. By 
fhe fourth grade, 16 percent of Mexican-American 
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children read two or three years below grade 
t Veh- ?°rty Percent drop out by the 12th grade, 
n addition to the high dropout rate, many of 
these children are misplaced in the classes for 
the retarded. (Trueba 1979) 
The predicament of Hispanics, specifically Puerto 
Ricans is victimization by school policies that disregard 
the language resources they bring with them to the educa¬ 
tional process. This is one of the main reasons why 
according with Richard Margolis (1971) Puerto Rican 
children tend to learn less, lose heart more and drop out 
of school. 
Becker (1977) suggests that vocabulary concept know¬ 
ledge is not systematically taught by schools not only to 
non-English speaking children but to native English 
speakers. Becker believes that children with a middle 
class background develop most of their vocabulary con¬ 
cepts at home. This vocabulary serves as a basis for the 
school curricula. LEP children are in deep trouble be¬ 
cause in many instances they do not have the opportunities 
to develop a rich home base vocabulary comparable to the 
5000 words of the middle class home after a third grade, 
as researched by Becker. As a conclusion it seems as if 
LEP students if not provided with a systematic vocabulary 
development program, will have a significant disadvantage. 
Nancy Modiano indicates that it is well known that 
all individuals perceive and remember only that which has 
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meaning for them (Bartlet, 1936; Brunner, 1957, 1962; 
Frantz, 1961; Piaget, 1969; Smith and Dechant, 1961; and 
Vernon, 1937 ) : 
If knowledge of vocabulary, the first factor, 
accounts for about half of reading comprehension, 
the person who does not know the vocabulary is 
obviously at a serious disadvantage. This has 
long been recognized. In 1926 West published a 
study of Bengali.speakers learning academic 
material in English; he concluded that knowledge 
of vocabulary was the single most important factor 
affecting reading comprehension. Since then other 
studies have further substantiated this point of 
view (Jan-Tausch, 1962). (1981: 33) 
Juanito has great difficulty in learning to read 
directly in English. Once he learns to decode, 
he continues to have great problems in under¬ 
standing what it is he is reading until he learns 
to understand and speak the second language. He 
can hardly remain ignorant of how slow his pro¬ 
gress is as compared to that of native speakers. 
In first grade he may have been given a first 
grade reader; in second and third grades he finds 
himself receiving lessons from the same book. 
Moreover, the book is likely to have a big 1 dis¬ 
played prominently on its front and spine. Juanito 
knows he is not learning to read as he "should." 
He cannot do what his teacher asks of him. He 
feels frustrated. He is a failure. (1981: 34) 
Eleanor Thonis in her book "The English Spanish Connec¬ 
tion" points out that words are labels for concepts, and 
children must use the labels they know in the development 
of reading skills. She continues: 
Teachers of Hispanic children will want to 
consider how they may best ensure precision 
and clarity of concepts. Once _ the under¬ 
standing of any particular.entity has been 
established and has been giyen its proper 
name in Spanish all of the information 
deposited in the bank of concepts can be made 
available later when theEngiish labels are 
learned. The comprehensibility of function, 
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material, size, form, weight, color, or time 
develops slowly and steadily as examples as 
well as non-examples of such concepts are 
presented. Children interacting in a stimulat¬ 
ing setting will have many opportunities to 
acquire concepts. The greater the emphasis of 
explicit, unambiguous explanations in the 
Spanish language of the children, the richer 
the material available for retrieval and use 
under any label. For this reason, new informa¬ 
tion and ideas should be given both importance 
and time in the classroom where Spanish is the 
medium of instruction. Because children have 
to transform into concepts the words of a speaker 
or an author, it is absolutely essential that the 
meanings that are symbolized by the words be made 
crystal clear. (1983: 2) 
Eleanor Thonis in writing about the importance of 
vocabulary development identifies two vocabularies, recep¬ 
tive and expressive. The listening and reading vocabularies 
comprise the receptive vocabulary, and the speaking and 
writing vocabularies comprise the expressive vocabulary. 
Then she continues: 
An effective instructional program in reading 
has as a major goal the marked increase in the 
number of words the students know and have the 
functional use of in all four vocabularies. 
These vocabularies are intimately related and 
interdependent. Improvement in a listening 
vocabulary carries great promise for an increase 
in a reading vocabulary. Additions to a speak¬ 
ing vocabulary strengthen the foundation for an 
extended writing vocabulary. Hispanic.students 
need Spanish words to label their reality as it 
has been encountered. They also need Spanish 
words to communicate with the significant people 
in those encounters - parents, grandparents, rela 
tives, friends, neighbors, and, if they are 
fortunate, teachers. The development of vocabu¬ 
laries, then, serves the personal purposes in 
thinking about the world and about one s self,, 
and services the social purposes of communicating 
with others. (1983: 179) 
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Dr. Robert Lado and Dr. Irma Hanson were interviewed 
regarding the importance of vocabulary development in 
bilingual children. Dr. Robert Lado indicated: "human 
beings have the capacity of symbolic thought which signi¬ 
fies a process that goes beyond recalling, that is more 
than association, it is assimilation of all the complex 
thinking." 
Dr. Theodore Anderson believes that "children need to 
hear a great variety of vocabulary words that represent 
concepts acquired in their environment. Children must 
develop this at the pre-school level. The parents should 
become the first instruments to build vocabulary." 
Summary 
The review of the literature provided varying degrees 
of information in each of the three identified areas. 
1) general concepts related to the development of reading 
skills, and implications concerning approaches and atti¬ 
tudes concerning the LEP student and reading, 2) litera¬ 
ture pertaining to language proficiency and conceptuali¬ 
zation and 3) literature related to the importance of 
specifically the vital considerations of this issue with 
LEP students reading and transfer of skills from the 
native language into English. 
General concepts and definitions of reading and 
development of reading skills are found in many books and 
articles. They are presented in all kinds of creative 
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and traditional forms, but basically all concur that reading 
is the most important skill that students must develop in 
order to gain cognitive and academic success. In contrast, 
when reviewing the literature regarding the development of 
beginning reading skills for the LEP child, the issue becomes 
fuzzy, unclear and controversial. 
Opponents and proponents of beginning reading for LEP 
children in the native language refer to many studies which 
support their hypothesis. Many LI, L2 studies were not con¬ 
clusive and their experimental designs had serious shortcom¬ 
ings. In many instances conclusions were made on the basis 
of observational methods. The only agreement everybody seems 
to concur is that this field needs serious and controlled 
study. 
Based on successful studies that confirm the wisdom of 
using native language for academic success while concurrently 
children develop skills in the second language, researchers 
have investigated the different proficiencies LEP children 
develop. The correlation of the different kinds of profi¬ 
ciencies necessary for academic success in the school 
environment and attitudes towards these findings by school 
administrators, teachers and society at large are also 
presented. 
It seems that every issue concerning the use of a 
language other than English to educate LEP students becomes 
a source of controversy. 
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In reviewing the literature pertaining to the importance 
of vocabulary development many researchers and educators 
concur that vocabulary is the expression of complex cognitive 
processes by which individuals deal with their environemnt. 
The tags that vocabulary words constitute are the represen— 
tation of conceptual principles based on experiences or 
generalizations. 
There is also agreement that fluent reading and vocabu¬ 
lary size are positively correlated. In reference to this 
issue and the LEP students there are few books and articles 
based mostly on empirical considerations. 
The three selected topics built a logic and necessary 
basis of information and knowledge to cement the proposed 
study. 
In the issue of transfer of reading skills from Spanish 
into English the literature is limited to a few books and 
articles most of which are mainly on empirical basis. The 
amount of information becomes even more modest regarding 
transfer of vocabulary skills in LEP students from Spanish 
into English. 
The reality of young children is based upon the sub¬ 
jective experiences regulated by their families, the 
community and society in general. This reality is labeled 
by words that represent the concepts the children have 
developed in the native language. 
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The vocabulary the LEP children bring to school may not 
represent the priorities of the school. In many instances 
the native language may be used for a short time in Transi¬ 
tional Bilingual Programs or may not be used at all. LEP 
students who enter school with extensive vocabulary based 
upon rich background experiences in their first language 
will be able to transfer those skills once the English vocabu¬ 
lary is mastered. 
The experimental methodology explained in the next 
chapter will analyze how a vocabulary enrichment program in 
the native language and in English may affect the transfer 
of skills from Spanish into English in LEP students from 
first, second, third and fourth grades who are enrolled in 
a TBE program. These students at the end of three months, 
are predicted to score higher on measures of vocabulary com¬ 
pared to LEP students from first, second and third grades 
enrolled in a TBE program. 
Introduction 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Concept development is the foundation of the process of 
the child s intellectual growth. Language which represents 
the expression of individuals, communities and human kind, 
integrates the experiences of generations and is offered as 
a rich resource to the child. The child by naming objects, 
experiences, feelings, creates her own reality within the 
world of her parents and her community. Vocabulary acquisi¬ 
tion represents a complex cognitive function the means of 
which permit the child to use all the connections and rela¬ 
tions of her reality, therefore it is far from a mere pair¬ 
ing relationship or lexical description of a word. 
Chapter three presents the research methodology of the 
study. This study investigated the effectiveness of a Vocabu¬ 
lary Enrichment Program (VEP) in two languages with LEP 
students from Transitional Bilingual programs with regard to 
the transfer of vocabulary skills from Spanish into English 
in six elementary schools in Western Massachusetts. Speci¬ 
fically this chapter presents: the hypothesis of the study, 
the site of the study, the target population of the study, 
the instruments used in the study, the selection of subjects, 
the research methodology, the research design, classroom 
procedures and data collection. 
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The main purpose of this study is to compare the ef¬ 
fectiveness of a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) added 
to a regular reading program and the regular reading program 
alone. The aim is to increase the transfer of vocabulary 
skills from the native language into English in LEP students 
from first, second, third and fourth grades who are enrolled 
in a TBE program and a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP). 
Students at the end of three (3) months will score higher on 
measures of vocabulary compared to first, second, third and 
fourth grade students enrolled in a TBE program. 
Site of the study 
Springfield, Massachusetts is a middle sized city situ¬ 
ated in the Connecticut River Valley with a population of one 
hundred and fifty five thousand (155,000). Springfield's 
Hispanic population represents 25.44% of the public schools 
population of 22,773 students. The Transitional Bilingual 
Program serves one thousand two hundred and twenty eight 
(1,228) LEP students attending nineteen (19) schools. The 
grade level of services in these bilingual schools range 
from kindergarten to twelfth grade. Ten (10) of the schools 
offer transitional bilingual services to LEP students from 
kindergarten to the fourth grade. The six (6) elementary 
schools selected for the study are located in Springfield and 
have high Hispanic concentrations. The schools are: Bowles, 
Brightwood, DeBerry, Glenwood, Howard and Lincoln. All 
these schools offer Transitional Bilingual Programs as 
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determined by the regulations established by Chapter 71A, 
the Transitional Bilingual Law (see Appendix A for a copy 
of the Transitional Bilingual Law of Massachusetts). The 
regulations prescribe among other aspects: identification 
of limited English proficiency students, organization of 
the transitional bilingual programs, curricula, pupil - 
teacher ratio, languages of instruction, pupils' age span, 
time for transition, transfer procedures, full time program 
of instruction, program evaluation and parental involvement. 
All these factors help to standardize bilingual instruction 
in the district. 
Target population 
The school population in the city of Springfield is 
changing with an increasing number of minority students. In 
September 1983 Black students represented 30% of the school 
population of twenty-two thousand nine hundred seven (22,907), 
while Hispanic students numbered 24.32%. Tables 3.1 to 3.6 
pages 47 to 55 provide demographics relevant to this study. 
These tables were made available by the Research Depart¬ 
ment of the District Public Schools. 
The selection of the six schools for the study was ac¬ 
complished with the assistance of the Research Department of 
the district (see Appendix B for copy of the letter from the 
director of the Research Department). The schools are: 
Bowles, Brightwood, DeBerry, Glenwood, Howard and Lincoln. 
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The identification was made on basis of the following 
common factors: 1) high Hispanic concentration; 2) similar 
socio-economic composition; 3) equal grade structure; 4) 
similar bilingual programs in size, curricula, organization; 
5) previous score results and testing. This information was 
used to balance the population in the study groups and the 
control groups. 
The selected participants, one hundred ninety three (193) 
limited English proficient students enrolled in the TBE 
programs from first, second, third and fourth grades were 
administered pre and post tests. (Appendix D) 
Selection of subjects 
The selection of the LEP students in the six schools 
for the study was done on the basis of mastery of basic 
reading skills in the students' native language and the 
mastery of basic English skills as per the English as a 
Second Language (ESL) continuum. 
The ESL continuum indicates the levels of ESL skills 
1 2 
mastery. Levels 1 and 1 are dedicated to develop basic 
1 2 
comprehension and oral production skills. Levels 2 and 2 
represent the development of comprehension, oral production 
and reading skills with emphasis on the transfer of skills. 
On levels 31 and 32 the development of comprehension oral 
production advances. At this level great emphasis is placed 
on the transfer and the development of reading and writing 
skills. 
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The one hundred nineth three (193) students who partici¬ 
pated in the study were selected on basis of their language 
proficiency in English. All the participants were readers in 
Spanish and had basic ESL skills corresponding to levels 2^* 
2 1 2 
2 , 3 and 3 as identified by the ESL teachers in the ESL 
continuum. 
English as a Second Language Continuum 
No ESL oral ESL oral All ESL English 
English skills all skills skills Skills 
Skills 7I 72 JL 72 7I ^7 
Graphic 4.1 - English as a Second Language Continuum 
Seventy two (72) LEP students from the Transitional 
Bilingual Programs of Bowles, Brightwood and Howard, enrolled 
in grades one, two, three and four constituted the study 
group. One hundred and twenty one (321) LEP students from 
the Transitional Bilingual Programs of DeBerry, Glenwood and 
Lincoln enrolled in grades one, two, three and four formed 
the control group. 
Instruments 
The pre and post tests for the study of the effective¬ 
ness of transfer of vocabulary skills from Spanish into 
English were developed in English. 
The assessment was geared to measure vocabulary items 
from the following Houghton Mifflin textbooks.: Bears, 
Balloons, Boats for the pre primer level, Sunshine for level 
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one and Moonbeams for level 21. This series of reading books 
are used by the majority of the elementary school students in 
the city's schools. 
Comprehensive word lists were extracted from the follow¬ 
ing sources at each identified level: teacher's manuals, 
textbooks, practice books, tests and resource books. 
All items were compared to the vocabulary lists de¬ 
veloped from the correlation of the home language and the 
Spanish Series. 
Once these new correlations were made, the vocabulary 
lists were translated from Spanish into English and vice 
versa. (See Appendix C for copies of the lists of selected 
vocabulary items). The vocabulary items were labeled as 
follows: 
1 = positive language experience. 
2 = related to students' experiences. 
3 = unrelated to students' experiences. 
From the list of objectives labeled 2 and 3 a random 
selection of items was done to develop the following tests: 
Vocabulary test for Bears, Balloons and Boats. 
Vocabulary test for Sunshine. 
Vocabulary test for Moonbeams. 
There was not a need to pilot or field test the items 
of the tests because pictures and items were taken from the 
tests instruments of the Houghton Mifflin reading Series 
which have been thoroughly field tested and are district 
standardized. 
6C 
The tests deal with vocabulary items and at each level 
consideration was given to the English Skills development 
and the maturation levels of the LEP students. 
The pictures used in the tests clearly depict the de¬ 
sired concepts, their size is appropriate for each level and 
they are printed in black and white. 
The test for Bears, Balloons and Boats contains vocabu¬ 
lary items representative of three pre-primers. This test 
is composed of one hundred and fifty (150) vocabulary items. 
Each item is formed by three clear pictures representing 
three concepts. There is only one acceptable answer for each 
item. (See Appendix D for copy of the test for Bears, 
Balloons and Boats). The test for Sunshine contains vocabu¬ 
lary items from all the resource materials for this level. 
It is composed of one hundred and fifty (150) vocabulary 
items. The format is sentence completion with a vocabulary 
item selected from three choices. A relevant picture com¬ 
plements each item. There are fifty (50) acceptable answers. 
(See Appendix D for copy of the test for Sunshine). The 
test for Moonbeams contains vocabulary items representive 
of all resource materials from this level. This test is 
composed of two hundred eleven (211) vocabulary items. The 
format was developed to assess the following vocabulary 
skills: follow directions, relationship of a word with the 
picture, sentence completion with the right vocabulary word, 
sentence description and synonyms. (See Appendix D for 
copy of the test for Moonbeams). 
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The necessary parental consent forms to participate in 
the study were signed by each parent of the participating 
LEP students. 
Description of Research Methodology 
Phonics and mastery in decoding words will not guarantee 
that students will want to read, pay attention to textbooks 
or get meaning from ideas presented to them. Students are 
motivated by the use of vocabulary or content based on their 
own experiences. To gain insights as to how a Vocabulary 
Enrichment Program (VEP) affects the transfer of vocabulary 
skills in LEP students from grades 1, 2, 3 and 4 from 
Spanish into English the following tasks took place: 
1. Correlation of the home language vocabulary and 
the Spanish reading series. 
The LEP students enrolled in the Transitional Bilingual 
Programs at the elementary school level in Springfield, use 
the Santi1lana Bilingual Reading Series for grades K - 31 
2 
(1977) and the Laidlaw reading series for grades 3 “6 (1977) 
to develop basic reading skills. 
This combination of materials provided LEP students 
initially structured materials and a management system of 
assessment found in the Santillana series. This was later 
complemented with materials laden in cultural content ap¬ 
propriate to the LEP population the Transitional Bilingual 
Program of the district. 
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The books from the Santillana Bilingual Series used in 
the TBE Program of Springfield are: 
Book Title Reading Level 
K 
1 1 
1‘ 
1 
1 
Mira 
Mira Y Lee 
Lee Y Trabaja 
Trabaja Y Aprende 
La Ciudad 
Otros Amigos Y Otras Culturas 
The Laidlaw reading series that complements the pre¬ 
vious listed materials is used at the following levels: 
Book Title Reading Level 
2 Conozcamos a Puerto Rico 3 
Por tierras vecinas A"*- 
2 Por los caminos del mundo 4 
Misterios de la tierra y del 
espacio 5 
6 Paginas de ayer y de hoy 
To establish a correlation between the home language 
vocabulary and the vocabulary of the reading series in 
Spanish we used the Santillana Program Management System 
which provides reading aptitude and criteria-referenced 
tests. 
The vocabulary from the textbooks: practice books 
and tests from levels K - 3] was arranged in lists of words 
that were used by parents and bilingual teachers to identify 
high frequency and low frequency words. 
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This process helped to produce lists of 1) high fre¬ 
quency vocabulary 2) vocabulary to be reinforced and 3) 
vocabulary to be taught. 
2. Selection of objectives to develop YEP units in 
Spanish 
From the comparison of the home language vocabulary and 
the Spanish reading series, specific vocabulary items iden¬ 
tified as weak or unrelated to students' experiences were 
selected. These items became objectives to develop some of 
the VEP units in Spanish. 
3. Correlation of the home language vocabulary and the 
Spanish reading series vocabulary with the English 
reading series 
The majority of the elementary school students in the 
district who speak English as their vernacular use the 
Houghton Mifflin Reading Series to develop reading skills. 
(1983) 
For this study the books from levels P - 2 were selected. 
The books from the Houghton Mifflin reading series are: 
Book Title Reading Level 
Bears Preprimer 1 
Balloons Preprimer 2 
Boats Preprimer 3 
Sunshine 1 
Moonbeams 21 
Skylights 22 
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Book Title 
Towers 
Spinners 
Weavers 
Ga teways 
Banners 
Beacons 
Reading Level 
„1 
Even though the majority of the participating LEP 
children enrolled in the TBE program are reading at grade 
level in Spanish, their reading performance in English is 
below grade level. This reflects the developmental process 
of the students' language proficiency in the second lang¬ 
uage, therefore at this time only levels P - 2^ of the 
Houghton Mifflin Series were used. 
To establish a correlation of the home language vocabu¬ 
lary and the Santillana reading series vocabulary and the 
Houghton Mifflin vocabulary, results from the correlation 
of the home language vocabulary and the Spanish reading 
series were compared with a vocabulary list obtained from 
the Houghton Mifflin series from an analysis of the fol¬ 
lowing sources: teachers manuals, textbooks, practice 
books, tests and resource books corresponding to Bears, 
Balloons, Boats, Sunshine and Moonbeams. 
The lists of Spanish items from the correlation of the 
home language vocabulary and the Spanish reading series were 
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compared with the items obtained from the analysis made of 
the Houghton Mifflin materials. 
Vocabulary lists in English and Spanish for each level 
resulted from the analysis and comparison made of the voca — 
bulary in Spanish and English (See Appendix C for a copy of 
the lists of selected vocabulary items). 
The vocabulary items from these lists were labeled as 
follows: 
1 = positive language experiences 
2 = related to students' experiences 
3 = unrelated to students' experiences 
4. Selection of additional objectives to develop VEP 
units in Spanish and English 
Vocabulary items were analyzed and those labeled as 
numbers 2 and 3 were identified and selected. These 
selected vocabulary items were compared with the vocabulary 
lists produced on the correlation of the home language 
vocabulary and the Spanish reading series for duplication. 
The final list became objectives to develop VEP units in 
Spanish and English. 
5. Development of VEP units in Spanish and English 
From the vocabulary lists objectives were analyzed, 
ordered and classified. This classification was done fol¬ 
lowing techniques advised by Johnson (1978: 3) such as 
word mapping, or classification of vocabulary words by 
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learning styles as recommended by Robrer (1980: 281) 
conceptualization, taxanomical thinking, analogical reason¬ 
ing. 
In the developing of the VEP units careful consideration 
was given to providing LEP students with as many opportuni¬ 
ties as possible to develop concepts through direct 
experiences and generalizations. Clear and colorful materials 
were the next alternative. 
Research design 
The main objective of this study is to determine the 
effectiveness of the transfer of vocabulary from Spanish 
into English. 
The search for a pragmatic approach to provide efficient 
tools for transfer is based on the following factors: 
1) unrealistic short time provided by the law for 
transition from the native language into English 
b) little understanding from school administrators 
and staff of the development of Cognitive/Academic 
Language Proficiency in the second language 
c) pressures placed upon LEP students, parents and 
bilingual educators to use English as the language 
of instruction for LEP students as quickly as 
possible 
The selection of vocabulary skills for this study was 
done because of the following considerations: 
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a) The importance of vocabulary words not only as 
main elements of any language, but as labels of 
concepts born from experiences and/or generali¬ 
zations . 
b) The critical importance of vocabulary development 
for LEP students. 
c) The fact that vocabulary skills can be transferred 
from the native language into English only when the 
words (tags) that represent the concepts are based 
on experiences LEP children understand. 
d) The fact that vocabulary skills are an important 
part, they are still only part of a large list of 
skills LEP children must master to be able to 
develop CALP in English. Perhaps this considera¬ 
tion will help educators understand the complex 
tasks required from LEP students when learning a 
second language. 
At the onset the study was designed to deal with the 
vocabulary identified by the process described on tasks 
1 - 5 of this chapter. 
Since the main objective of this study is to determine 
the effectiveness of the transfer of vocabulary skills from 
Spanish into English, the pre and post tests were designed 
in English. The tests were developed with the vocabulary 
items labeled 2 and 3 from the Houghton Mifflin reading 
series . 
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The test items were randomly selected and arranged in 
three (3) tests that reflected the three(3) levels of the 
books from the Houghton Mifflin Series. These tests were 
used to pre and post test. 
Based on an analysis of items in the pre-tests, speci¬ 
fied vocabulary items were identified and prioritized in 
order of difficulty. These items also became the objectives 
for treatment in the experiment. 
A special Vocabulary Enrichment Program "VEP" was 
developed to be used with the seventy two (72) VEP students 
at the experimental schools. 
VEP consists of opportunities to develop vocabulary 
concepts through the native language based on experiences 
as much as possible. Teacher training, VEP units, demonstra¬ 
tion classes were provided to the experimental schools. 
After a period of three months, the post-tests were 
administered to all the LEP students at the six participat¬ 
ing schools. 
Classroom procedures 
The Vocabulary Enrichment Program, VEP. The focus of 
the study is the effect that the Vocabulary Enrichment Pro¬ 
gram (VEP) may have upon the transfer of vocabulary skills 
from Spanish into English in LEP students. Therefore the 
VEP became a very important element in the project. 
The VEP provided varied opportunities to develop 
vocabulary concepts through the native language and based 
much as possible. on experiences as 
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Careful selection of objectives to develop the VEP 
experiences were based on correlation of home language 
vocabulary, the Spanish reading series vocabulary and the 
English reading series vocabulary. 
The selected vocabulary lists made from the correlated 
items labeled as two and three became specific objectives 
for the VEP units. The following activities took place: 
Teacher training: In two training sessions the Bilin¬ 
gual and ESL teachers of the experimental schools - Bowles, 
Brightwood and Howard received information and training. 
a) Clear description of the philosophy and goals of 
the program were analyzed. 
b) Methodology of vocabulary development was discussed. 
c) Specific activities and new ideas from the teachers 
were incorporated in the study. 
d) Suggestions from the teachers were incorporated in 
the study. 
e) A draft of a vocabulary unit presented was critized 
to serve as a model for future units. 
Throughout the meetings emphasis was placed on the 
importance of vocabulary enrichment through direct experiences 
as much a possible. 
Demonstration lessons were made available by this 
researcher and Resource Teachers from the Bilingual Depart¬ 
ment . 
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After the pre-tests were analyzed, additional objec¬ 
tives were added from the results. The following units 
were distributed throughout the time the study lasted. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Spanish 
La Gallinita Roja 
La Cucarachita 
Martina 
Una visita a 
Zoologico 
VEP Units 
Level 
2-3 
2-3 
2-3 
Medios de trans¬ 
portación. Unit 
& Vocabulary Pictures 
La aventura de 
Antonio 
Un paseo por la 
floresta 
1 
English 
Compound words 
Unit & Vocabulary 
Units 
Alejandro's 4th of 
July 
Unit & Vocabulary 
Pictures 
2-3 4. Moonbeams Unit 
3-4 
Level 
Fruits & Vegetables 0.1-1 
Unit & Vocabulary 
Pictures 
0.1-1 
1.1 
1.2 
(See Appendix G, VEP units.) 
Data collection 
The data was collected by the researcher and the 
School Districts Research Department. The pre and post¬ 
tests were distributed by the researcher to the experi¬ 
mental schools and the Research Department distributed the 
tests in the control schools. The English as a Second 
Language teachers in the six participating schools ad¬ 
ministered tests. 
Pre-tests were administered after informational and 
training meetings with English as a second language teachers 
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and bilingual teachers from the participating schools were 
conducted. 
Post testing occurred within the two last weeks of the 
end of the school year and were administered by the same 
teachers. 
Statistical analysis 
In order to test the effectiveness of the Vocabulary 
Enrichment Program (VEP) a Pretest-Posttest Non-Equivalent 
Control Group design was employed using scores from a 
locally constructed set of pictorial vocabulary tasks based 
on the Houghton Mifflin Reading materials. Three schools 
were chosen to participate in the VEP and three other schools 
were chosen as a control group. A total of 72 children par¬ 
ticipated in the VEP at three levels and 121 children 
participated as controls at three levels. For each school 
and at each level a dependent _t Test was performed at the 
five percent level of significance. Reliability was de¬ 
termined with the correlation between pretest and post¬ 
test. 
In conclusion Chapter III provides demographic infor¬ 
mation of the LEP students, their educational ambiance, 
and the methodology to be used in the study. The pretest- 
posttest and the Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) 
activities and units are very important aspects of the study. 
The next chapter presents the results of the pre and 
post testing of the experimental and control groups. 
Overview 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULT AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study as stated in the hypothesis 
was to compare the effectiveness of a Vocabulary Enrichment 
Program (VEP) added to the regular reading program and the 
regular reading program alone. The aim was to increase the 
transfer of vocabulary skills from the native language into 
English in limited English Proficiency (LEP) students from 
first, second, third and fourth grades enrolled in a TBE 
program and a Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP). Did stu¬ 
dents at the end of three (3) months score higher on measures 
of vocabulary compared to first, second, third and fourth 
grade students enrolled in a TBE program? 
The formulated hypothesis was tested and the findings 
are analyzed in this chapter. 
Responses to questions formulated to support and sup¬ 
plement the study are also discussed. Moreover racial/ 
linguistic characteristics of the groups of students and 
their levels of English language development are given. 
Comparison of pretest and posttest gain scores for the 
participating groups are reported. 
The experimental design used for the study was Pre 
test-Posttest Non Equivalent Control-Group with the use of 
a matching technique. 
72 
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The selection of the subjects for the experimental 
and control groups (schools) was done in such a manner that 
they were closely comparable on the pretest that measured 
the dependent variable. Using this matching technique we 
tried to reduce initial differences between the experimental 
and control schools on the dependent variable. 
Racial/Linguistic Information 
In tables 4.1 and 4.2 the racial/Linguistic composition 
of the experimental and the control schools is provided. 
The study involved three experimental and three control 
schools. The schools were matched taking into consideration 
socio-economic and linguistic make-up of the students and 
their average academic performance. The three experimental 
schools with a total enrollment of twelve hundred sixteen 
(1,216) students for the 1983-1984 school year had a racial 
composition of two hundred eighty-four (284) whites (28.05%), 
two hundred forty-nine (249) Blacks (20.58%) and six hundred 
eighty-three (683) Hispanics (55.37%). 
The control schools with a total enrollment of one 
thousand two hundred sixty-eight (1,268) students had a 
racial composition of two hundred nineteen (219) whites 
(18.89%) two hundred thirty-one (231) Blacks (20.88%) and 
eight hundred eighteen (818) Hispanics (60.23%). 
Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE) services are 
offered to all LEP students from the six participating 
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schools which total five hundred forty-four (544) students. 
One hundred ninety-three (193) LEP students participated in 
the study. 
Table 4.3 presents the numbers of LEP students in the 
bilingual program by schools and by grade level and the stu¬ 
dents who participated in the study. 
The English as a Second Language continuum indicates 
the levels of ESL skills mastery. Levels 1^ and l2 are 
dedicated to develop basic oral skills, levels 21, 22 are a 
combination of development of oral skills and reading skills. 
1 2 
Levels 3 and 3 are a concentration in all ESL skills with 
great emphasis in reading in English. 
The one hundred ninety-three (193) students who parti¬ 
cipated in the study were selected on basis of their 
language proficiency in English. All the participants were 
readers in Spanish and had basic English reading skills 
correspondent to levels 2,2,3 and 3 as identified by 
their ESL teachers in the ESL continuum. 
English as a Second Language Continuum 
No ESL ESL oral and 
English oral skills all skills 
Skills -j-^2--^[-^2 
ESL English 
all skills Skills 
T 
r 1" 2X 2" 3x 3 
Graphic 4.1 English as a Second Language Continuum 
The assessment was done in English and the pre and post 
tests items and pictures were taken from the test instruments 
of the English Reading Series used in the School System. The 
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tests have been thoroughly field tested for validity by the 
publishers and have been extensively utilized in the School 
District population. 
Groups and Levels 
For the study, students identified as level 0.1 were 
the ones who were reading at the pre-primer level and ranged 
as 2.1 in the ESL continuum. Students identified as level 
1.1 were the ones who were reading at grade 1 level and 
ranged as 2.2 or 3.1 in the ESL continuum. Students identi¬ 
fied as level 2.1 were the ones who were reading at grade 
2 level and ranged as 3.1 or 3.2 in the ESL continuum. 
The equivalencies of levels and the number of partici¬ 
pants by the levels used for the study by schools is provided 
on table 4.4. 
TEST RESULTS LEVEL 0.1 
Control Group 
The control group was composed of fifty seven (57) stu¬ 
dents from first, second and third grades from the Deberry, 
Glenwood and Lincoln Schools and were administered the pre 
and post tests of level 0.1 of vocabulary skills correspond¬ 
ing to Bears, Balloons and Boats (Houghton Mifflin Reading 
Skills) . 
Study Group 
This group, composed of thirty (30) students from first 
and second grades from Bowles, Brightwood and Howard Schools 
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was administered the pretest and level 0.1 of vocabulary 
skills corresponding to Bears, Balloons and Boats (Houghton 
Mifflin reading series). 
The group also received vocabulary development instruc¬ 
tion through the use of the Vocabulary Enrichment Program 
(VEP) units for three months during three (3) twenty minute 
periods a week from their bilingual and ESL teachers. After 
the three months of the VEP instruction this group was ad¬ 
ministered the post test. The overall gain from Pretest to 
Posttest at level 0.1 was significant with adequate relia¬ 
bility and showed the widest difference between the Study 
Group and the Control Group. The significance level of the 
test was less than .05. 
Table 4.5 provides information about the results of the 
vocabulary testing at level 0.1 in the Study and in the Con¬ 
trol Schools. 
TEST RESULTS LEVEL 1.1 
Control Group 
The control group composed of forty-two (42) students 
from second, third and fourth grades from Deberry, Glenwood 
and Lincoln Schools was administered the pre and post tests 
of level 1.1 of vocabulary skills corresponding to Sunshine 
(Houghton Mifflin Reading Series). 
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Level 1.1 - Experimental Group 
This group was composed of eighteen (18) students from 
second, third and fourth grades from Brightwood and Howard 
Schools. The eighteen students were administered the pre 
test of level 1.1 of vocabulary skills corresponding to Sun¬ 
shine (Houghton Mifflin Reading Series). 
This group received vocabulary development instruction 
through the use of the Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) 
units for three months during three (3) twenty minute 
periods a week from their bilingual and ESL teachers. Three 
months after the experimental period, this group was admin¬ 
istered the post test. 
The over all gain from Pretest to Posttest at level 1.1 
was significant with adequate reliability and showing signi¬ 
ficant difference between the study group and the control 
group. The significance level of that test was less than 
.03. Table 4.6 provides information about the results of 
the vocabulary testing of level 1.1 in the study and in the 
Control Schools. 
TEST RESULTS LEVEL 2.1 
Control Group 
The control group composed of twenty two (22) students 
from second, third, and fourth grades from DeBerry, Glen- 
wood and Brightwood Schools was administered the pre and 
post tests corresponding to Moonbeams (Houghton Mifflin 
Reading Series) . 
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Level 2.1 - Experimental Group 
This group composed of twenty four (24) students from 
becond, third and fourth grades from Bowles, Brightwood and 
Howard Schools were administered the pre test corresponding 
to Moonbeams (Houghton Mifflin Reading Series). 
This group received vocabulary development instruction 
through the use of the Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) 
units for three months during three (3) twenty minute periods 
a week from their bilingual and ESL teacher. 
After the experimental period, this group was adminis¬ 
tered the posttest. 
The experimental group at level 2.1 showed greater gain 
than did the control group. However the over all gain from 
Pretest and Posttest at level 2.1 was not significant and the 
reliability of the test was not substantiated. The signifi¬ 
cance level of the t-test was less than .05. Table 4.7 
provides information about the results of the vocabulary 
testing of level 2.1 in the study and in the Control Schools. 
Summary of Results 
In summary, in order to test the effectiveness of the 
Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) a Pretest - Posttest 
Non-Equivalent Control Group design was employed using 
scores from a locally constructed set of pictorial vocabu¬ 
lary tasks based on the Houghton Mifflin Reading Materials. 
Three schools were chosen to participate in the VEP and 
86 
three other schools were chosen as a control group. A total 
of seventy-two (72) children participated in the VEP at three 
levels and one hundred and twenty-one (121) children partici¬ 
pated as control at three levels. 
The results of the testing are shown on Tables 4.5, 4.6, 
and 4.7. For each school and at each level a dependent t test 
was performed at the five percent level of significance. 
Reliability was determined with the correlation between pre¬ 
test and posttest also shown on Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 
In 18 of twenty-three (23) instances the correlation was 
significant and gave evidence of adequate reliability. 
In the experimental group those students who received 
the Vocabulary Enrichment Program showed uniformally greater 
gain between the pre and post tests at all levels than did 
the control group. The gain between the pre and post was 
significant for the experimental group at the two lower 
levels. The gain was not significant at the highest level 
and the reliability of the test was not substantiated. The 
gain for the control group between pre and post and the two 
lower levels was also significant and the gain for the highest 
level of the control group was not significant. The dif¬ 
ference between the control group and the experimental group 
was greatest at the lowest level and became increasingly 
smaller with each successive level. 
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Items Analysis and Correlation 
Test analysis of errors was performed at each of the 
three levels. The dependent variable was the number of 
people who missed items for the earliest level. At the 
lower level, Bears...., change for the number of people 
missing items between the pre and the post test for the 
experimental group was significantly greater than the change 
between the number of people missing items between the pre 
and the post test for the control group. At the middle 
level, Sunshine, the change between the pre and the post 
number of people was approximately the same for both the 
experimental and the control group. At the highest level, 
which was Moonbeams, the change between the number of people 
missing items between pre and post was greater for the ex¬ 
perimental group than the control group. These analyses 
indicate that the construction of the Vocabulary Enrichment 
Program has measurable effect upon the performance of chil¬ 
dren in the Bilingual Program. Table 4.8 indicates the 
analysis of errors on each of the three tests. 
The analysis of results and correlation of missing 
items were done with the assistance of the Director of the 
Research Department of the School System (See Appendix B 
for memorandum from Dr. John Howell). 
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Margin of error by levels 
Level 0.1 
Every item of the pre and post test results from level 
0.1 corresponding to Bears, Balloons and Boats from the six 
participating schools were analyzed. 
The pretest vocabulary items were listed in order of the 
margin of error, listing the high error occurrence first 
thus producing two lists: one for the Study Group and one 
for the Control Group. Errors became objectives to be em¬ 
phasized when teaching the Vocabulary Enrichment Program 
(VEP)units for level 0.1. 
The posttest vocabulary items were listed next to the 
list of pretest (See Appendix F for list of items by margin 
of Error) and compared. Percents of error were obtained and 
correlated. 
From the analysis of items, graphics 4.2 and 4.3 on 
pages 91 and 92 were developed to demonstrate the results 
from the pretest and posttest items. The baseline of the 
profile represents the number of items. The left vertical 
line of the angle represents the percent of errors. The 
darker step line represents the pretest and the lighter 
step line represents the posttest. 
Level 1.1 and 2.1 
The procedures followed for level 0.1 to obtain the 
list of items by margin of error and the correlation of 
90 
items were followed for levels 1.1 corresponding to Sunshine 
and 2.2 corresponding to Moonbeams. Results of pretest and 
posttest margin of error analysis of level 1.1 (Sunshine) for 
the study Group see graphics 4.4 and 4.5 on pages 93 and 94 
Results of pretest and posttest margin of error analysis 
of level 2.2 (Moonbeams) see graphics 4.6 and 4.7 on pages 
95 and 96. 
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CHAPTER V 
Discussion, Conclusions, 
Educational Implications and Recommendations 
Discussion 
The study of the Vocabulary Enrichment Program is con¬ 
sidered as a very important aspect of language development. 
The VEP is set to facilitate the transition of skills from 
Spanish into English. One of the main objectives of this 
study was to demonstrate the importance of vocabulary 
development as an expression of the cognitive functions that 
represent concept formation and meaning. 
By using the home language of the students as the point 
of departure for the study, a logical sequence in the use of 
the natural resources was established. The coordination of 
the home language vocabulary and the one used in the native 
language reading series served to solidify a structure 
based upon a logical pedagogical progression. The final 
step was the coordination of the native language vocabulary 
with the English vocabulary used in the reading series. 
The use of the students' native language following the 
sequence described above served to underscore the fact that 
LEP children, if they are allowed to use their natural 
resources and are provided logical educational opportunities, 
are successful in mastering very complex cognitive tasks 
such as the transition of vocabulary skills from the native 
language into English. 
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During the course of the study the students participat¬ 
ing in the experimental group appeared excited about the 
VEP experiences and units. They worked enthusiastically 
with the workbooks in Spanish and English. 
The time line established for the study was carefully 
followed. 
At the monthly meetings held at Bowles, Howard Street 
and Brightwood Schools on March 23, 24 and 28 respectively, 
feedback regarding the pretest and the use of the first 
units was obtained from Bilingual and English as a Second 
Language teachers. The information provided by these pro¬ 
fessionals helped to make a few adjustments on the length, 
relevance and complexity of the other VEP units. 
At the monthly meetings held in the three experimental 
schools at the end of April, a great deal of enthusiasm was 
shared by the teachers. A very positive attitude was exhi¬ 
bited by the teachers who in some instances mentioned the 
specific reactions of some children to the activities and 
to the VEP units. This month seemed to represent the peak 
period of the study. 
The meetings held at the end of May and in the month 
of June were less enthusiastic and some references were 
made regarding the lack of time and the many responsibi 
lities teachers have at the end of the school year. 
At the onset of the study the teachers were instructed 
to gather the used VEP units. When the used units were 
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collected in June, many of them were missing due to the 
fact that some teachers forgot to gather them, but, in 
other instances the children insisted on taking the work¬ 
books to their parents. Therefore it became impossible to 
keep a tight control over this factor. From the gathered 
units it became apparent that few sections of individual 
workbooks distributed in the months of May and June were 
not used due to absenteeism or lack of time. This was more 
apparent on level 1.2 and especially on level 2.1. 
This factor may have had some effect on the results of 
the posttest at the three different levels. Therefore for 
future studies these factors may be controlled. 
Conclusions 
The extent of participation in the second language 
ambiance is predicated upon the mastery of meaning expressed 
in the manipulation of vocabulary syntax and semantics. 
Ideally the balanced bilingual-bicultural child should 
be able to manipulate the new creation of meaning and clas¬ 
sification in memory that creates new experiences framed 
within the correspondent socio-cultural background. This 
kind of bilingualism can be developed under very special 
circumstances. 
We have referred to this process of developing 
bilingual and bicultural skills among English ( 
speaking in Canada or the U.S. as an additive 
form of bilingualism, implying_that these chil¬ 
dren, with no fear of ethnic linguistic erosion, 
can add one or more foreign languages to their 
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accumulating skills and profit inmensely - in 
psychologica1, socia1 and even economic domains - 
rrom the experience. (Lambert, 1978) 
Limited English proficiency students in general are 
members of minority groups and face a world where neither 
their language nor their culture is placed in a position of 
influence. 
ESL or bilingual programs offered to LEP children 
usually are transitional, this fact signifies the surrender 
of their native language and culture as payment for dubious 
acceptance into the new culture and the mastery of English 
We draw a very sharp contrast between the 'additive' 
form of bilingualism and the 'subs tractive' form 
which constitutes a totally different ball game, 
having different outcome, different potential haz¬ 
ards, and different means-to-ends demands. The 
hyphenated American child like the French-Canadian 
child, embarks on a substractive bilingual route 
as soon as he/she enters a school where a high 
prestige, socially powerful, dominant language 
like English is introduced either as a language 
of instruction or as a subject matter. Percep¬ 
tive members of ethnolinguistic minority groups 
have good grounds for worry and concern about 
the steamroller effect of a powerful dominant 
language; it can make foreign home languages and 
cultures seem 'homely' in contrast, ghosts in 
the closet to be eradicated and supressed. But, 
just as French is too precious to be substracted 
out of Canadian society, so too are the multitude 
of 'foreign' language and cultures extant in 
America too precious to be eradicated from that 
society. (Lambert, 1980) 
Transforming the 'substractive' approach to education 
into an 'additive' system would entail creating new atti¬ 
tudes where ethnolinguistic groups are given new dimensions 
in respect and attention, and education would represent 
real equality. 
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In striving to use the resources of LEP students and 
give the recognition to the importance of the native lang¬ 
uage this study used Spanish as the springboard. 
The concrete results of this study-indicate that the 
Vocabulary Enrichment Program (VEP) does have a measurable 
effect upon the performance of children in the Bilingual 
Program. 
The most obvious result of the study seems to be that 
the introduction of the supplementary vocabulary is most 
effective at the earlier levels. The overall gain from 
Pretest to Posttest was significant with adequate reliabi¬ 
lity at level 0.1, and showing the largest difference 
between the Study Group and the Control Group. At level 
1.1 the gain between the pre and post tests was significant 
and adequately reliable. The difference between the Study 
Group and the Control Group in level 1.1 was not as great 
than in level 0.1. 
The gain was not significant at the highest level and 
the reliability of the test was not substantiated. These 
results are consistent with the fact that standardized 
reading scores nationally show a decline after the second 
grade. 
In the Springfield School District standardized testing 
begins at the fourth grade level, therefore local information 
related to grades first through third is not available for 
the standard curriculum. 
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The reading gains of students who are identified for 
Chapter I services are assessed with the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test. 
Table 5.1 shows Metropolitan Achievement Test results 
in months gained for students who have attended eighty per¬ 
cent (80%) of the time or more (.80+) or less (.79-) than 
eighty percent (80%) of the time. The results reinforce the 
score declines for third and fourth grades. 
(The Chapter I program provides compensatory education 
for children residing in areas identified as areas populated 
by low income families). 
It must be borne in mind that this is, as far as this 
researcher can determine, the first study, of its kind, 
therefore conclusions must be drawn with caution. 
It is possible that the time of the school year in 
which the study was implemented may have had an effect on 
the results. The researcher feels that the excitement of 
initiating a new study that may have stimulated others is 
negated by the fact that there are no previous studies from 
which to draw information, compare results and equate 
conclusions . 
There are other conclusions that may be derived from 
the study. The first involves consideration to the fact 
that vocabulary development related to meaning and concept 
formation even though a very important aspect of language 
development, is only one area of an array of skills which 
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children must learn to be able to use in reading for their 
academic success. 
LEP children must master all these skills and transfer 
them into English. 
LEP children enrolled in Transitional Bilingual Programs 
must master all these skills within what is now unrealistic 
time limitations. 
Bilingual teachers and LEP children are racing against 
time. There seems to be an urgency to mainstream LEP stu¬ 
dents regardless of their English skills. 
The extent of the logical contradiction involved in 
the mainstreaming process can be seen in fact that 
minority students in the early grades of transi¬ 
tional programs are expected to make so much progress 
in the cognitive/academic skills underlying English 
literacy that after two or three years they should 
be at the level where they can compete on an equal 
footing with their unilingual English-speaking peers 
who have had all their instruction in English. 
(Cummins, 1980: 96) 
Expectations that LEP children make successful transfer 
of skills is realistic. What seems to be unrealistic for 
many bilingual children is the time allowed for the transi¬ 
tion (two or three years). 
A more realistic time frame for transition for many 
LEP students would be six or seven years. 
Secondly the specific steps followed in the identifi 
cation of content, objectives, procedures and activities for 
this study could be used to facilitate the transfer of aca¬ 
demically related language skills such as science, social 
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studies, mathematics. Thus developing a comprehensive con- 
tent-oriented vocabulary enrichment program in the two 
languages. 
Educational Implications and Recommendations 
Language is the major legacy given to humans. Language 
is used to communicate needs, feelings, express beauty, joy 
sorrow, humor or fear; to share experiences; to understand 
realities and to share fantasies. Language is the projection 
of the individual, of a community, of a nation or nations. 
It represents the roots of yesterday, the expression of to¬ 
day and the projection of tomorrow. 
Considering the findings from this research, it seems 
clear that future studies in the development and transfer 
of vocabulary skills from the native language into English 
could play a critical role in the school experience of 
Limited English Proficient (LEP) students enrolled in schools 
in the United States. 
This study has focused on an important aspect of the 
learning process which is conceptual formation as a basis 
for vocabulary development and transfer of skills from the 
native language into English in LEP students. This re¬ 
search may not be exactly replicated in other communities 
due to factors of specific curricula and materials. 
In general, a longitudinal research extended to one or 
more years would provide more insights in the field of 
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vocabulary development and transfer in LEP students. It 
could reveal the relationship of the development of trans¬ 
fer of meaning in the second language of LEP students, and 
the way in which this affects the transfer of reading skills 
from the native language into English. 
School and students' resources 
Children develop concepts based on their own experiences, 
but they absorb knowledge and intuitive understanding accu¬ 
mulated by generations from their elders within the context 
of their reality and expressed through language. 
The native language therefore is one of the most 
valuable resources that LEP children bring with them when 
they enter school. 
The logical line to follow in the development of 
reading is experience - oral language - visual symbol - 
reading. Ideally, the educational system builds upon that 
which has been acquired at home, thus using the resources 
children possess and reinforcing the modes of communication, 
material, cultural and social organization. 
In reality}schools use, reinforce and enhance the 
dominant culture at the expense of the culture of the 
minority students generally through omission in curriculum 
content, social practices, or subtle routines. 
Where LEP students are concerned, the cultural domina¬ 
tion becomes overwhelming. The suppression of the native 
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language render students a non person status when the only 
alternatives are all-English curricula or ESL programs. 
In Transitional Bilingual Programs where time limita¬ 
tion of bilingual services prescribe quick transition into 
English on the basis of communicative skills, neither 
language will develop properly and cognitive confusion is 
the legacy given to LEP children. Consequently LEP children 
in the best of the cases may never develop intellectually 
to their full potential. In the worst of the cases they are 
candidates for dropping out from school with all the per¬ 
sonal and social implications this action entails. 
Jim Cummins in discussing language proficiency and the 
linguistic mismatch hypothesis that justify the rationale 
for transition bilingual programs indicates: 
Evaluation of bilingual programs involving both 
majority and minority language groups from many 
parts of the world show clearly that there is no 
educational support for the assumption that 
children should be switched to a majority language 
program in order to develop adequate literacy 
skills in the majority language. In fact many 
longitudinal evaluations of bilingual programs 
show that the rate of growth in majority_language 
literacy skills increases substancially in the 
latter grades of elementary school, with the re¬ 
sult that children in the bilingual program often 
perform better in majority language literacy skills 
than comparison groups of children in unilingual 
programs, despite considerably less instructional 
time through that language. (Cummins, 1980: 98) 
Full bilingual programs that provide strong supportive 
environment in which LEP students receive academic instruc 
tion in the native language while at the same time develop 
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skills and fluency in English are the equal education oppor¬ 
tunity LEP children deserve. 
it- has been discussed that to sensitize and develop 
awareness about linguistic and cultura 1- diversity in the 
'dominant-group" in the United States, immersion programs 
are recommended. 
Immersion programs are successful in social settings 
where the home language is highly valued, where parents 
actively encourage literacy and another tongue maintenance 
and where it is assumed that children will succeed. 
(Tucker, 1980). However these optimal conditions contrast 
with the reality of LEP children where parents are struggling 
to meet basic needs, and where the lack of influence of their 
language and culture require bilingual bicultural education 
not only to develop a second language but also to maintain 
children's self image. 
Teachers; perceptions, expectations and actions 
LEP children bring with them values and attitudes that 
may contrast with the values upheld by the schools. 
Based on their theory of "Status Characteristics and 
Expectations" stated by Stages, Berger, Cohen, and Zelditch 
(1972) teachers' perceptions, attitudes and expectations 
may be related to certain linguistic characteristics that 
in turn have an impact on academic performance. Cohen (1979) 
reports that the expectations of non minority students and 
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teachers produce a self-fulfilling prophecy on the part 
of minority students. Preconceived attitudes of students 
and teachers in the classroom do not permit equality, there¬ 
fore minority students sooner or later will fulfill this 
expectation. 
If the equation of 
academic performance" is 
students, then the main 
children could be Englis 
tellectual development, 
identity. 
Teachers need to be as sensitive to their own 
attitudes as to the child's. The way they feel 
about their cultural and linguistic identity is 
an important factor in the way they relate to 
children of the same or different cultural back¬ 
grounds. Most teachers are members of the middle 
class, accept its values, and feel justified in 
demanding middle-class standards from all children. 
Teachers who have recently migrated to the middle 
class from lower-class origins may reject chil¬ 
dren from the same background because they are a 
threat to their change of identity. 
A teacher who recognizes these feelings in her¬ 
self should be able to control this rejection and 
become a positive model for the children to ident 
with. Unrecognized, such feelings must create a 
source of negative identity and conflict. (Savil 
Troike, 1979: 119) 
The rejection of the LEP child's language not only from 
the native speakers of the dominant language but also from 
some bilingual teachers could be devastating. The effect 
becomes evident in the over importance given to English 
instruction in contrast to the casual treatment given to 
ify 
le- 
"high English proficiency, high 
formulated in regards to the LEP 
objective in the education of these 
h acquisition at the expense of in- 
self-concept and loss of cultural 
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the native language, or in the urgent recommendations for 
*-^^nsfer to the standard program after one or two years in 
a TBE program. 
Teachers need to be well informed of all the linguistic, 
psychological, pedagogic and social implications of second 
language development. Teachers need to be role models pro¬ 
jecting admiration and respect for the language viewed as an 
instrument of the child's self and of his culture. 
Student: self concept, perceptions and attitudes 
Language is not only the means of communication, it is 
the most lively expression of one's personality. What a 
person communicates and how he communicates is very much 
related to his personality and the values he has developed 
within his cultural milieu. Through his language he tells 
others what he thinks both about himself and the world 
around him and with whom he identifies. His language is 
inseparably tied to his effective self. 
The devastating effect that a child feels when school 
erodes his self concept with policies or attitudes that be¬ 
little his language or ignores his culture, creates a state 
of anomie that with time will become a state of rejection 
to the very ingredients of his formation or the establish 
ment that wants to change him. 
The basic principle of bi1ingua1 education is to pro 
vide a strong supportive environment in which the LEP 
student may develop intellectually, using his linguistic and 
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cultural resources while at the same time developing English 
language skills. Thus the LEP child maintains his self 
esteem, his social and cultural values and his psychological 
well being. 
Transitional bilingual programs underline the transi¬ 
tory importance given to the child's background. Children 
get this message clearly from teachers' and peers' attitudes, 
the curricula, school environment and even from their own 
parents that perceive the mastery of English as the road to 
their children's success. 
Saville-Troike (1980) identify among other language 
functions, a symbol and identifier of group membership and 
a principal mode of mediating and manipulating social rela¬ 
tionships. The Spanish dominant student keeps a high degree 
of appreciation for his language and culture. Once he learns 
English he can select the group with which he wants to 
identify himself. 
In their eagerness to be accepted and included by the 
dominant majority, it appears that some linguistic minority 
children integrated in the main stream feel it necessary to 
deny their bilingualism. Their rejection expresses itself 
in crude epithets or attitudes that not only hurt their 
linguistic peers but erodes their own being. 
While minority students are learning to disvalue 
their language, their culture, and their social, 
group, the majority students are likewise learning 
to disparage their fellow students and to believe 
in the inferiority of the minority language and 
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culture, and the inherent superiority of the 
majority culture, and its linguistic, medium, 
standard English. Such beliefs, though founded 
in.ignorance, become deeply engrained to the 
point that they acquire an almost religious 
tenacy and become the basis for perpetuating 
inequities and inequality of educational op¬ 
portunity. (Muriel Sevi1le-Troike, 1979) 
The provision of bilingual bicultural education, or 
multicultural education is the opportunity for linguistic 
minority students to fully develop in an unbiased environ¬ 
ment . 
Schools would then fulfill their functions for all 
children by fostering cultural reinforcement and enhancing 
self concept, they would create an atmosphere of understand¬ 
ing and good will where many children could find a cultural 
linguistic and academic heaven. The benefits would be self 
evident in LEP children's academic growth, psychological well 
being and economic future. This would reflect the quality 
of human resources this country could have. 
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GENERAL SYNOPSIS 
TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION LAW 
CHAPTER 7XA 
The General Court recently passed a mandatory transitional bilingual edu¬ 
cation law. Each year the school committees throughout the state will be required 
to determine the number of children of limited English-speaking ability. Where 
there are more than twenty children of limited English-speaking ability of one 
language group (children in parochial schools excludod), the school committee 
will be required by the new law to provide a program in transitional bilingual 
education. 
Wiuit dots* a program in transitional bilingual education consist oiV 
In an educational program of transitional bilingual education, the medium 
of instruction of ail required courses shall be in the student’s native language ini¬ 
tially, and then to an increasing degree, in English. The instructional objectives of 
the program are: 
1) development of reading and writing skills in the native language; 
2) development of oral comprehension, speaking, reading and writ¬ 
ing of English. An integral component of the progrum in transitional 
bilingual education shall be instruction in the history and culture of the 
country of the student’s primary language and in the history and cul¬ 
ture of the United Stutcs. The program shall be a full-time program 
and shall be up to three years duration for each student. 
The intent of the law is not to segregate the students of limited English- 
speaking ability. The transitional bilingual education classes are required to be 
located in the regular public schools, wherever feasible. Thus, the students can 
participate with other students in courses which do not require extensive verbali¬ 
zation, such as art, music, and physical education. The students of limited Eng¬ 
lish-speaking ability should also be given full opportunity to participate in extra¬ 
curricular activities. Finally, English-speaking children may be enrolled in the 
transitional bilingual classes. 
The transitional bilingual education classes shall be composed of students of 
approximately the same age level and level of educational attainment. Classes 
may also be offered in pre-school programs and summer school programs. 
Who bus the right to Irausitiuiuil bilingual education? 
Any child whose primary language is other than English and who has diffi¬ 
culty performing ordinary classwork in English has the right to participate in 
these classes. 
What are the obligations of the local school committees? 
The local school committees shall conduct an annual census to determine 
the number of children who shall receive transitional bilingual education. This 
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census shull be conducted before March 1 of each year. The school committees 
shall be responsible for the development of the transitional bilingual education 
program where there are twenty or more children of limited English-speaking 
ability in one language group. 
The school committees shall notify the parents or legal guardians of the stu¬ 
dents enrolled in the program no longer than ten (10) days after tho student is 
enrolled in the transitional bilingual education program. The notification of 
enrollment must be both in English and in the native language of the parents or 
guardian and must include the following Information: 
1) a clear statement of the purpose, method and content of the transi¬ 
tional bilingual education program; 
2) a statement of parental rights which shall include: 
a) visits to the transitional bilingual classes 
b) conferences with school personnel and 
c) right to withdraw the student at any time upon written 
notification to the school authorities. 
A school district may accept eligible non-resident students for the transi¬ 
tional bilingual education classes. The tuition and half the transportation costs 
shall be paid for by the sending school district, subject to eligible reimbursable 
costs under this law. 
School districts may combine with others to provide transitional bilingual 
education. 
Who uuiy teach in the transitional bilingual education classes.'1 
Chapter 71A creates new certification criteria especially for teachers of 
transitional bilingual education. The criteria arc: 
1) possess a speaking and reading ability in a language other than 
English in which bilinguul education is oilered and communicative 
skills in English; 
2) arc in good health; 
3) arc of sound moral character; 
4) possess a bachelor’s degree or an earned higher academic degiee 
or arc graduates of a normal school approved by the Board of Educa¬ 
tion; 
5) meet such requirements as to courses ot study, semester hours 
therein, experience, and training as may be required by the Board; 
6) are legally present in the United States and possess legal autltori- 
xation for employment. 
The school committee may not prescribe additional teacher qualifications, 
except if they arc specifically approved by the Board. Also, a “haol committee 
may request a waiver of the certification requirements if it is not able to socurc 
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sufficiently certified bilingual teachers. 
The teachers of transitional bilingual education, including those oxempt 
from the certification criteria, shall be paid by the local school committee at the 
same level us permanent teachers. Two years of service while teaching under the 
exemption may be credited toward tenure, once the teacher has fulfilled the certi¬ 
fication requirements. 
Whnt arc the reimbursable expenditures? 
The Stale shall reimburse the school districts for the amount of the cost of 
transitional bilingual education which exceeds the average per pupil expenditure 
for the education of children of comparable ago. The State shall roimburso one 
half of the district transportation costs. 
The authorized appropriations arc as follows: 
$1.5 million for 72-73 
$2.5 million for 73-74 
$2.5 million for 74-75 
$4.U million for 75-76 und subsequent school ycurs. 
In the event that reimbursable costs exceed the amount appropriated, reim¬ 
bursement will be bused on a ratio of the maximum State funds available to the 
total funds expended by all the school committees. 
Chapter 71A provides an additional source of funds for the education of 
students of limited English-speaking ability. The law docs not authorize the 
school districts to reduce expenditures from locul und federal sources, including 
monies allocated under the federal Elementary and Secondary Act, for transi¬ 
tional bilingual education. 
Whnt are the obligations of the Department of Education? 
The Department of Education will create a unit of Transitional Bilingual 
Education, headed by a project director. 
The responsibilities of the bilingual unit will be: 
1) administration and enforcement of the law; 
2) development of guidelines and regulations; 
3) provision for maximum feasible participation of parents of chil¬ 
dren of limited English-speaking ability in the planning, development 
und evaluation of transitional bilinguul education progrums in the dis¬ 
tricts serving their children; 
4) provision for the participation in the formulation of policy and 
procedures from a wide spectrum of people concerned about the edu¬ 
cation of children of limited English-speaking ability; 
APPENDIX B 
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SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Springfield, Massachusetts 
February IS, IVM4 
Memorandum to Mr. Robinsons 
The Research Department has been eeWed by the 8upervieor oí TSI to give 
assistance to • study of the effeota of introducing additional Spanish 
Vocabulary words in SSL units which sure closely correspond oonosptually 
tu the English language words found in the Houghton-Mifflin series. These 
units will be introduced shortly at Howard, and Srightvood. 
Vocabulary tests froa Houghton-Mifflin will bs given to those three schools 
and at three control schools) Deberry, Glenwood and Lincoln, k second 
vocabulary testing will be given at the conclusion of the school year, ill 
TBS children in Grades 2-4 (about 100) will bs tested with the Houghten- 
Mifflin material, a practioe l understand to be routine. 
I would appreciate your consunto or questions. 
Respectfully, 
Howell, Director 
»arch Department 
cc: Mr a Yolanda Ulloa 
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SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Springfield, Masaachuaetts 
December 6, 198A 
Memorandum to Mrs. Ulloa: 
In order to test the effectivenees of the Vocabulary Enrichment Program 
(VEP), a Pretest-Poattest Non-Equivalent Control Group design was employed 
using scores from the Houghton-Mifflin pictorial vocabulary materials. Bowles, 
Brightwood and Howard were chosen to participate in the VEP while DeBerry, 
Glenwood and Lincoln were chosen as a control group. A total of 72 children 
participated in the VEP at three levels (0.1, 1.1, 2.1) and 121 children 
participated as controls at the same three levels. 
The results of the testing are shown on Table 1. For each school and at 
each level a dependent £-Te6t was performed at the five percent level of 
significance. Reliability was determined as the correlation between pretest 
and posttest also shown on Table 1. In only five of 23 Instances was the cor¬ 
relation lower than adequate. 
The VEP students showed uniformally greater gain than the control group 
at ell levels. The gain was significant for the experimental group at only the 
two lower levels. The gain W2S net significant at the highest level (2.1) 
nor was the reliability of the te6t substantiated at that level. The gain 
for the control group was significant for only level 1.1 while the measure was 
reliable at all levels. The difference between the control group and the 
experimental group was greatest at the lowest level (0.1) and became increasingly 
smaller with each euccessive level. I would conclude that the VEP is most 
effective at level 0.1. 
Table 2 ehows an analysis of errors on each leval. The dependent variable 
wee the number of people who misted Items for each Isvel. Tba change for 
127 
the number of people missing icem6 between the pre and the po&tte6t was sig¬ 
nificantly greater for the VEP students than for the control group at levels 
0.1 and 2.1. At the middle level, Sunshine, the change was approximately the 
same for both the experimental and the control group. This analysis indicated 
that the VEP does have a measurable effect upon the performance of children 
in the Bilingual Program. 
cc: Bryant Robinson, Jr. 
Howell, Director 
Research Department 
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APPENDIX C 
Copy of Lists of Selected Vocabulary Items 
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BEARS - BALLOONS - BOATS 
*word among test items 
+word considered difficult but is not 
among test items 
-u/ord considered less difficult than 
above two categories 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
- help ayuda - train tren 
* wishbone espoleta, hueso de Iarsuerte 
- car carro 
- doll muñeca + sandwich emparedado 
- yarn lana - mouse 
/ 
ratón 
- yellow amarillo - cake bizocho 
- watch reloj - fire engine motobomba, 
carro de los 
bomberos 
- boat bote - frog sapo 
- tree a^bol + king rey 
* thermometer termómetro * necklace collar 
* thimble dedal - ring anillo, sortija 
- thirteen trece + shell concha, caracol 
* thermos termo * saddle montura 
* tire goma, llanta - toothbrush cepillo de 
dientes 
+ thumb pulgar * submarine submarino 
- towel tohalla - jeans mahones 
- bear oso * motorcycle motora 
+ monkey mono * cane 
bastón 
+ elephant elef ante - tape 
cinta adhesiva 
- clown payaso - cup 
taza 
- jet jet - is es 
- airplane aeroplano - see 
ver 
- get conseguir 
+ pie pastel 
- me mi 
* frame marco 
- can poder 
- fruit fruta 
- go 
- will 
ir - cage 
jaula 
poder, desear - parrot 
loro, perico 
BEARS - BALLOONS - BOATS CONT'D 
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ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
* frown arrugar * sheep ovejas, borregos 
cordero 
- fly volar 
- shoes zapatos 
- free libre 
- shirt camisa 
- draw dibujar 
- block bloque 
+ horn bocina, corneta * goose ganso 
* rocket cohete * skates patines 
- pole poste 
- ride paseo a caballo, 
en carro 
- part pargue 
- jump saltar 
+ jacket chaqueta 
- jump in tirarse dentro 
- wings alas 
- jump on echarse encima 
* shovel pala * surprise 
surprise 
sorpresa 
sorprender 
- bush mata 
- fry volar 
- hairbrush cepillo debelo 
- feed dar de comer 
+ library biblioteca - dust polvo 
* trunk baúl * mash 
mash 
pure 
triturar, 
machacar 
- dime moneda de diez 
- push empujar 
- nickle 
/ 
bellon 
- stir mover 
- penny centavo, chavo - dig cavar 
- fork tenedor - slide resbalar 
- doghouse casa del perro - first primero 
- bedroom alcoba - second segundo 
- classroom 
/ 
salon de clases - third tercero 
- five cinco - wash lavar 
- boot bota - walk caminar 
- stove estufa - push empujar 
- stamp sello, estampilla - finish terminar 
- dress vestido - find encontrar 
* ghost fantasma - fill llenar 
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BEARS - BALLOONS - BOATS CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
cast yeso, enyesar 
- Tina 
- toast tostada 
- Buzzy 
* stool banco, asiento 
- Mindy 
+ swing columpio 
- Joey 
- sand arena 
- mother madre 
- corn maíz 
- father padre 
+ pond charco * sail velero 
- meat carne - face cara 
- tomatoes tomates - front f rente 
- sweater sweter - flag bandera 
* pliers pinzas, alicates * save ahorrar 
- store almacén - soap j’$ib on 
- rug alfombra - flat piano 
+ bug insecto - fast rápido 
jam jamón - nice bonito 
- from de, desde * celery apio 
- best mejor * cabbage col 
+ thin delgado + beach playa 
+ pail balde, cubo * flavor sabor 
+ pat acariciar - farm finca 
* parachute paracaídas - pot cacerolas 
- drum tambor - plate plato 
- chair silla - friend amiga (0) 
- city ciudad * swan cisne / 
- cereal cereal - show presentación, 
espectáculo 
- circle círculo * signs 
letreros 
- ketchup salsa de tomate 
(dulce) 
- food alimento 
- race carrera 
* fawn venado 
cervatillo 
- team equipo - juice jugo 
- sad triste - dance 
baile (danza) 
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BEARS - BALLOONS - BOATS CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
- can tarro, poder 
- center centro 
- fly mosca 
- mice ratones 
little pequeña 
- place lugar 
* rollercoaster montana rusa + violin violín 
+ ceiling techo + camp campamento 
* lace encaje 
- coast costa 
- lake largo * hump joroba 
+ cabin cabaña 
- Mrs. Best 
* nasty feo 
- Holly 
+ dump tirar, botar 
- Kim 
- nothing nada 
- Tony Antonio 
- today hoy 
- Lee 
- run correr 
- this este (a) 
- play jugar 
- that ese (a) 
- win ganar 
- get conseguir 
- call llamar 
- but pero 
- think pensar - they ellos (as) 
- be ser, estar - he el 
- do hacer - she ella 
- rest descansar - me a mi 
- read leer - and y 
- hello hola + fox zorro 
- most 
/ 
mas * kangaroo canguro 
* birdbath 
/ 
pila para pájaros * telescope telescopio 
+ teeth dientes * magnifying 
glass 
lente de 
aumento 
- ten diez - glasses espejuelos 
- fourteen catorce - home hogar 
- thirty treinta - big grande 
* thistle cardo - now ahora 
* whistle silvar, pito - six seis 
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BEARS - BALLOONS - BOATS CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
* tractor tractor, * flashlight linterna 
- Henry Enrique + peach melocotoVi, 
durazno 
- flag bandera 
- chicks pollos 
- flower flor + coat abrigos 
- arm brazo * shadow sombra 
* ant hormiga 
- chain cadena 
+ wood madera 
- thank gracias 
- wall pared 
- fish pescado 
- pool piscina 
- go subir 
- fast rápido 
- come venir 
- thirteen trece 
- like gustar 
- crayon crayola 
- want desear 
- cloud nube 
- fix arreglar 
- house casa 
- fill llenar 
* trailer remolcador - eat comer 
* apartment building edificio de 
apartamentos 
- sit sentarse 
- television television - sit in sentarse dentrc 
* waterfall cascada - sit on sentarse encimé 
- box caja + moo muhir 
* floor piso - hop saltar 
- OK bien + sting picadura 
- cheese queso - sweep barrer 
* carrots zanahoria * saw serruchar 
+ cow vaca - swim nadar 
+ cherries cerezas - can't no poder 
* bench banca (0) - there alla/ 
- take tomar - you usted, tu 
- flip dar vuelta - your suyo, tuyo 
- wish desear - where donde 
+ reach alcanzar - Andy 
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BEARS - BALLOONS - BOATS CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
- have tener, haber 
- Jan 
- find encontrar 
- Sam 
- look mirar 
- Amy 
- need necesitar - Jody 
- stop parar, parada - Meg 
- lunch almuerzo - Mr. Day 
- live vivir - Bob 
* ax hacha - milk leche 
- hen gallina - rock roca 
- day día - apple manzana 
- lunch almuerzo + building edificio 
- good bueno (a) 
- with con 
- up arriba 
- in en 
- on sobre 
- here aquí 
- why porque 
- how como 
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SUNSHINE 
* vi/ord among test items 
+ word considered difficult but is not 
among test items 
- word considered less difficult than 
above two categories 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
+ chin barbilla, mentón + gas gas 
- bath baño - again otra vez, de 
nuevo 
+ thin delgado(a) - pants pantalones 
* grapes uvas - planes aviones, aeroplano 
- bank banco - flame llama 
+ mat estera, tapete, 
colchoneta 
- wag sacudir, mover 
ligeramente, 
- pink rosa - waste basura 
* skate patín, patinar * pond charco 
* snake culebra, serpiente * ground tierra, terreno 
- map mapa - sky cielo, firmamento 
- old viejo(a) - baby llene (a) 
- out fuera * chimney chimenea 
- one uno - pretty bonito(a) 
- sale venta, saldo, 
liquidacio'n 
Í - party fiesta 
- story cuento - curly 
rizo, rizado 
* branch rama - very muy 
+ stove estufa - where 
donde 
* stick trozo de madera, palo - his 
de el 
+ steak filete, bistec * brick 
ladrillo 
* stem tallo, tronco + puppy 
cachorro de 
perro 
+ cast hieso, enyesar 
- woman mujer 
* lunchbox caja de la comida - busy 
ocupado(a) 
* plum 
* slipper 
ciruela - boys 
muchacho 
zapatilla - away fuera, lejos 
+ sled trineo - girl 
muchacha 
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SUNSHINE CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
- them a ellos(as) 
- room salon, cuarto 
- grandmother abuela 
- more mas 
- important importante + pound libra 
- everyone todos 
- problem problema 
- turnip nabo + thought aensamiento, 
3ensar 
* brook riachuelo 
- man nombre 
- roof techo, tejado 
- opening abertura 
* bunny conejito 
- push empujar 
* tiny pequenito 
- jump salto, saltar 
- hop pequeño salto, brinco 
- swim nadar 
* housefly mosca 
- fly vuelo, volar 
- storybook libro de cuentos 
- go fishing ir de pesca 
- doghouse casa de perro - said dijo 
* catfish siluro, bagre - asked pregunto*^ 
* houseboat casa flotante - give dar 
* pony poney, jaca - gave dio 
* hilly empinado, con cuestas - stand parada, parar 
- sunny soleado - cry llanto, llorar 
- back espalda, torso, 
respaldo, atras 
- shelf anaquel estante, 
repisa 
+ schoolbooks libros escolares * squirrel ardilla 
- wish lavar * fake f alsificar, 
inventar, falso 
- float flotar - play^ 
things 
cosas de juegos, 
juguetes 
- find 
- found 
encontrar 
encontrado 
- break rotura, abertura, 
pausa, descanso, 
romper 
- win ganar, ganancia - broke roto 
- winning ganando - give dar 
- wake up despertar - noun nombre 
- grow crecer - verb verbo 
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SUNSHINE CONT'D 
ENGLISH 
- could 
- couldn't 
- wasn't 
+ choose 
* yank 
* dash 
- fry 
- plant 
- make 
- shut 
- bee 
- three 
+ heel 
+ wheel 
- little 
- rainy 
* jelly 
- shy 
- yarn 
- noise 
- group 
+ hay 
- mail 
* braids 
+ jay 
SPANISH 
poder 
no poder 
no ser, no estar 
escoger, elegir 
/ 
tirar, tirón 
choque; romper, guión, 
poco 
freír, frito 
plantar, planta 
hacer 
cerrar 
abeja 
tres 
talo^ 
rueda 
pequeño 
lluvioso 
jalea 
tímido(a) 
lana, hilo de lana 
ruido 
grupo 
heno, hierva 
correo, enviar por 
correo 
trenzas 
arrendajo 
ENGLISH 
sheet 
- neck 
* hood 
- lap 
- wait 
+ vine 
- bike 
* ship 
* ghost 
* scoop 
* sleeve 
* scarf 
* spooky 
- pin 
- hill 
- fire 
- hide 
- pine 
+ stopper 
* timer 
+ gray 
- mouth 
- funny 
SPANISH 
sábana, hoja 
de papel 
cuello 
capucha, caperuza, 
gorro 
falda, rodilla, 
regazo, chapotear, 
dar una vuelta 
esperar 
parra, enreda¬ 
dera 
bicicleta 
barco, buque, 
embarcos 
fantasma 
pala, pinzar 
manga 
bufanda, 
pañuelo 
fantasmal, 
tétrico, 
encantado 
alfiler, 
horquilla 
colina 
fuego, incendio 
esconder, 
ocultar, encubrir 
nueva 
tapón, tope 
cronometro, 
cronometrador 
gris 
boca 
comico, burlesco, 
alegre 
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SUNSHINE CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
* seed semilla, pepita, 
simiente, despepitar 
+ hive colmena 
+ set conjunto; colocar, 
poner, fijado, señalado 
+ garden jardín, huerta 
- cheeks mejillas, carrillos 
- tell contar, relatar 
- moon luna 
- listen escuchar 
- broom escoba + shout grito, gritar 
- cook cocinar; cocinero(a) 
- come venir 
- hungry hambriento(a) hambre - hear oír 
- shop tienda, almacén; - wait esperar 
comprar 
* thorn espina - reach alcanzar 
* runner corredor * rush ímpetu, prisa 
acometida 
* sleeper persona que duerme; 
durmiente 
- brush cepillar 
- country país, region, campo - \i/ash lavar 
- rack rueda, caballete, 
enrejado de madera 
* chop golpe, tajo, 
hachazo; chuleta; 
cotar 
- rice arroz - aim apuntar, tirar, 
lanzar; puntería 
* raisins pasas - sheep oveja, borrego, 
cordero 
- corner esquina * gardner jardinero 
- center centro * play cuarto de juego 
- cents centavos, chavos + room cuarto 
* fancy elegante + pocket bolsillo, bolsa, 
saco 
- dark obscuro * pocket- cartera, monedero 
book 
* railing baranda, pasamano + coat 
abrigo, sobretodo 
- smile 
f 
sonreír + overcoat sobretodo 
- care cuidado, atención, + siren 
sirena 
cuidar 
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SUNSHINE CONT'D 
- nine nueve + siren sirena 
- stay quedar 
- sick enfermo(a) 
- paid pagado * bride novia 
- laugh risa; reír 
- size :alla 
- scare miedo, amedrentar + slice rebanada, lonja 
tajada, rodaja 
- hit dar, golpear, pegar * berry saya, fresas 
- baker panadero 
- know conocer 
* singer cantante 
- tools nerramientas 
- painter pintor * librarian sibliotecaria(o) 
- roofer constructor de tejados + film selicula 
- place lugar + snow nieve 
* pile pila, monton 
- street calle 
- rag trapo, harapo, andrajo - market mercado 
* shed covertizo, hangar, 
quitarse, despojarse, 
* cape cabo, capa 
verter + raft balsa, transpor¬ 
tar en balsa 
* skunk zorrillo, mofeta * breadbox caja para pan 
+ dent abollar, mellar; * hatbox caja para 
abolladura mella sombrero 
- sound sonido * playhouse casa para jugar, 
teatro coliseo 
- same igual, lo mismo * cutter cortador(a) 
* vowels vocales * jumper saltador 
- just justo(a) + helper ayudante 
* pointed punta, punto, apuntar + swimmer nadador 
- problem problema + rider caballero, 
jinete, ciclista 
* chipmunk ardilla enana * can opener abrelatas 
- gold oro + grower labrador, 
cultivador 
+ raincoat impermeable, capa de 
agua 
+ boxer boxeador 
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SUNSHINE CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
- bedroom alcoba, dormitorio + dream sueTio 
+ goldfish carpa dorada 
- knee rodilla 
* housevi/ork trabajo de casa 
- meat carne 
- birdhouse pila para pájaros 
- belt cinturón, cinto, 
faja, correa 
* slots ranura, muesca, + noodles fideos, 
rendija, hacer una 
ranura, encajar 
tallarín 
* pancakes tortita, tortilla - sit sentarse 
* score muesca, tanteo, raya, 
señal 
- bring traer 
+ showman actor + hail granizo, piedra, 
* stood 
/ / 
se paro, se presento grito, llamada, 
saludo 
* stoop inclinación, encorvado - tie altar, ligar, 
inclinado amarrar, corbata 
- shook sacudió'" - pin alfiler, espiga, 
prendedor prender, 
asegurar 
- hold tener, coger, asir, - bat bate, palo, 
agarrar retener I paleta, murciélago 
- cake bizcocho - cool 
golpear con un 
tibio 
Bate 
* shin espinilla (pierna) - cut corte; cortar; 
cortado reducido 
- cutting cortante, penetrante - decide decidir 
- duck pato - naming nombrar 
- netting obra de malla, randa, 
pesca 
- needing necesitando 
* potted en conserva, en tiesto 
en maceta 
- began empezando 
- tame manso, amansado, + pat golpecito, 
domado domesticado caricia, palma- 
dita 
- stale rancio, pasado, viejo - grass grama, cesped, 
yerba 
+ stain mancha, colorante, 
manchar, teñir 
* round redondo 
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SUNSHINE CONT'D 
144 
MOONBEAMS VOCABULARY 
* word among test items 
+ word considered difficult but is 
not among test items 
- word considered less difficult 
than above two categories 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH í SPANISH 
* forest floresta * bunk Litera 
* pine pino * closet armario, ropero 
+ woods bosque *cot caí ;tre 
- camping acampar - bedroom alcoba 
+ tree 
/ 1 
árbol - rug alf ombra 
- grass grama * crib cuna 
- cloud nube + tile baldosa, teja 
- tent carpa * chest cofre, pecho, 
caja 
+ mud lodo, fan$o - steps pasos 
- tome tiempo - chair silla 
- night noche - butter mantequilla 
- sun sol * pretzel galleta, tostada 
- light luz - rice arro'X. / 
-wind viento * ham jamón 
- morning macana + honey 
miel 
+ early temprano * fish cakes 
croqueta de 
pescado 
- moon luna * honey bread 
pan de miel 
* dark obscuro 
+ popcorn rosetas de maiz, 
palomitas de maiz 
* cold frío 
* batter pasta, apalear, 
azotar 
+ Zebra cebra 
+ hungry hambriento 
* zoo 
zoologico * plum ciruela 
fish pez 
- orange naranja^ china 
* fishnet red de pescar 
- zero cero 
muía * dozen 
docena 
* mule 
cinco 
* cub cachorro 
- five 
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MOONBEAMS VOCABULARY CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
* donkey burro 
- road ruta, camino 
* cow vaca +.pave pavimentar 
H- rabbit conejo + cement cemento 
+ squirrel ardilla * rail barandilla, 
baranda 
- puppy cachorro de perro - bus autobus, guagua 
+ catfish siluro, bagre * ship barco 
+ hoof 
A/ 
casco, pezuña + ride paseo, a caball 
en coche 
- bite mordisco (morder) + brave bravo, valiente 
- pot olla, maceta * puzzle misterio, 
rompecabezas 
+ pan cacerola - bottle botella 
- kitchen cocina - drum tambor 
+ cellar sotano - picture cuadro, dibujo 
- clock reloj * present presente, 
presentar 
- dish plato - kit conjunto de 
piezas 
+ pane cristal * babies nenes 
- basket vidrio, canasto - people gente 
+ doghouse casa del perro - children ñiños 
- tank tanque + clown payaso 
+ buzzer zumbador + braids trenzas 
+ knob pomo, bulto * queen 
reina 
* knife cuchillo -head 
cabeza 
* dinner cena, comida - band 
banda 
+ dinner time hora de cenar, hora de 
comer 
* squirt chorro, echar 
agua a choros 
* uniform uniforme 
* ice cube cubo de hielo 
* sip sorbo, sorber 
- drink bebida, beber 
- bibs babero 
- dry seco 
* slipper zapatilla 
* froze congelado 
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MOONBEAMS VOCABULARY CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH I SPANISH 
- mittens mitones + wave ola 
* robe bata, baton 
- wet mojado 
* umbrella sombrilla, paraguas 
- wash lavado, lavar 
* crown corona + muddy enlodado, enfangado 
* quilt colcha, edredón 
- show demostrar, 
espectáculo 
- socks calcetin * paper bag bolsa de papel 
+ zipper cierre * bag bolsa 
+ coat cubrir, abrigo, 
sobretodo 
+ wrapper envoltura, papel 
de envolvenr 
* clip sujetar, sujetapapeles - noise ruido 
* library biblioteca * funny raro-chistoso 
- shop tienda, almacén, hacer 
compras 
+ laugh risa 
* bakery panadería - monster monstruo 
- cities ciudades * smile sonrisa, sonreír 
* bake hornear * grin mueca, sonrisa, 
abierta 
+ crust corteza, pasta, costra * cry llorart'j llanto 
capa 
* pappet marioneta * fast rapido(a) 
music 
/ . 
música _ pay pagar 
* swim nadar - learn aprender 
* swimmer nadador - cut cortar 
+ dance bailar, danzar, baile * fall, 
fallen 
caer, caído 
+ dancer bailador, bailarin - take, 
taken 
tomar, tomado 
+ move mover 
- meet reunrirse 
* grow, grown crecer, crecido + listen 
escuchar 
* fine, found encontrar, encontrado - scold 
regañar 
+ listener el que escucha + win 
ganar 
+ winner ganador * drop 
dejar caer 
+ rope cuerda sogar, amarrar 
+ reach 
1 
1 
alcanzar 
I ; £ 
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MOONBEAMS VOCABULARY CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
+ fold doblar, doblez + bet apuesta, apostar 
* u/rap manta, cubrir, 
envolver, chal 
* eat, eaten comer, comido. 
+ knot nudo, anudar 
- lost perdido 
+ wreath guirnalda, corona 
- happen suceder 
* jump rope saltar soga 
- smell oler 
- jump salto, saltar 
- hear, 
heard 
oir, oído 
* flip golpe, capirotazo, 
vuelo voltear 
- think pensar 
+ back espalda, atra^ * mean significar 
- front f rente 
- chase perseguir 
- right derecha, derecho - paint pintar, pintura 
- last ultimo(a) - put poner 
- past pasado(a) - punch golpear, golpe, 
bebida 
+ print htKílla, serial, imprimir - dig, dug cavar, caVado 
- directions dirección - go, gone ir, ido 
- answers respuesta * rock mecer, acunar, 
roca 
- prize premio * save salvar, ahorrar 
- size talla - stay quedarse 
- rank rango - say decir 
+ fade desteñir - wish desear 
+ hide esconder - wait esperar 
- slide resbalar - care preocuparse por 
+ follow seguir - stand parase 
- decide decidir - read leer 
pace correr - kind bondadoso(a) 
keep mantener * fuzzy rizado, velloso 
+ zoom zumbar + tight apretado, 
adjustado 
+ zone zona 
- sad triste 
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MOONBEAMS VOCABULARY CONT'D 
ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH SPANISH 
* wrist muñeca 
- pointed puntiagudo, 
apuntar 
* knee rodilla 
- new nuevo (a) 
* rake rastrillo, rastrillar f pretty bonito(a) 
* broom escoba f holly acebo 
* brush cepillo, cepillar i- bright vivo, brillante 
- same igual 
- point apuntar con el 
dedo, punta 
- away fuera 
- near cerca 
- every todo, toda 
- next pro^imoCa) 
- between entre (en medio) 
- better mejor 
- over sobre 
- someone alguien 
- under bajo debajo 
- yet aun todavía 
- out fuera + lively vivo, activo, 
enérgico 
- down abajo + noisily ruidoso(a) 
- everyone todo el mundo, todo(as) - hardly apenas 
escasamente 
- oven regular, uniforme - ever siempre 
- always siempre - still tranquilo, ser( 
todavía, aun 
* ready listo(a) - yourself tu mismo, tu 
misma 
- together juntos(as) - besides ademas 
- because porque - almost casi 
- around alrededor - more mas 
- most mas - fat gordo(a) 
* fast ra^idoía) + brave bravo, valient 
* wring exprimir + shine brillar, 
abrillantar 
APPENDIX D 
Copy of the Tests for Bears, Balloons and Boats, 
Sunshine and Moonbeams 
VOCABULARY ASSESSMENT 
BEARS --BALLOONS - BOATS 
Level pp. 1, 2, 3 
SCHOOL 
NAME GRADE 
- 151 
152 
, '53 
154 
155 

VOCABULARY ASSESSMENT 
SUNSHINE 
LEVEL 1.1 
SCHOOL 
NAME GRADE 
158 
Thot girl will get that 
• 'houseboat catfish 
house fIy 
The bird is 
hi! I I y 11 ny bunny 
They I I ved on a_for 
housefly storybook 
houseboat 
It's very_here. 
flat hilly si Ippery 
My mother I I keS to eat 
gropes ground ■ stick 
Don't cut the ;_ 
sky stem 
on that plant 
wog 
He olonted It In th.e 
f 
floor pond 
159 
The __ likesto eot nuts. 
VI ¥ 
squirrel ' snoke pony 
# I ' 
This is the air I with . „ j - flF«£ 
hoods broids '• brooms 
I’ have a white_on my bed. 
ship . shy sheet 
f have _orr my toast. 
rainy Jelly spooky l0 
- - ~—=»■ 
We will plant the_in here. 
sets seeds scales 
B&óé 
Y'our_Is on the bed. 
scarf ; ,broom r.oise 1 
I like the_ot his house. 
lough • scole sleep 
Whot1 si on her_? 
sleeve thorn yorn 
My s i s.ter will_i t out. 
s,cole scoop. stay 
If yoU_, you can get in here, 
stoop shop set 
The bronch has__, 
ghosts flames 
You are a aood 
runner timer¡ sleeper 
He will_the- tree. 
chop shop rush 
He held onto the_. 
hoods raisin rolllna 
161 
The lace is 
spooky 'fancy 
t hungry 
Here is o 
skate 
fmmmm f 
skunk 
mask 
These ore really big_, 
vowels- problems 
piles 
r~^r 
He put everything in the 
sheet shin shed 
works in the I ibrory, 
I ibror ion pocketbook 
po i nter 
162 
A e I o, u ore_, 
probIems voweIs 
pancakes \° it 
The __ found something to eat 
skunk birdhouse chipmunk 
She_at the dog; 
painted pointed potted 
I/O. 
He is doing m, 
housework houseboat broom 
The_of the gome is three to 
one. 
probIem score skote 
Grandmother put'it in the _ 
hotbox brook slot 
One_hod to stop, 
W cutter runner jumper 
163 
ft is in the_, 
breodbox playhouse 
storybook 
R© Iso very good 
baker gardener 
» —j. -—- - 
The dog con'f eat that 
berry brook 
pancoke 
The girl nos o_, 
belt cope t’ie 
They hove o con 
opener ' maker 
grower 
mother hos o ■_, 
pocket pocketbook 
pIoyroom 
The teocher 
someth¡ng, 
stoop 
50, 
He s o very 
gardener 
good_ 
singer 
pointer 
VOCABULARY ASSESSMENT 
MOONBEAMS 
Level 1.2 
SCHOOL 
NAME GRADE 
166 
MOONBEAMS 
Page 1 Read and follow directions. 
Page 2 Make a line from the word to the picture. 
Page 3 Make a line from the word to the picture. 
Page 4 Circle the word that completes the sentence. 
Page 5 Circle the word that means the same as the underlined word of the sentence 
Page 6 Put an X by the word described in the sentence. 
Page 7 Put an X by the words described by the sentence. 
Page 8 Circle the word that completes the sentence. 
Page 9 Circle the word that completes the sentence. 
Page 10 Circle the word that completes the sentence. 
Page 11 Make a line from the sentence to the picture that goes with it. 
Page 12 Read each sentence, find the picture that goes with it. On the line after 
the sentence print the letter that is by the picture. 
Page 13 Circle the word that completes the sentence. 
167 
* Put on X on one of the fi sh 
1 . Put an R on- the' frog. 
2 . Put on 0 on the hat of the dog. 
3 . Put an A on the hat of the bear. 
4- . Put an X on the duck in the chair'. 
5 . Put an M on the duck by the bear. 
i. 
168 
derrf 
burrk 
P I ug 
broom 
krrot 
gr i rr 
puzzle 
z;i pper 
sh ¡ p 
fishnet 
cotfish 
doze-n 
2. 
169 
12 
13 
cow 
c I own ♦ 
scarf 
f rame 
do rrke'y 
sea I e 
3. 
* 170 
Tlh I s rr'ori ¡s 
9 
1¡ve fot funny 
He con 
p I de h I de kite 
This boy Is o __. 
winner winter window/ 
This_Ife big. 
check chirr ,chest 
Ph i s_i s sma 11, 
best nest rest 
* 171 
This is a baby' CQkbií» 
_bunny _bonnet 
Susan has a big grj.n on her face. 
-snail _smile _school 
She has a baby. jjgcf, 
_donkey _puzzle 
f put my ring, in a Uny box. 
little 
The opples drop from tfie tree. 
f ound follow fall 
Please, save a: place for me. 
_keep _bake _clip 
Y'our egl is just a fcaby cgt 
cot kitten cub 
172 
It means many trees. 
-five _forest _four fon 
A place for animals, 
-zipper _too _zoom _zoo 
IT means a color. 
_grow 
_go- ___grey 
_gone 
It means something funny. 
_joke _jump _jam 
_je 1 1o 
It means a person in water. 
_s ¡ t _sister _swi ing 
— 
_sw ir?)n■ er 
11 i s an an imaI. 
__jcut _cub _baby _cry 
It isa tree. 
_pin _pine _pole _post 
* 173 
Put an X by the ones that 
-fish _rock 
_duck 
can swim. 
_f roo 
Pyou canXdoV the Words t|lat name sorT,et^ing 
_rake _bake _print _over 
Put on X by the ones you con eat. 
_dinner _plums 
_f i shcoke: 
..  —-—- ■■ . 
—pay 
Put an X by the words that name places 
to go. 
_aorne _I i brary _zoo 
_bakery 
Put an X by the ones vou can wear. 
_slippers_away _slip 
_robe 
Put an X by the.ones you can play with. 
_teddybear _puppet _joke 
_puzzIe 
Put an X by the ones you can eat. 
_honeybread _butter _pretzels 
down 
174 
42 
My teddy bear is very 
t 
zipper fuzzy 
I Mother used a_. to cut it. 
«• knife fork knot 
44. 
What happened to your 
knit king knee 
45. 
My watch is on my 
wrist wring 
You will_the sheet. 
bring wrist wring 
He will_the present. 
47, wrench wasp wrap 
The_ore too big for rre. 
sIeep sIippers step 48, 
* 175 
I' can eat my 
Uniform fence 
The house has a 
fence cent forest 
The 
m i ce 
are running. 4^5^ 
nice ■cows 
We can sit on the  . 
nest ship bench 
The king is wear i no a 
crown crow road 
The baby i s at; the_. 
bib crib crowd 
The boy 
k i cks 
at the door, 
know knocks 
* 176 
One of the girls is getting up 
cold ear Iier 
One of-the boys Is 
lost sillier busier 
One of the pictures is 
sillier pretty 
— • 
dark 
One of the girls 
ready cold 
I ooks 
happ i er 
One of the bears is _ 
fuzzier sma I I er funny' 
One of the pI ants i s 
time taller wet 
One of the ropes 
i ? - U 4- • 
I iqht po i nted 
Sam painted a square 
Don't squirt the teddy bear 
This quart is for you 
Ana painted a picture 
of a queen 
He I i kes to squeeze 
the teddy bear: 
This is your quilt 
178 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
J'uan' can rocjc in his chair_. 
I’nl I put it on the rock._. 
Mary held up her eight hand1 . 
Mary said "I1 have the eight book 
Eva pointed at it_. 
Tfhe bird has a pointed ta i I_. 
JJL 
■ w *"üS: ■' 
I ‘A VA/ ■ uiujij ’ 
12. 
179 
I have 
t'¡ ghterr 
_ some to the dog. 
grown givem 
These' plants have 
grown given 
i 
Vtiaf will 
eaten sadden 
.shorten 
the boy! 
t i ghten 
Tíhe b i rds have' 
sadden kmowir 
the bread. 
Era fen 
I will_the room. 
darken tighten 
shorten 
I have _ _ how to cook for 
long t’lme-T "• 
grown eaten knowr. 
APPENDIX E 
Copy of 
(Adaptation 
the Vocabulary 
from materials 
Enrichment Program Units 
used in the School District) 
’Unidades transicionelas para 
Arte» del Lansuaj» de 
SantiUana a Houahton i Hifflin 
Concepto» y Vocabulario 
La gallinita roja 
182 
XÜMitt» i? oHlnlta roja 
Objetivos» Desarrollar en español algunos conceptos desconocidos relacionados al 
vocabulario de la serle bolee Houghton t Hifflln de Poste. 
Español 
pasear• viajar 
yo |lsDa, yo aleño 
harina 
pan 
crecer 
Vocabulario» 
/ 
®£ 
ride 
uiyseif 
will 
flour 
broad 
grow 
Vocabulario adicional» 
trie - tres gracia 
«oler pian 
sorpresa 
reventó' 
mím» Leldlsv page. 110 11b Materiales» Nuestros 
183 
** GALUNITA RMA 
ero una Jinda mañana de primavera. Gajlinite Roja trabajaba muy oontenta. 
AJ ver una ooea en Ja tierra, Ja gallinita dijo» — |Ay, qul aorpreaal |g« un 
grano de maíal Entonces exclarad muy alegrei —¿Qud hare'con eete «rano de maft? 
Y cor rio' donde sue amigo*;. 
Corre que te corre, llego'donde eJ perro y eJ gato. —¿Esten dormidos? 
Jes dijo ——No estamos dormidos** dicen a ooro. —¿Ms pueden ayudar a sembrar 
este grano de mala7 —Cau... ¿Sembrar yo? Ay, no. Na voy de paseo en carro. 
—Miau.,, ¿Sembrar yo? No, no. Me voy de viaje. |A viajar y a geseri — Entonces 
Jo sembrare' yo misma — esc Jamo' Ja gaJJins. 
GaJUnita Roja sembrd eJ grano de mala. EJ grano revente? y crecid. Todo» 
Jos dies eJ mala oréela y crecía. EJ gato y el perro dormían, y eJ mala creóla 
muy alto. Un día Ja gallinita dijoi —Tengo que recoger eJ male. biegd donde 
dormían sus amigos, y Jes dijo —El simia creció'. ¿Me ayudan a recogerl©7 
—Jau... ¿Recoger mala yo? Ay, no. —Miau... ¿Recoger mala yo? Ay, no. 
En un trie-tres Ja gallinita reoogid el mala. Reoogidmuchos, muchos granoe. 
IY no sabia qud hacer con ellos I Entonces dijo —Voy a moler estos granoe de 
mala. Hare' un pan. Mis amigos me ayudaran a moler el mala. |V a haoer ol pañi 
V corrió donde sus amigos. 
—¿Por que' no me ayudan a moler el mala? Quiero haoer un pan— exclamd Ja 
gallina — |Por qud no me áyudanl ;Ay, que «racial No quiero stoler el mala- 
dijo el perro. —Miau... no quiero hacer harina, — Entonces Jo molerl yo— 
dijo Ja gallina ai verlos dormir. Y equdl día Gallinita Hoja moiid los granos 
en un tris-tres. Era muy (ella aqudi día. 
Ai otro día Gallinita Roja hiao un pan como un caracol. Uarao' entonces a 
sus amigos y Jes dijo» —¿Quidn quiere comer de este pan mala? — |Que'viva, 
qud vivai |Yo quieroi ¿Por que' no?— exclaman a core el gato y el perro. 
—¿Ven aquellos pollitos? Este pan es para ellos, mís pollitos comen y crecen. 
i 
El dí¿i estaba muy claro. La gallina liand a sus pollitos a comer pan 
de maíz. Con ojitos alegres ellos pían a coro» —iPÍo, pío, píl I Oue'buena 
es Mama' Gallina! -—SÍ— dijo un pollito —ella sembrcf el neis. Recogicf los 
granos y los molicf. i Hizo este pan! En un tris-trae se comen todo el pan. 
Loe ojos de la gallina se ven alegres y claros, i Qu/ feliz es Gellinita 
Hoja! 
185 
Ejercicio III De Semillan* e Houghton fc 
Mifflin 
Nivel 1 
Lee lee siguientes oraciones. Sueca en el dibujo de la galline las 
palabras que las completan y escríbelas en el espacio en blanco. 
1. El perro y el gato querían ir a 
2. El pan ee hace de • 
3. El grano de maíz y t 
4. Yo moler/ el maís. 
5. iYo Quiero 1 exclaman a el gato y el perro. 
6. 
/ 
¡Ay. que 1 ¡Un grano de maísl 
186 
Ejercicio IU 
D* Sentiilene 
Mifflin 
-Mv* » 
• Houghton 4 
Jin un pafrailo hay una oración sue noe presenta la idea tufe importante. Be 
la que noe dice el mensaje que no» da el autor. 
lee el p/rrofo que aparece y escribe en la línea, la idea oís importante. 
La Goliinita Roja era muy trabajadora. Bncontr/ un grano de maíz. Lo 
sembré y lo cuido*. El muís crecí/ y creci/, Lo cort/ y lo molí/. Hlso un 
pan de harina de maíz. Ella y sus pollitos comieron de 4l, I í}u/ felices 
estaban todeuI 
187 
Ejercicio l/'J 
Do Sontillana • Houghton t 
Mifflin 
Uto* i  
Las palabras que na» dicen c¿mo eon lev covae ve llaman adjetivos. 
Lee lae siguientes oraciones. Subraya el adjetivo, Escríbelo en le línea. 
1, Ero una linda oaffene de primavera. «_ 
2, El día estaba muy claro, 
3, Con ojitos alegres ellos pían a coro» IPÍo, pío, píl __ 
4, IQutf buena es Mamí Gallina I _____________________________________________ 
5, Los ojos de la gallina se ven alegres y alaros.__ 
Mea evos adjetivos en otras oraciones. 
1. _ 
2. __ 
3.  
4.  
5. ____ 
188 
tfjcrulvlu HU 0« Semillen# • Heukhte» 4 
Mi ffUll jum i 
linne grace el circulo quo cere debajo de le pel#bra <jue noc dice «1 necibre 
dui mUnmi qua ecu' on cl dibujo. 
perro 
0 
^o.’to 
0 
conejo 
0 
oveja polli’b perro 
O 
cialii no. 
0 
ardi Ua- 
0 
1 c,a.Wlo 
1 0 
o
 
0¿
5.
 P 
O
 
g
 P 
Caballo 
1 0 
OOnCj'0 cerdo 
0 


Gd lllnlta floja 
192 
Ejercicio (I 7 
El maíz tiene muchos usos, 
sobre algunos de silos. 
0# Santillana • Houghton - 
Mifflin 
1_ 
Colorea esta limine y escribe tres oraciones 
193 
Ejercicio t 1 De fiantillane • Houghton - Mifflin 
Hlvol 3 
Contesta estas preguntas, 
i, ¿ Cuáles son los personajes del cuento? 
2, i Que quería hacer la gallinite con el grano? 
3. i Por qu¿ el perro y el gato no le ayudaron? 
4. i Que' ^iro le gallina con la harina de «ais? 
5. i Por que no le dio pan a ellos? 
6. ¿ Que tu hubieses hecho si fueras la gallinita? 
194 
tt»nUnu#tion tjtrclclc 13 
* 195 
196 
|l 
Ejercicio ti 3 
___ i. i 
De ttantillana a Houghton - I 
Hi min jum La  
Eee las siguientes oraciones. Busca las láminas del ejercicio anterior. 
Copia cada oración al lado del dibujo correspondiente . 
\t 
Un día la gallinita euoontró un grano de mafz. 
Corrió a buscar al gato y al perro para que le ayudaran a sembrarlo. 
Ella sola sembró' el maíz. buego les pidió' a ellos gue la ayudaran a 
recogerlo. 
Como ellos no quisieron ayudarla ella lo recogió y les pidió' ayuda 
para molerlo. 
Oespue's de molerlo» hizo un sabroso pan de naóz y les invito a comer. 
Ellos vinieron rápidamente a comer del pan. 
¡ i, 
Al final» la gallinita se comió el pan con sus pollitos ya que ella 
fue la que trabajó. 
»r 
i \ i 
197 
198 
i 
199 
Ejercicio II 6 
De 6entiilene • Houghton - 
Hi «Un 
mm ?_ 
• smwhw 
tintan frasee aparecen en el cuento, Gel|.lnito Hoja. Ceda une de ellas 
responde a une de lee siguientes preguntes» que7, cuno, cuando, dónde, quien. 
Escribe le pregunte que7 corresponde e cede frese cono en el priner ejemplo i 
¿Qué? ¿Como? ¿Cuéndo? ¿Donde? ¿Quiefi? 
un grano de male míl 
Gallinite Poja 
une linde menefíe 
muy contente 
en le tierra 
cu amigo 
muy alto 
un pan 
muy felír 
al otro dée 
ojitos alegres 
200 
Rjorcicio u 7 0w Santilltihii a llou^Mon • 
Miiiiin 
3_ 
Si Galiinita Roja hubiese tenido qua escoger a uno da estos animaiae 
por costanero. ¿A cuíi crees que hubiese escogido? ¿Por que? 
SPRINGFXE1 D PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BILINGUAL DEPARTMENT 
I 
Medios de transportado^ 
202 
Ejercicio No. 1 De Santillana a Houghton Mifflin 
Peor». Bnlloons. Boots_ 
Algunas personas en la comunidad necesitan usar cierto» medio» de transpor¬ 
tación para trabajar o transportarse. 
Identifica las personas y sus vehículos. Escríbelos en la linea. Luego 
paréalos. 
203 
Continuación ejercicio No. I 
De SantUlan* a Houghton Mifflin 
leare, Balloon», Bonta_ 
204 
ejercicio No. 2 
De Santillana a Houghton MiííHn 
Igar»! P»Uooi»b. Boots 
En este buscapalabras aparecen escondidos ios nombres de los medios de trans¬ 
portación que aparecen en el dibujo. 
Búscalos y enciérralos en un círculo. Luego escribe esas palabras en las lineas. 
T R E N X H r V A N 
R A E R 0 P L A . N 0 
T U P A u T 0 B U 6 
A T E L c X c X B H 
N 0 T 0 R A B C L 0 
0 N R A P U Z Y 0 R 
U 0 A T 0 P N C A E 
E V X U A M A L H L 
W 1 E N 0 1 N A C E 
S L M 0 T 0 R A F V 
205 
Ejercicio No. 9 
I De Santularia a Houghton MUilin* 
| Bears, Balloons, Bums_ | 
* Identifica loe medios de transportación que aparecen en la lámina y escribo los 
nombres, usa cinco de estas palabras en oraciones. 
1. 
2. 
9. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
7, 
0. 
9* 
10. 
u. 
12. 
Oraciones 
206 
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% 
Qj 
V) 
211 
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Este. es un buc^ue. 
eme \o maneja se llama 
marinero,' 
213 
Este es un vetcro. 
EU ^ue'lo maneja se llama 
deportista. 
214 
lo
 
m
a
de
ja
 
se
. 
I 
Este. es un. tren subterráneo, 
El c^ue Jo maneja se llama, conductor. 
216 
217 
218 
E.
I 
<
^u
e 
lo
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e^Q
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e
 
\ 
219 
. ** 
Q** 
5i 
UJUJ 0 
I; I 
220 
221 
222 
EsU es un tractor. 
E.\ ^ue lo maneja se llama 
■tractorista. 
e
w
m
e
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224 
225 
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SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS .. 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BILINGUAL DEPARTMENT 
Unidades transicionales de vocabulario 
De Santillana a Houghton Mifflin 
gv/enTiiro- de 
Unidad preparada por los maestros 
taller de Titulo VII, Mayo 1984 
Marra Acosta 
Leticia Alicea 
• Arelys Draz 
Melanie Farhadi 
nTOrt 10 
del 
Hilda Gonzalez 
Milady Granda 
Yvette Rodríguez 
227 
Título: La aventura de Antonio 
Objetivo: Desarrollar en Español algunos conoeptos desconocidos 
relacionados al vocabulario de la serie básica Houghton 
Mifflin en Bears, Balloons, Boats 
Vocabulario: 
* fawn - cervatillo, venado * celery - apio 
* frown - fruncir el oeno arrugar * goose - ganso 
* cabbage - repollo de col * trunk - baúl 
* shadow - sombra * bench - banco 
* tractor - tractor * sign - letrero, rótulo 
* ant - hormiga * birdbath - pila de pájaros 
* cairel - camello * apartment building - edificio de 
apartamentos 
Vocabulario adicional 
sympathetic . / . - simpático dollars - dólares 
friend - amigo cashier - cajera 
capital - capital cash register- caja registradora 
popular - popular park - parque 
funny - gracioso, chistoso Tony - Antonio 
butterfly - mariposa 
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La aventura de Antonio 
Tengo un amigo muy simpático que vino desde San Juan, la capital 
de Puerto Rico. Se llana Antonio. 
Antonio vive en un edificio de apartanantos. A veces, cuando 
quiere divertirse, juega oon bus amigos en el parque cercano. Se 
escanden entre los bancos, corren hasta la pila de pájaros o hacia el 
viejo tractor. Tienen mucho cuidado de obedecer las instrucciones de 
los letreros. También les gusta forrar figuras de animales usando la 
scmbra de sus nanos. Pueden forrar mariposas, cisnes, venados, camellos, 
gansos y hormigas. ¡ Que divertido 1 
Antonio es muy popular ... sobre todo oon las muchachas. Me cuenta 
que hace varios áhos que llegó a los Estados Unidos. Ahora habla Inglés 
bastante bien. Pero es muy divertido oír las experiencias que Antonio 
tuvo cuando acababa de llegar a este país. El otro día me contó" algo 
muy entretenido y muy chistoso. 
Un día Antonio necesitaba comprar apio y repollo de col para su 
mama. Fue hasta donde su papa' que se encontraba limpiando el baúl del 
carro. Su papá le dio un billete de $10.00 (diez dálares) y le dijo; - 
Cambíalo y tata dos dólares para lo que necesites. 
Y, jdicho y hecho! Antonio fue a una tienda cerca de su casa. 
Después de pensarlo mucho le dijo a la cajera: - Please, exchange this 
bill for ite. (Por favor, ¿podría cambiarme este billete?) 
La señorita le dijo: - I'll be glad to. (Con mucho gusto.) 
Enseguida la señorita puso el billete en la caja registradora y 
narco las siguientes palabras; NO SALE. (En Ingles quiere decir, no 
hay venta.) 
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Cuando Antonio las vio, frucio el ceño y dijo: - j No sale! 
(pronunciando las palabras en Español). El pobre chico se puso muy 
contrariado diciendo: - ¿Como que no sale? ¿Por que" no sale? ■ Tiene 
que salirl 
La señorita que no ocmprendía lo que le pasaba a Antonio, canto 
el dinero oon toda calma. Le dio a Antonio un billete de $5.00 (cinco 
dolares) y cinco billetes de $1.00. (un dolar) 
Muy satisfecho temo su dinero y le dio las gracias a la señorita 
cajera. |Ay, que Antonio 1 Ahora dice, que por fortuna, fueron oortos 
los mementos en que pensó7 que había perdido su billete de $10.00. Ahora 
dice que nunca se le olvidara7 lo que quiere decir NO SALE en Ingles. 
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Ejercicio 11 [> ^antillana a Houghton MííflTñ Lfcff aventura fly Anfropjo  
apio letrero banco• repollo de coi 
sombra . baúl tractor cefto fruncido 
edificio de apartamentos , 
* 
Identifica cada uno de ios dibujos. Escribe ei numero 
en ia línea correspondiente. . 
Completa las oraciones usando los palabras que aparecen 
en ei recta'ngulo. JYj 
1, A veces en las fincas se usa ei _ para arar C 
ia tierra. 
2, Antonio tenía el_ai creer que había perdido 
su dinero. 
3, En Ja calle Main hay muchos ... 
que son muy antiguos. 
4, Durante el verano me gusta sentarme en ei 
que esta' en el patio de mi casa. 
5, Como ei carro iba a mucha velocidad, no pude leer el 
que me indicaba ei camino. 
6, la mama de Antonio necesitaba _ y 
7, Dentro del viejo __ 
8, Ai salir ei sol se forma la 
„había un tesoro, 
__de muchas cosas. 
i 
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/.i i i i 
Ejercicio j|2 oe santulario a houghton-Mif nTr. 
Jifi BV<ntW» d9 Ar.Lon|0 ] 
Resuelve Us .divinen»,. con las palabras qua identifican los dibujos, 
cisne hormiga- ganso 
1. Vivo en grupos grandee con mié compañeras. Trabajo mucho para guardar 
alimento, ¿Quien eoy? ___ 
2, Me distingo por mi blanco plumaje y mi largo cuello, ¿Quien soy? 
3, Vivo en el desierto, En mis jorobas puedo guardar agua y alimento 
para mucho tiempo. ¿Quie'n soy? _____________________ 
4, Muchos pajaritos vienen donde mí para bañarse y tomar de mi agua, 
¿Qui¿n soy7 _  
5, Juego y corro por los bosques, A los hombres lee gusta cazarme ¡ 
cuando soy grande, ¿Quián soy7 ___ 
0, Me gusta andar en grupos, Me conoces por la forma en que grazno. 
¿Quio'n soy? ______________ 
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Ejercicio |5 Bantillana a Houghton-Mi¿ía'n~’i 
I ü aventura de Antonio I 
A veces, cuando queremos oambiar ej siqnilicado. de una palacra, le 
añadimos una sílaba ai principio. A esta sílaba l. llamas*, prolijo. 
Alqunos de estos prolijos soni [ a, des, in, 1ro, re,~e»tra~| 
Apiade un prefijo a estae palabree, "vuego escribe su nuevo 
significado ai lado. 
1, _ popular _ 
2.  cuidado  
3» ____________ figurado  
4.  satisfecho  
5, _ completo __________________________________________ 
6.  ordinario  
7, __________ nacer . 
0» _________ obediente - - - — 
91 _maduro _• _ 
JO*  fortunado - 
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Ejercicio |0 De Santiilane a Houghton-MiffiTn U aventuro de Antonio_ 
Observo ios dibujos. Seiecciona io forma correcta en 
singuiar o plural de acuerdo al dibujo. Has un círculo alrededor 
de la palabra. 
cisne 
cisnes 
repollo ole col 
repollos ele col 
hormigos 
hormiga 
cajero. 
cajeras 
Ejercicio ||7 
Añudo uo adjetivo a loe eiyuiuntos palabras, 
iyuc ci ejemplo. 
El vunutlu yHu corría por ul bosque, 
buoijo oecribe uii.t oiucioii. 
Venado Ci*r»e 
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Ejercicio «8 
> Bentiiiane • Hou^hior.-Mi U 1i 
Coloca .. «*, alfabético 
|J« r>9i»tredor«. Escríbelas en le» iíneae. 
f 
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Ejercicio *9 _^___ 
De Santillana a Houghvon-M»ti¡; 
• Uti *ventui« de Antonio_ 
Lee lee gruientes pregunta!. Escribe el antónimo de la 
palabra subrayada. Escoge la reapueata y, escribe cada letra 
en un cuadro, 
1. ¿Se deben obedecer todos los letreros? 
interpretar 
desobedecer 
- construirlos 
□ 3. ¿Por que' Antonio es tu amigo? H enemigo arrugar letrero 
3. ¿Es Carmen simpática y pní111 *r7 
. 
simpa'tico impopular conocida 
j. Pufc'l erees que es el deoorte mas entretenido? 
conocido difícil aburrido 
5 ¿PC >r que ' Anto nio p enso' que it ra a perder el dinero? 
encontrar ’ conocidas buscai 
É. ¿Que' debo 'hacer para ayudarte a £a¿±r del cuarto? 
volver entrar correr 
7, ¿Que' uso pare formar las figuras? 
ccrirt ri: i deformar erren lar 
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D« Santulona a Hoúghcon-Mi f fi Vt.i 
-L_»-_avsntura do Antonio_] 
Alguna» palabras en el diccionario tienen meí» da un significado. 
Cada significado esta7 enumerado. Veamos esta oracidni “Esp/rame al 
pie de la escalera." Aquí £¿e no se refiere a la parte del cuerpo. 
¿Que' otros significados tiene? 
Cuando buscamos una palabra en el diccionario, debamos seleccionar 
el significado que mejqr se adapte a lo que queremos. Le» cada oracio'n. 
Escribe en la línea el significado do la palabra subrayada de acuerdo 
al resto de la oracidn. 
1. María compré una preciosa muñeca. _ 
De tanto saltar, se fracturé la muñeca.  
a. parte de la mano b. juguete 
3. El bote corría a toda velocidad. __ 
Le he pedido que po^e la basura, ____ 
a. barco b. ee deshaga 
9. Se partid la goma del la'pi». - 
Un clavo le vaci¿ la gomo. ( 
>. llanta b. parte que borra 
4. No me gusta la montura de tu» espejuelos.^ -- 
Como corrí» muy rápido, el caballo pendió 
su montura. - 
a. silla para mercar b. soporte 
5. Este es un nuevo marco para el cuadro. - 
Marco Antonio fue un general romano.  
a. nombre propio b. cerco que rodea a alguna cosa 
6. Tengo unos preciosos patinus nuevos. - 
Cuidado que no patines en la nieve, 
a, resbalos b. especie de rapato 
7. He sembrado una mata de rosas rojas. — 
A veces se mata a personas inocentes. __ 
a. planta b. asesina^ 
8. Desde mi banco observaba los jovenes 
divertirse. — 
El banco cerro7 temprano. — 
a. establecimiento de crédito b. asiento 
cor. ruedas. 
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yn paseo por 1# floresta 
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unit i 
Un paseo por lo floresta 
* i . j *. .»•, 
\. 1 J- V; 
• "1 '«■'« i f \ , * 
v ’ ir**.. 
,*r 
' *•;& V‘.; * 
— > . .*;• 
Temprano cuando el eol se asomaba con sus rayos 
brillantes, mi familia y yo salimos de paseo al campo. 
Si viaje fuó rápido y muy pronto alcanzamos nuestro 
destino al .encontrar una hermosa floresta donde decidimos 
quedarnos. 
• 
Ni padre empezó a buscar el mejor lugar para acampar 
y bajo la proteccidn de un pino armd una carpa. 
Mientras mi madre sacaba los utencilios y vajilla 
de cocino, José y yo empezamos a explorar por los 
alrededores. De pronto escuchamos ruidos que no habíamos 
oido antes. Sentimos que algo se resbalaba de un acebo 
y vimos una ardilla de abundante cola. Más allá un 
conejo de ojos vivos saltaba asustado de oir nuestros 
pasos. 
Cuanto más ontretecidoe nos hallábamos, sentimos 
el olor y la llamada de nuestros padres. Pues habían 
preparado un sabroso almuerzo para satisfacer nuestros 
hambrientos estómagos. 
Mientras comíamos escuchamos el relincho de una 
muía. Sorprendidos vimos pasar una carabana de arrieros 
con su8 mulaB, burros, caballo y, que saludando continuaron 
su camino. 
Después de comer, empezamos a andar por el suave 
alfombrado de la grama, Bn un descuido mi hermanito 
menor cayó en el fango. Asustada, mi mamá ee apresuró a 
sacarlo del iodo pues él estaba muy mojado y empezaba a 
gemir de frío 
Al suceder esto, todos volvimos el campamento para 
recoger la tiendo y emprender la ruta de regreso. Pues había 
llegado la hora de dejar tan divertido paseo. 
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Titulo* Un paseo Por la floresta 
Objetivos i Desarrollar en Español algunos oonoeptos desconocíanlos 
relacionados al vocabulario de la saris básica floughton 
and Mifflin i Moonbeams, 
Vocabularios 
«forest 
«pine 
•camping 
♦tree 
-tent 
tttUd 
♦early 
«dark 
•cold 
«mule 
«donkey 
•cow 
♦squirrel 
-pan 
«knife 
•dinner 
♦fast 
♦holly 
♦bright 
♦lively 
♦noisily 
Vocabulario Adicional 
carabana 
arrieros 
gemir 
utencillos 
vajilla . 
floresta 
pino 
acampar 
Arbol 
carpa» tienda de campaba 
lodo» fango 
temprano 
obscuro 
frío 
muía 
burro 
vaca 
ardilla 
cacerola 
cuchille 
cena» comida 
rápido 
acebo 
vivo» brillante 
vivo» activo» enérgico 
ruidoso 
Materiales» Un paseo por la floresta 
00
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(De Santillnna a Houghton-Mlfflin 
Un poseo por la flat ceta 
Busca el significado en 
el diccionario 
Escribe el antónimo 
Escribe una oración 
Usando el código, completa el ejercicio 
floresta_ 
obscuro_ 
pino_ 
noche_ 
baya_ 
fango_ 
pezuña_ 
teir.prano_ 
raula_ 
litera_ 
acampar_ 
divertido. 
carabana_ 
baya_ 
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Oe Santulona ó lloughton-MU ¡ÍHn 
Un pasocj por )o Hereto 
Sinónimos son palabras que Tienen ei mismo significado. EJ» 
t* manta 
It fund* 
la «Ay» Uto» 
•Itwrv 
Escribe ios sinónimos de Íes siguentes polibree, 
bosque__ 
iodo_ 
Cachorro_ 
Tienda de campana _ 
asno_ 
catre_ 
casco_ 
emparedado_ 
balde  
torta —_— 
escarbar___ 
venado 
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[ De Santularia • iiouqhtoii-MiffiTñl 
Mn pmo pgr h f,i,9¿m/L_| 
las siguiente* oraciones y completa los espacios en blanco 
usando los palabras del diccionario Pictórico, 
los cubiertos 
la vajilla 
el vaso el irasco la caja 
1, bajo un pino armonios 1» 
'i. Ni «adro sacó la_ de la 
1. Uni.cn. >“ 
dt campana. 
3, Ni horoanito so encarg/do lavar loe -  
4, echamos el jugo a la__ y iueyo Tomamos del 
5. encendimos la 
la noche. 
6. ba_ 
para alumbrarnos por 
es un utensilio do cocina. 
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I- De SinUUini a NuugiHori-mfUlri 
1 Un paSOO por floran 
Antónimos son palabras que significan lo contrario. 
BJ» negro - blanco 
7Z'-"V » 
• tm piano 
¿'II;, „ " 
kiLi«' ^ ^Pf- v.* * | 
<Uwmw 
-aT **&<> 
CuW¡ r*r 
Escribe el antdniomo de estas palabrasi 
buz despacio 
Urde • lea 
claro callente 
día... hambriento 
descongelar descubrir 
aojado raro 
lloran ganar.. 
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D» SintlUtni a Houghton-MiffUn 
gn paseo por u floresta 
Estudia la clasificación de Arboles, luego escribe sue nombres en ios 
» 
espacios correspondientes de acuerdo a sus características i 
- Ks alto y frondoso. Tiene hojas grandes • indentadas. Sus semillas 
son las bellotas. 
El nombre del Arbol es . 
• Be alto y delgado. Tiene hojas gue parecen agujas largas. Sus 
semillas son los conos. 
Bl nombre del Arbol es . 
• Su tronco es alto y esbelto. Sus hojas se llaman pencas. Su fruto 
es el coco, 
Bl nombre del Arbol es » 
• Se usa en las Navidades. Sus hojas pareoen espinosas. Sus frutos son 
bolitas coloradas, 
Bl nombre del Arbol es _ ■ 
. Be muy frondoso, sus ramas son frAgiies y cuelgan para abajo. Sus 
v hojas tienen la forma de una lanza. 
Bl nombre del Arbol es —' 
- Be un Arbol de los Estados Unidos. Produce azúcar y con esto se 
preparan loe deliciosos jarabes, 
Bl nombre del Arbol ee 
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De Santillana a Houghton-Mifflin 
Una visita al sool6gico 
250 
Titulo» una visita al zoológico 
Objectivo» Desarrollar en Español algunos conceptos relacionados al 
vocabulario de la serie básica Houghton-Mifflin de los 
libros» Bears, Balloons,-'Boats 
Vocabulario» 
- tree árbol 
- bear oso. 
t oonkey mono 
+ elephant elefante 
- free libre 
king rey 
• sheep ovejas, borregos, corderos 
* goose ganso 
* bench banco, asiento 
- feed dar de comer 
+ thin delgado 
* swan cisne 
* signs letreros, rótulos 
- food alimento 
* birdb&th pila para pájaros 
* heels talones 
Vocabulario adicional 
zoo zoológico 
finally finalmente 
signs letreros 
shy tímido 
railing pasamanos 
enthusiastic estusiasmado 
fresh aire aire libre 
tickets boleto 
puppy cachorro 
feathers plumaje 
different variado 
funny chistoso 
wild salvaje 
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Una visita al zoológico 
En mi cumpleaños, mi madre me habla prometido que un día iríamos 
al zoológico. Entusiasmado yo preguntaba, - Mamá, ¿gué veremos en el 
zoológico? - Veremos toda clase de animales en jaulas y al aire libre," 
mi madre decía. 
/ Finalmente ha llegado el día tan esperado y hoy vamos en automóvil 
a visitar a los animales. A la entrada del zoológico vemos letreros que 
diceni 
Mientras mi madre compra los boletos, yo compro semillas para los pájaros. 
Al llegar a la pila de pájaros, echo las semillas en la tierra. Los 
pajaritos vuelan rápidamente de la pila a las semillas. Los elegantes 
cisnes y los gansos nadar, hacia mí para comer. ]Me siento tan felizl 
Seguimos caminando al área de los monos, que aunque están enjaulados> 
saltan de rama en rama haciendo mil piruetas. Vemos cotorras con plumajes 
de mil colores que parecen saludarnos "Hola amigo". 
Visitamos lo6 animales de corral y vemo6 a las ovejas con sus corderitos, 
los poneys, los burros y las cabras. Luego vemos los animales salvajes como 
el león, que es el rey de la 6elva, el fiero tigre, la delgada culebra, la 
alta jirafa y el oso de paso pesado con su pequeño cachorro. Mas allá 
encontramos al canguro, al elefante, el zorro, el camello, al ciervo, ¡Ohl 
tantos variados y hermosos animales tan altos, bajos, gordos, pequeños, 
grandes, bravos, tímidos, chistosos, serios, jóvenes, viejos y ',tan en¬ 
tretenidos! 
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Una visita al zoológico Cont'd 
Al final del día,estoy tan cansado que roe duelen los talonee, y al 
pasar por un puente, sosteniéndome en la baranda, le pido a mi madre que 
descansemos en un banco cercano. 
Luego, cansados pero contentos, regresamos a nuestro hogar. 
o
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Ejercicio No. De 6antillana a Heughton-Mlfflin 
IJne visita al sooldglco 
I 
Busca ei significado 
en diccionario 
Subraya ei antónimo 
Escribe una oración 
Usando ei código, completa ei ejercicio. 
zoológico __ 
finalmente» suavemente inlcialmento ligeramente 
le trero  
pila de págaroe_ 
risueño»_serio 
animales de corral_ 
ciervo_ 
cordero_ 
camello 
tímido_suave 
amable 
miedoso 
triste 
atrevido 
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Ejercicio No. 2 De SantiXitna a Houghton-MíífUn 
Une visita el tooldijico 
baran Jcl 
^O"tulo 6 
U l+l ni cifren te, 
ünimado 
borre 
cnstin.Qin das 
Lee les siguientes oraciones. Escoge la palabra que tiene un 
significado igual o parecido a la palabra subrayada. Escríbela al lado. 
Yo leo los letreros del soológico. 
Los corderos tienen hermosa lana. 
Mientras mi madre compraba los bolotos, 
me acerqué al pasamanos de la escalera. 
Los cisnes son aves elegantes. 
Pinalmente, llegamos a ver los elefantes. 
Yo gritaba muy entusiasmado mirando los 
monos. 
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Ejercicio No. 3 | D* Bantillana a Houghton-Mifflin 
1 Una visito al apológico 
• Palabras compuestas son aquellas que se forman al unir dos 
palabras. EBta nueva palabra recibe también un nuevo siqnificudo. 
Lee y forma palabras compuestas. 
pasa tenido ___ 
entre años 
cumple mávil  
auto brisas _ 
para mano  
Escribe una oración usando las palabras que formaste. 
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ejercicio No. 4 ÍUe Santulona a Houghton-MiffUn 
Una visita al zoológico 
Llamamos palabras derivadas a aquellas palabras 
que se forman de otras palabras. 
ejemplos casa 
casita 
caserío 
casas 
A continuación aparecen una 
serie de palabras. En el dibujo 
aparecen las palabras que se 
derivan de ellas.- Lee y clasifica 
las palabras de acuerdo a lo palnbr 
de la cual se deriven. 
rey 
animal semilla 
pluma corral jaula 
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Ejercicio No. 5 De Santillana a Houghton-Mifflin 
Una visita al zoológico_ 
aire libre 1 boletos cachorro ¿ zoológico 
aire libre * estar afuera en un 
espacio abierto 
cachorro 
plumaje 
■ animal pequeño 
■ plumas que cubren a 
banco * asiento de madera las aves 
baranda * fleco que tienen las 
escaleras para pasar 
talones * parte posterior del pie 
boleto 
las manos 
b pedazo de papel que 
da permiso para entra; 
a algún sitio 
zoológico ■ lugar donde hay muchos 
animales 
1. ¿Qué palab; js habla de i. .al? 
2. ¿Qué palabi ..s habla de u: te del cuerpo? 
3. ¿Qué palabra nos indica sobi lugar que hay 
animales? 
4. Además de cachorro, ¿cuál e; otra palabra 
guía en la página 2? 
5. ¿Qué palabra es sinónima de ; .nanos? 
6. ¿Qué palabra nos ofrece infe ón sobre las 
aves? 
7. ¿Qué palabra nos habla de al encontramos 
en los parques? 
e. ¿Qué palabra aparece antes dt orro? 
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De Santrllana a Houghtoñ-Mifflin 
^na vleita at sooidoico 
Escondidos entre las letras, aparecen los nombres de los 
animales del dibujo. Büscalos en todas direcciones y enciérralos 
en un circulo. 
c a w e i 1 o •f 
O. r r 0 * v> 0 j 
p a n 
a Ou O c r 
e 
i e ■f 0 n i 1 e 
Ou b w 0 n 0 
t 1 c 
A e. b í 5 5 9 b 
b u e 1 
t \ 0 r 
! t 
0 
b 1 e ,LÍ e a e if- 
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Ejercicio No. 7 
De Santillana o Houghton-MrííU¡\ 
Une visita «1 sooldoi lo 
Algunas palabras, cows el ejemplo, pueden escribirse de modo 
que adquieran la forma de su significado, bee las palabras que 
aparocen a continuación. Escríbelas de manera quo representen 
su significado. 
curva flaco cuadrado 
flecha circulo divide 
gordo triángulo estrecho 
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SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
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UNIT I ALEJANDRO'S 4 th OF JULY 
LEVEL» Pre Primer» BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
♦frown ♦frame ♦celery 
♦nasty 
violin 
♦face 
♦stool *benoh 
*ax parachute ♦necklace # 
LEVEL) 1.1» SUNSHINE 
shout ♦stood grow stay choose ♦sleeve •braid 
♦yanked ♦chop rush lay ♦ground ♦fancy hood 
♦dashed make sleep painted sky ♦belt 
♦stoop laugh slice reach problem ♦scarf 
♦pointed push shook dream noise ♦tiny 
ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY 
£1M£ ftCfESSOftlSS mjsicAK iijsjmEiiTs 
shirt bathing suit xylophone 
pants shorts banjo 
ohoes buttons maracas 
socks boots saxaphone 
suit umbrella clarinet 
hat watch bell 
blouse gloves trumpet 
skirt hairbrush piano 
dress glasses drums 
sweater wallet violin 
jacket 
pajamas 
bathrobe 
slippers 
underwear 
coat 
ring 
purse 
tuba 
guitar 
♦VOCABULARY TO BE STRESSED 
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ALEJANDRO1S 4TH OF JULY 
"Tonight would he so much fun!" thought Alejandro as he got 
dressed. He remembered last year's 4th of July party at the amuse¬ 
ment park, and began to day-dream.... 
It was beginning to get dark. Soon the fun would begin. 
Alejandro had spent a few hours on the rides at the park. He loved 
the rollercoaster the best. Now the people were getting ready for 
the fireworks in the sky. 
The 4th of July was always exciting for Alejandro. The band 
began to play a song and some people started to dance. 
"Look at that big violin," said a little boy to his mother, 
"It sure is big," said the mother. "But that's not called a violin. 
It's called a bass. A bass is much bigger than a violin and much 
heavier, too. A violin is much smaller, and you play it resting on 
your shoulder." 
The people were enjoying the music very mcuh. Some people 
chose places to lay their blankets. Just then a woman in purple 
pants and a purple blouse with no sleeves made a very nasty face 
and shouted, "Heyl That's my husband you're dancing with!" The 
man turned around with a long frown on his face. "Oh boy, do I 
have a problem now I" thought the woman. 
A man selling balloons stood nearby shouting, 
Balloons, balloons, 
Come and choose, 
Tiny ones, fancy ones 
Beautiful balloons." 
Just then, we heard a big noise. "Boom!" Everyone looked 
up at the sky. A little boy rushed after his dog as he dashed to 
a nearby blanket. A man stooped to show his little boy where to 
look. He pointed up to the sky. Everyone began pointing up to the 
sky. The sky became painted with bright, bursting colors. The 
fireworks had begun. 
Alejandro thought, "the people way up on top of the ferris 
wheel were the luckiest. It looked like they could reach and touch 
the sky. 
264 
ALEJANDRO'S 4th OF JULY - CONT'D 
Children laughed and shouted. They clapped and went 
"ooh" and "ah" each time the burst of color appeared in the 
sky... 
Alejandro could hear his mother calling, "Alejandro, 
Alejandro. It's time to go." 
Alejandro put on his belt and dashed downstairs. Finally, 
it was time to go. 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4th OF JULY BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
Cut out these action word sentence cards. Pick a friend to practice with 
y u. Using yesterday_^oqeof you_£orms_the question and the other 
forms the answer, 
4&Z- >4 
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ALEJANDRO'S <TH OF JULV 
NAME_ 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE__ 
The sentences end questions below ere ell mixed up end out of order. 
Htlf/ySu unscr#mk,*e th,n> »° they make sense. Use the picture to 
!• little The stood boy stool the on. 
2. the stool Did boy littlo on stend the? 
, 3# boy shouted pool in help The for the 
9. father stooped son tell Bis to his something. 
10# hie stoop son to Did father tell hie something? 
4. shout Did boy for in the help pool the? 
5. baker bread sliced The with knife o the, 
0. the slice knife baker bread with Did the a? 
7. yanked girl the turnip ground iron. The the. 
6. ground the from yank Did girl turnip the the? 
1 
i 
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ALEJANDRO'S <th OF JULY BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
NArtE__ DATE_ 
The sentences and question» below are all nixed up and out of 
must unscramble them eo they make sense. Use the picture to 
help you. 
1. man ax chopped The wood the with an. 
the chop Did man the ax with wood an? 
? 
pointed nan The to sky.the...? 
the sky to the point Did nan? 
7 
the in girl her grew plants house. 
her the house grow Did in girl plants? 
? 
mar. The chose a tie fancy. 
choose Did man the fancy a tie? 
7 
men The shook hands. 
e 
•hake Did men the hands? 
? 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4th OF JULY 
NAME_ BEARS, BALLOONS, BOA7S - SUNSHINE DATE_ 
(See other aide for directions) 
* C C T 0 0 P A J N T P U S H 0 0 K L P 0 1 N - 
M A T 0 N M A K E W C y It H I B c H 0 0 S l X B 
C II 0 P P A I 0 A 0 M s T A N D H X l J P U S H 
H V 0 S 0 D N I P 0 Y T A K G R 0 W M N V J T T 
0 y P w S E T I B V 0 0 S E R C S A S T s P 0 c 
P c E s H A E Y A N X 0 T Z E C E 0 w E H 0 M p 
P E D R 0 I D A 6 H E p A U W s D D A P E s N V 
E 6 H 0 U T A N A S T A Y E D L I W E M D 6 P 7 
D A B C T V 6 X M B R E N B C I X A W P 0 Y T V 
A E l X E N H E M J 0 P S L 1 C E D E I 0 P D F 
C 0 P E P 0 K P M N E 6 P E 0 E C * X l Y 0 P r 
i 
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ALEJANDRO' S 4TII OP JULY 
NAME___ 
BEARS) BALLOONS) BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE_ 
Synonym» in word» th»t m»»n th* 
•une or almost th» aome. 
Can you find nino pairs of word» on the bails which moan almost the some 
thing? Write the peirn on the lines below, ' ¡ i 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
C. 
7. 
8. 
8. 
10. 
i I 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
NAME_ 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE_ 
The sentences end questions below are si) mixed up and out of order. 
You must unscramble them so they make sense. Use the picture to 
help you. 
I. little The stood boy stool the on. 
2. the stool Did boy littlo on stand the? 
3. boy shouted pool in help The for the 
* 9. father stooped son tell Bis to his something. 
10. his stoop son to Old father tell his something? 
4. shout Did boy for in the help pool the? 
5. baker bread sliced The with knife a the. 
0. the slice knife baker bread with Did the a? 
7. yanked girl the turnip ground from The the. 
9. ground the from yank Did girl turnip the the? 
i 
I 
ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
NAME 
276 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE 
the word. ’Th¿nbwíiteCa sentínce^siíg eScí^ línek»eXt to the Picture. Say 
below. Underline the "-ank"word ~ank word in the long lines 
1 
4. 
Qu 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
NAME BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE_ 
CLOTHING LOTTO 
Label each picture uein, the wcrie below. Then pl.y bottol 
hi,t iM« coat shoes 
hood 
underwear 
dress 
pants 
socks 
sleeve 
sweater 
bathrobe 
slippers 
shirt 
TT 
"*mm* 
I 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
NAME__- 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE._ 
r . , . . ACCESSORIES LOTTO 
Label each picture using the words below. Then play Lottol 
boots 
tie 
scarf 
umbrella 
watch 
belt 
wallet 
buttons 
ring 
bathing suit 
purse 
gloves 
hairbrush 
necklaco 
glasses 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
MATCHING GAME 
Cut cards out and play a matching game with a friend, 
word to the picture, read the word and keep the match. When you match the 
281 
ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
watching GAME 
p^groraaagaaKia 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
IBB MgigBBy 
» 
I belt 
~ I 
I 
- N 
bathrobe 
i 
/ 
Yf*pw¡:TW 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
NAME 
BEARSi BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE 
If I could go to the store, I would like to buy .... 
ALEJANDRO'S 4TH OF JULY 
NAME 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - 
DATE_ 
stoop - to bend the body forward 
and downward with knees 
bent. 
point - to use your finger to 
show someone something.- 
dash - to run quickly, 
tiny - very.small, 
yank - to pull very hard. 
ground -soil, sand or clay at the 
earth's surface. 
noise - very loud sound. 
frown - an unhappy face. 
stool - a seat with no back and no 
arms. 
shout - to speak very loudly, 
nasty - not nice. 
scarf - piece of cloth worn around 
your neck. 
Using the above words and their meanings, complete the sentences below, 
1. The boy's father 
noise 
2. The girl _ 
tiny 
3. The woman 
yanked 
_ to tell him something. 
stooped stool 
__ home from school. 
nasty dashed 
the turnip from the garden, 
stooped pointed 
4, He planted the seeds in the _ 
stoop ground 
5. She made a 
yank 
face at the man. 
nasty 
6. The people 
noise shout 
_ at the airplane in the sky, 
yanked dashed pointed 
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NAME__ DATE,_ 
4 16 21 13 19 22 9 15 12 9 14 2 1 14 10 15 2 IS 12 12 
19 1 25 15 16 
A 8 C D 
12 3 4 
T U V W 
20 31 22 33 
6 15 14 
8 f 
5 6 
X Y 
24 35 
5 
C 
7 
l 
36 
J Í 1/ H 
10 11 13 
N 
14 
16 9 1 14 15 
O ? 0 B 6 
15 16 17 18 19 H 8 
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NAME__ DATE 
Making Music ' 
How many of these musical instruments can you find in this word search 
below, Some of them are written aoross, some down. Circle all you 
can find. 
F I C T R 0 M B 0 N E 0 R D E X 
N 0 L 0 S L T 0 B E N X 0 R S Y 
R S , A X 0 P H 0 N E P N L Y W L 
P s R N L 0 R E N T l 0 S M R 0 
G u I T A R S N A R A C A S N P 
F N N T L N R P E N N R E S 0 H 
S 0 E E 0 B . E L L R 0 N T T E 0 
T V T U B A A T R U M P E T E N 
0 N S N 0 N 0 R E S P H L A E T 
I L 0 P A J E N T L 0 N S N 1 L 
R N R V I 0 L I N A R R E 0 L T 
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ALEJANDRO'S 4TH Of JUEY . BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUHBHi C 
NAME_ D TE_ 
DIRECTIONSi 1) Labal each pictura using the word» below. 
2) Than complete the riddlaa. The firat one 1» done lor you 
ft 
to» 
1. 
2. 
9. 
trumpet piano tubo guitar maracas 
violin drums bell clsrinet 
I have 88 Kaye. Some are black and aoma ara white. I am 
very big and vary heavy. You ait down on a bench or atool 
to play me. 
What am 17 füftflQ. 
I usually have 8 strings. 1 am made of wood. When 
play me, your fingers on one hand press my strings, 
the other hand strums them. 
• What am 17 ___ 
You must ring me to play me. I sound like thie, 
"ding-a-ling-a-iing." 
you 
What am 17 
4. 
8. 
6. 
7. 
I have thin straight handles. You hold me in your hands 
and shako me. 
What om 17 _ 
I am smell. You rest me on your shoulder to play me. I 
have 4 strings. You play mo with a 'bow* by moving it 
bock and forth. 
What om 17 ___ 
I am big. You blow air intorae through your mouth to^play 
mo. I cm in many parades, 
oom-pah-pah." 
Who t om 17 _ 
1 sound like this, "oom-pah 
I come in many sizes. To play me you must hit me with 3 
sticks. 
V.’r.at un II 
I am not too big to carry 
mouth to play me. 1 have 
Tney go up and down, 
What am 17 _ 
You blow air into me through your 
3 valves which ore like buttons. 
t block and silver. I am long and thin. Vou can carry 
me easily. You blow into roe to Play me. I have many valves 
’ —- while you play me. 
What am 17 -- 
you must 
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NAME _ DATE 
DIRECTIONS) Using the words in the middle of ths page, group them in the 
area where they belong, Writs your snswers in the spaces below, 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ACTION WORDS 
1. neoklace 1. 
tuba 
2. 2. 
'' 
nasty 
3. 3. 
4. 
dashed 
y tiny 4. 
violin 
belt 
WORDS THAT DESCRIBE THINGS 
shouted 
fancy 
•cerf 
pointed 
trumpet 
hungry 
hood 
yanked 
saxophone 
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ALEJANDRO16 4TH Of JULY 
NAME._ 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE_ 
Problem» 
What's that nolle? 
What'a that nolle? 
Creak, creak, equeak, squeak, 
Could it be my favorite aeat? 
What'a that noiie? 
What's that noise? 
Crash, crash, boom, boom. 
Something breaking in the room 
What's that noise? 
What's that noise? 
KERFLOP I 
'hat a problem 1 have gov. 
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NAME___ 
If I have a problem 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE____ 
SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
Bilingual Department - Title VII 
VISUAL MATERIALS NEEDED FOR LESSON PRESENTATION 
SUNSHINE - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
UNIT: ALEJANDRO'S 4th OF JULY 
291 
ALEJANDRO'S 4th of JULY 
LESSON PRESENTATION POSTER - TO BE CUT t MOUNTED 
(Right Side) (see other side for directions) 
292 
ALEJANDRO'S-4th of JULY 
LESSON PRESENTATION POSTER - TO SE CUT t MOUNTED 
(Left side) 
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SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
Bilingual Department 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORKSHEETS FOR 
BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
SUNSHINE 
UNIT: COMPOUND WORDS 
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UNIT: Compound Words 
LEVEL: Pre Primer: BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
VOCABULARY: 
* wishbone 
* necklace 
* rollercoaster 
* birdbath 
* waterfall 
* flashlight 
LEVEL: 1.1: SUNSHINE 
* lunchbox 
storybook 
* housefly 
doghouse 
schoolbooks 
catfish 
houseboat 
playroom 
* pocketbook 
strawberry 
overcoat 
raincoat 
goldfish 
* housework 
birdhouse 
pancakes 
snowman 
* breadbox 
hatbox 
playhouse 
beehive 
* VOCABULARY to be stressed 
1 
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COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
NAME_ DATE_ 
“‘COMPOUND WORDS*** 
coat 
hive 
s a b r • n e c k t 
-r-*
 
e 
X a i . n c 0 a t e r e 
c e . V b e e h i V 8 
a 
n d, 0 9 h 0 u 8 
e 0 r 
Í d t e 8 a i • l b 0 a t » ¡ 
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COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - 6UKSH3NL 
NAME_ 
Read each compound word. 
Print the two words that make the compound word, 
3 
319 
NAME_• 
Read each question. 
COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, 8AU,00NS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
-. DATE_ 
Print two of the three words shown together to make a compound word 
answer. 
i. Where can a bee live? bee Une h 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
What can you wear when it rains? 
Where can a dog Uve? 
Where can you put breed? 
coat drop rain 
house dog truck 
box house bread 
lunch top box 
pot pan cakes 
7. What can you use to see at night? light night flash 
books placw story 
i, 
room play line 
tie chin neck 
320 
NAME 
COMPOUND WORDS BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
DATE_ 
Draw linos to make compound words. 
d 
j, *_is on a lake. 
2, We made a wish with the ____• 
3. My mother made __ tor breakfast. 
4. 1 keep my money in my ___• 
5. Every night my mother reads a __to me. 
6, J keep my lunch in a ___,• 
7, a__ can help ma aae at night. 
B, My friend'# dog alatps in a -• 
9. There'# a big __ at the and of the river. 
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COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
NAME---- DATE_ 
Read each compound word. 
Print the two words that make the compound word, 
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COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - SUNSHINE 
name date _ 
across 
-> 
r~ 
j c 
i. A man of snow. 
2. A room for play 
down Jr 3. A box for bread. 
4. A boat that's a house. 1. Books for school. 
5. Work done in the house. 2. A house for play. 
6. A fish that is gold. 3. 
A house for a bird. 
7. A fish that looks like a cat. 4. 
A box for a hat. 
8. A hive for a bee. 5. 
A fly in the house. 
323 
COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS'- 
324 
COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS - 
9 
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COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
mammimmmmmmmasfBmemsMaammuam 
neck tie 
rain coat 
yavtr-J 
326 
COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
roller 
mri'amamwamamaaiBm 
coaster 
bone 
^«nanrm^JirmiRTaiani 
n 
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COMPOUND WORDS - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
house > work 
IraraaaaaamiM^^ 
] 7 
328 
Name 
Compound Words - Bears, Balloons, Boats - Sunshine 
DATE 
roller coaster 
blast! 
T i \oW 
°9 uMop-apisdn"^ ^fr 
a. 1 would like to go on a rollercoaster because 
b. 1 wouldn't like to go on a rollercoaster because 
9 
n 
SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
Bilingual Department 
SUPPLEMENTARY WORKSHEETS FOR 
SUNSHINE - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
UNIT: FOOD VOCABULARY 
330 
UNIT: FOOD VOCABULARY 
LEVEL: Pre Primer: BEARS >, BALLOONS, BOATS 
* sandwich carrots flavor 
* celery cherries 
* cabbage peach 
LEVEL: 1.1: SUNSHINE 
grapes noodles steak 
plum berry * scoop 
raisin * jelly seed 
slice 
ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY 
banana pepper chicken 
pineapple egg plate 
orange cereal glass 
rasberries ham fork 
strawberry sugar knife 
apple ice cream spoon 
lemon candy honey 
salt nuts mayonaise 
beet ice 
onion butter 
tomato juice 
yam meat 
lettuce fish 
corn coffee 
pease tea 
green beans milk 
potato salad 
hot dog fruit 
hamburger pie 
sandwich cake 
sausage cookies 
bread 
* VOCABULARY TO BE STRESSED 
FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
_ DATE_ 
**‘FRUITS AND VEGETABLES*** 
corn carrot 
tomato strawberry 
peas onion 
grape pear 
banana cherry 
apple potato 
beans lettuce 
orange lemon 
332 
NAME 
FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
-— DATE__ 
* * * FOODS AND MORE FOODS** * 
a 
e£> 
3 j 4. 
nm^ ‘fig a 
ham butter 
candy hamburger 
ice steak 
sandwich pepper 
ice cream nuts 
hot dog egg 
noodles sugar 
cereal juice 
salt 
333 
NAME 
FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
_ DATE__ 
* * *FOODS...AND MORE FOODS*** 
salad knife 
meat cookie 
pie bread 
glass cof fee 
fruit plate 
milk tea 
spoon cake 
fish fork 
chicken 
1, 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
334 
NAME 
FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
- DATE__ 
Do You Know Your Fruits? 
i 
335 
FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
NAME DATE 
336 
bet's besen 
♦harry .. „ 
A ehtrry I» o *moll, round fruit 
Cberrlei grow on ehtrry tree* 
In bright. Ilttlf bunche». 
(«rret 
Thli I» o corroí. 
It It o crunchy vegetoblt 
thot growi under the ground. 
When you cook corroí», 
you cook out the crunch. 
boot 
A beet i» o vegetable. 
It grew» under the ground. 
Not everybody like» beet». 
Do you? 
cabbage wM 
Cabbage U a leafy vegetable. 
It i» good for making cole ilaw. 
Thil I» a head of cabbage. 
btrry 
A berry I» o email fruit. „ 
There ore many klndi of berrlti. 
Thli li o ifrowberry, 
Mmmmmml Good. 
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NAME--- DATE_ 
777RIDDLES777 
Can You Guese? What Am I? 
After reading your "Let's Learn" worksheet, finish these 
riddles. 
1. I grow under the ground. I am purple in color, 
I am a vegetable. What am 17 
2, I am a small round fruit, J grow in little bunches. 
I have a hard round seed in the middle of me. J am 
bright red. What am 17 
3, l am a small fruit. There are many kinds of me. 
One kind is a straw_. What am 17 
4, I am a leafy vegetable. You buy me by the head, 
J am green. You can use me for making cole slaw. 
What am 17 
5, i am o crunchy vegetable that grows under ground. 
X am orange. Rabbits like to oat me. What am I? 
SUNSHINE 
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FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOATS 
NAME_ DATE_ 
Here Come The Dancing Vegetables! 
Can you find the names of all the dancing vegetables 
that are hidden in this wordsearch? 
Some are written across, some down. Circle them. 
c A B B A G E 
c E l E R Y R 
A D E i T A A 
R E 0 H A N L 
R A D \ $ H E 
U N i 0 N P B 
T 0 • M A T 0 T 
SUNSHINE 
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FOOD VOCABULARY - BEARS, BALLOONS, BOAT8 - SUNSHINE 
_ DATE_ 
“•RECIPE*** 
FANTASTIC FRUIT SALAD 
liigjjüaiaaii» 
l.T cup tresh ______ slices. 
16* §*1*3*B 
3. I cup seedless green 
3. 1 cup (rash 
4. I cup (rash 
16-8-1^V8' 
7-18-1-16-5-19 
slices. 
1#-3 0-18-!-J1-S- fi'-Tf-TO^'-8“» 
TTTJ 
hail, pits removed. 
5. I cup fresh sliced in 
3-6-5-18-16-9-5-19 
6. I cuo slices. 
9 3-M4-1-T4-T 
I. Peel end slice the 
7. 1 cup Iresh 
vé-'i-TíTr-'i-rr-jé-ü-s 
chunks. 
I. i cup 
18-16-1-11-3-5 
sections. 
9. 13 lettuce leaves. 
10. <i cup chopped 
JÍ-1-11-14-31-J6-T6 
11. *» cup 
lé-l-9-l 6-6-1'e-1'9 
3. Cut the 
16-5-1-3-8-5-Í8 
, the 
and 
3-1-14-1-14-1-19 
3-18-1-Í6-5-1V ” 19-10-18-1-23-2-5-10-16-9-5-19 
__ into halves. Remove pits from the 
3-8-5-18-18-9-6-19 
, and the 
3-8-5-10-18-0-5-Vi 
3. Preñare the chunks and slice the _ j. prepare e t6.9.l4.5-i-i6-l6-l3^ H-&-1-1S-Í9 
Next, peel «n end section it. 
15-16-1-14-7-5 
5, Tear six lettuce leaves into small pieces. 
(i. Mix all of the above in a large salad bowl. 
7. Spoon some of this fruit onto the last six lettuce leaves - each on e 
separate plate, 
8< PUt th8 Í3-MM4-Jl-TTO™* th# 18-1-9-19-9-14-^ °n t0p' 
9. Serve with a mixture of 3/4 cup honey and two tablespoons of 
juice and two tablespoons oí juice. 
KEY i J X t M 
10 11 13 13 
U0PQRSTUVWXY3 
14 15 16 17 18 19 30 31 33 33 34 36 36 
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Twenty Scoops I 
Circle all of the ice cream flavors you can find. 
Soma ara written aoroasi some down. 
vanilla C H 0 C 0 L A T E N U T 
chocolate D F R H P H 1 U C 6 E C 
strawberry B U T T E R S C 0 T C H 
coffee L D W 6 P T c L F R H 0 
chocolate chip U G 0 G P G A E F A E C 
cherry E E J V E F R M E w R 0 
peach B R Y F R P A 0 E B R L 
limo E 0 L 1 M E K N K E Y A 
rasberry R C V 0 I E E l A R L r» 
blueberry R K V A N 3 L 1. A R 3 r 
orange Y Y B 0 T P L U K V J P j 
pineapple C R A S P 6 E R R Y M t ! 
plum c 0 R A N G E K N L B 
maple walnut M A P L E W A L N U 7 V 
coconut A D P l N E A P P L E H 
chocolate nut F U 0 G E S W J R L L r. 
fudge awirl E A C 0 C 0 N U T R N o 
fudge 
butterscotch 
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NAME_ DATE__ 
Favorite Flavors 
Think of 3 flavors of ice cream and write them down, one per 
line, next to the letters A, B, C. Ask 5 friends which flavor they 
like best and make one mark in the tally column beside a flavor each 
time someone names it as a favorite, Mark your favorite, too. 
To make a graph of your answers, write each flavor underneath 
the letter it matches under the box. Above each flavor, color in . 
one square for each mark in the tally column. 
At 
0, 
c. 
FLAVORS OF ICE CREAM 
xm 
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Let's Make A SAndwichl 
SUNSHINE 
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Let's Make a Sandwich 
Follow these steps; 
It Cut out all sandwich pieces. 
2. Put one slice of bread on the plate. 
3. Put the mayonaise on the bread. 
4. Put the ham on top of the mayonaise. 
5. Put the Swiss cheese on top of the ham.' 
C. Put the lettuce on top of the Swiss cheese. 
7. Put the tomato on top of the lettuce. 
8. Put the other slice of bread on top of the tomato, 
9. put the pickles on the plate next to the sandwich. 
SUNSHINE 
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If I could have two scoops of my favorita ice cream, 
I would have . 
I 
SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
Bilingual Department 
MOONBEAMS SUPPLEMENTARY WORKSHEETS 
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mhmmy wfp.íh topota wTOimm manme 
plume(a) parrot fingers home 
crib(«) seal quiok Itoney 
chest crocodile froze find 
dozen penguin quilt honeybreod 
cheese elephant bus batter 
corn boy ship uniforms 
come whale rail pans 
dono dolphin tail cookies 
doze lion baked unicorn 
drawer truck crust eaten 
Chair rocks cold dinner 
chose glass butter slippers 
closet call robe funny 
found nice dark tree 
shoes ice queen net 
crown blocks present shi i led 
cream toy dress prayed 
pretzels fallen wrap cub 
donkey please pine drink 
kick fence cow squirrel 
zebra grass ' zoo farm 
rabbit 
potted forest trees 
knees 
fuzzy 
joke ham kill Fn 
scarf fish 
bakery library 
squeeze 
milk 
coffee 
pepper catsup 
i 
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DOWN 
MJONKDWU 
ACKQ88 
348 
Moonbeams 
This baby is sleeping on the 
floor. He has no __ 
oome corn crib 
There are more than a _ 
candies in this paper bag. 
doren dore done 
349 
Look at the squares 
Moonbeam» 
Draw a circle around each oí the words printed below. 
The word chest is done for you. 
A c s D 0 P H J I D 0 Z E 
K U L N 0 P 0 J . Ü I B u 0 
G H I L Z 0 V K P V W J P 
U 6 V C E • P R y ti G H c K 
X Z C N N K L u S P J R L 
V J I H P G 0 p 8 E D I 0 
12 n T V 12 U 1 0 T | P 0 U A 
A 8 0 G H E J K L U N z X 
Z X C V ti W S M A 8 E Ü V 
Q w C 0 n N R E R 8 R V u 
t: V 11 J K L 0 P C 0 M a J 
X c V 13 N J K L 13 u N i • p 
cheese 
chest 
dozen 
corn 
crib 
come 
done 
doze 
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HOQNbEAMS 
ftQWN 
corn 
choose 
cheat 
drawer 
chair 
cribs 
doren 
AQHQSB 
In 
351 
Moonbeams 
They aro not waiting at the _ road station 
for a train. They are not waiting at the beach for a 
_. They are waiting for a _. 
The snow _ on the bus stop sign. They 
need a blanket or a _ to keep warm! 
chose 
quick 
froze 
quilt 
bus 
ship 
rail 
tail 
Look uv the squares Moonbeams 
Draw a oircie around euob o1 tbe words printed below. 
VUe word Quilt is done for you 
Q • c P F H J 
. p K N M P 0 1 
u V V A l P V W n « K P N 
i F H 1( P N p F R 0 X 8 U 
c p H J 8 I V 0 T R c V U 
K X K P H V R P H U c R P 
A c U U J R P A P V R P 0 
I) p C 
i 
0 P V w A J E 0 K J 
X c P u W 12 p W J P 6 P K 
p Q V I M 0 p Q W T E E M 
T R E p N W V W J .1 T V 11 
C C II T H V 0 P u 8 ' A c P 
JJ li 1 J U p M N V V li 11 N 
obese 
quilt 
froze 
quielt 
bu» 
si) ip 
tuil 
run 
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t 
Moonbeams 
This men it Baking a pitsa. He 
_ the _ 
tint and than put en the ehaaaa 
and tone tone. You aat the 
piaaa hot not _I 
This nan ia using honey, agga, 
oil and flour to Bake a . 
ho will Woke o . 
In some atoros the workers have 
to wear . 
Who washes tho pots and _•' 
tatter batter uniforms honeybr«.. 
unicorns fan pans brotd 
This man bought broad, ho will 
put _ on it and may bo 
some ___» I cannot 
________ any bags in the 
picture. You need bags to curr 
the bread homo, 
butter funny butter 
honey mind find 
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Look at the squares. 
Moonbeams 
Draw a circle around euoh of the words printed below. 
The word kiiK&d is done for you, 
X 9 E i T V U N i V G R u 6 
V c w . 6 0 U T T E « P 0 V 
w s 0 0 0 ! H 1 N U L 0 p 9 
0 T V L N . G 
» ( U T M N 
N 0 H K 0 L U X 
saS 
P 0 T 
a n V U G M, V T \ V B N 
V c X % C M B P 1 
V 
v\ jN 
\“ 
X 
u t! F W ft l A M j X V 
si > K 
ft V l ft U C T X H 0 N B V 
a 0 N H & B V X 
• 
1 T U n V 
A F D R T W £ L U ft V i 0 
D X H 1 J X u B c D I G H 
baited batter uniforms 
crust find butter 
cold honey 
6 
355 
Dgjffl 
l. 
breed 
coolUue 
unicorn 
honey 
cold 
batter 
K
oo
nb
ee
un
s 
356 
357 
DOWN 
MQQNBÍVI8 
-T. 
' ,'•» * ^ 
tfl' 
ACKOSS 
1. 
3. (Frew) 
tree 
clem 
shoes 
•Upper* 
breakfast 
funny 
358 
Moonbeam* 
book at the squares 
Draw a circle around each o1 the worde printed below. 
The word Blinpern is done for you 
A 8 I F 0 U N D l Q R 8 T 
E B E , A c D U D 0 B 6 V P 
B A F M l V X V X » N 0 U 
T T D K 
\* 
X J T V F p 9 
K E V F P E 0 U E u 
A N 0 6 c «N > \® X E N 1 D 
0 Ü D E E V s R X W N R A 
C X l V 0 6 T Vs \p^ NL V I R 
A X N E s 0 T R 
X. V I K 
D n N 8 E R E W A 0S V V T 
Q V E 0 T E W X E N 
N 
i \s V 
X T R P R H C J F 8 E 
\ 
W 
* 
X 
eaten closet funny dark 
dinner Tobe found , 
! 
0 
359 
n
e
t 
m
i 
le
d 
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Moonbeams 
# ' 
Look at the squares. 
Draw a circle around each of the words printed below. 
Tho word .auasn is done for you. 
A C T L X 0 . P 0 w N 0 8 0 
P R 13 P N 7 R M c N C N U 
Z S W J H N 13 8 h C 8 J 
• 
8 
a W T e 0 P 8 X 0 J l h 8 
D N 6 p J 7 e R 6 J G 8 R 
R W W 0 R A N V 1 JZ c a P b 
13 1 U X L A V P T E R 13 V 
S W l 0 J h V W C J •e R 8 
8 W 8 ÍL. U E 13 P R 0 8 b 
0 D C h 1 H 13 7 n 0 E C J 
W N a 7 0 6 C 0 M 13 ' D A 0 
A S • A C D E o' P K J T R M 
Queen pray 
closet 
come present 
smiled net 
cream dress 
queer 
3 0 
361 
&£JMÜ MWNIÍRAMK 
2, 
3. 
O o 
IV 
UI'iNIIII 
cloeec 
present 
dreee 
prayed 
queen 
l. 
it 
2, 
9 
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Moonbeams 
pretzels 0«t drink 
donkey kick pin© 
X. What do we eat? 
We eat _ 
wrap 
cub 
3. What do wo oaXX a baby bear? 
Wo call a baby boar a _ 
4, what is another naino for a mule? 
Another name for a mule io _ 
5. What is one kind of a tree? 
One kind of a tree is a - tree * 
1) 
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Moonbeams 
book at the squares, 
Draw a circle around each of the words printed below. 
The word dfljifray is done for you. 
c 0 M M Q 0 . P j e A 6 6 A T 
M 0 P U W R A p M U l 6 P 
K K W G R d’ b 0 I U C X M 
P I 0 U P ¡3 W c 
t 
“5j 0 P 0 C 
C c 0 P R W c 6 0 W b H V 
A K 0 P C 0 8 0 N w K P w 
M b p w T 8 0 W K c A P 0 
P C 0 M 0 A D P P 'P C A 
C 1 w 0 S! A X M J G II u X 
0 P N 0 b A Z 6 P V 0 p p 
A c T a 6 P P R I N K H p 
G F • V F 0 P v’ V V I 0 K b 
donkey 
wrap 
c ub 
pretzels 
eat 
kick 
drink 
pine 
364 
donkey 
kick 
cub 
Hine 
drink 
pretsele 
ACROSS M00NUBAM8 
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366 
Moonbeam*. 
book At the equate*, 
Br«w a circle around each of the word* printed below. 
The word squirrel ie done for you. 
2 0 0 R R 6 b i « b R 0 R * 2 M 
A D w . R 0 8 N 0 M P 2 8 
X b 0 0 0 5 8 ’ R 0 2 M 8 P 
c. b E D • c P 2 W 
• r> 
U b M 8 8 
D P w 0 0 W A P 2 C 0 R 8 
2 0 w N w N D 0 R T V A 8 
Q P p < K G b K R R B V b P 
W 8 T E 0 P U 6 E U 0 P • b 
A 6 W V E T V S M B A C 
R A 6 B l T 2 T 
* 
8 J P R G 
H I W E Q A U 0 P V X M P 
b b M E E 0 P T E D P G K 
goo 
farm 
squirrel 
donkoy 
cow 
rabbit 
zebra 
foreat 
367 
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Moonbeam* 
This family is in a _ having a 
pionic. You can see a lot of __________ in the back. 
Mother is on her __serving a drink. She 
made  _ sandwiches for this picnic, l hope,, 
she has a  to cut the sandwiches. Her 
« 
family likes fruit so she brought __. and apples, 
forest trees Knees hara home 
Know flngove Knife plums please 
369 
Moonbeam» 
9 
kook at the squares, 
Draw a circle around each o{ the words printed below, 
The word ltnoea is done for you, 
T ft 8 B 8 A V 9 B U M 8 M 
C r C B M K P M l 0 W 8 A 
P 8 0 A T 
• 
N W 0 9 8 W 8 V 
9 C A 8 W 0 W F 
ñ 
0 A K ? 
8 0 0 F 0 W A 1 N W A N 0 
l3 H 0 F 0 W 9 A 8 0 » F I M 
A H E 0 P R M W 8 8 V F 0 
6 0 A H 8 D B 0 
jL 
M N 8 8 
8 M M M 0 I U 8 c D 8 W F 
A B M H C D 1 8 V Q H P W 
V 8 J 8 T F F l N C ' 8 R 6 
E r • B M 0 8 X 9 0 6 K 8 0 
fingere Knees trees home plums 
Knife Forest Know 
please 
l r, 
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DOWN 
mm 
NDONUt'MS 
3. 
3. 
psmft 
Imiu 
fingers 
hone g, 
(roue 
knees 
knifw 
3. (Pros) 
/ 
».• 
371 
Moonbeams 
He heo —______________ over « 
_. 8he has _ 
on the • 
fallen chair fence 
glees fallen grave 
He has _____________ over o 
_, He'6 going to fall 
on some TTf 
blocKs fallen toy truck 
rocks toy car fall 
He has -_ on tho 
_. Hho has not 
__ yet but maybe she will 
 laterl 
ico fallen 
gflU fell fallen 
1 7 
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Moonbeams 
Look at the squares. 
Draw a circle around each of the words printed below, 
The word fallen is done for you. 
fall 
nice 
ice 
call 
glass toy truck 
grass rocks 
blooks toy oar 
18 
fallen 
chair 
fence 
373 
HOONUEAMb 
DOWN 
glosa 
truck 
lance 
Ulucku 
rock a 
I 
(Si 
374 
Moonbssras 
Look at the squares, 
Draw a circle around each of the words printed below, 
The word penguin is done for you. 
c . • L N T R R P D It W , 0 • 8 8 
D Í 1 . c R 0 C 0 D I E 8 V 
M 0 X V 8 E T y C V H 0 V 
G N c X <Tl N? 8 8 E A 8 R o • 
D 8 Y, E 0 E P H X N 
0 W P E C 
s* 
N 8 8 8 2 
0 8 W • 8 2 w > 
s‘ 
X 6 H 8 
V 8 H P G 8 8 ,S 8 
v 
C I ' A 
It T A H R X 8 u ÍS » X 8 
A C l A T 2 X R M Y 8 
H R E N N 8 P V A w 0 0 A 
0 8 D T V P A R R 0 T A It 
Lion 
Pengui 
Doiphi 
n 
n 
W 
2 
8 
halo 
ebra 
oy 
8 
C 
8 
lepha 
rocod 
eal 
nt 
ile 
Parr oV 
f 
70 
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DOWN 
l. elephant 
Voy 
whale 
penguin 
Uon . 
parrot 
crooedile 
aeal 
HUOHIMwVIH 
ACR&SK 
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MOONBEAMS 
Use the pictures from Page 22 to finish each sentence with the wordsi 
is in the library, 
is in the bakery, 
is in the too. 
1. The .bookcase . 
2. The alrl 
3. The desk . 
4. The piece of cake . 
5. The paper clip _. 
6. The lion_ ■ 
7. The bread » 
8. The paste -■ 
0. The tiger _• 
10. The tape ... .. 
M
S
I 
... i I <111 
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VMMVIi 
I my 
' 1 
«J ' 
fWMlw potril) 
* P«MM 
wnw| 
MOONBEAMS 
-—Su—HW*. 
JUSl ■pdjgj^r. 
fÚAa»—ihffft—i&-asi ptfttft'j- 
379 
380 
E- \ 
He told me a . It made me . It was about 
u . He hud fur. 
He wore a bright, red • 
1 wanted to himi 
toddy beur fuzzy joke squeeze scurf 
smile 
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¿.liUte IB Tiff 91W» 
• ) They eeid, "Old you »gu»*j» • iester,7 
The duck eeid, "Vee, 7 brought leswnede," 
b) Vhey void, "bid you bring 7" 
The duck suid, “No, 1 brought 
c) They sold, "Bid you bring ?“ 
VIio duck ««id, “No, ) brought 
d) They ««id, “Bid you bring 7" 
Tho duck ««id, "No, J brought ." 
e) They ««id, "Bid you bring 7" 
Thu due*; ««id, "No, i brouunt ,11 
f, They ««id, "bid you bring 7" 
The duck ««id, "No, I brought 
butter - peppur - eetsup • pretteie • cookies * honey breed - iish • disuse 
(«ilk • coffee 
}< 
PACKS 36 through 79 AUK TO »e WtttU AS ONE EXEUCIKE 
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